‘The most dramatic centenary account of the Balfour Declaration.’

Robert Fisk

‘Like his other books, David Cronin’s latest work sheds light in the dark corners of western imperialist policies that wreak havoc in most of the world. This one about British policies over the 100 years since Balfour is worthy of reading not only by every British person interested in truth but all humans who yearn for peace and justice.’

Mazin Qumsiyeh, Professor at Bethlehem University

‘It is not surprising that each year the November anniversary of the Balfour promise is celebrated by British friends of Israel and mourned by millions of dispossessed Palestinian refugees. Speaking the truth about the catastrophic consequences of British support for Zionism, this amply documented book shows how Britain erected and for decades maintained the scaffolding that gave birth to a settler-colonial state in Palestine and the Palestinian Nakba. Acknowledging Britain’s moral responsibility towards the Palestinians is a key message of this timely and courageous book. A must read for those seeking truth and reconciliation in the Middle East.’

Nur Masalha, editor, Journal of Holy Land and Palestine Studies

‘“Journalists”, David Cronin tells us, “have a duty to cause trouble for the powerful.” This sense of duty informs every word of Balfour’s Shadow. From Foreign Secretary Balfour’s illegitimate 1917 promise to the Jews of a homeland in Palestine to Tony Blair’s global grandstanding and profiteering on Israel’s behalf in the twenty-first century, Cronin exposes Britain as an enabler of Israeli apartheid. Cronin blends indignation with meticulous objectivity in an alternative history that is concise but comprehensive.’

Raymond Deane, Composer

‘David Cronin describes vividly how, by deception, Britain’s imperial designs and perceived need for international Jewish support in wartime gave birth to the Balfour Declaration of November 1917, which handed Arab Palestine to the Zionist Movement, as a “Jewish national home” or Jewish state. Cronin examines Britain’s continuing pernicious, deadly and lucrative relationship with Israel, its political support for Israel’s war crimes and theft of Arab land and the mutual arms trade.’

Tim Llewellyn, former BBC Middle East Correspondent
‘Theresa May vowed in a recent speech to the Conservative Friends of Israel to mark the centenary of the Balfour Declaration “with pride” and to take the UK–Israeli relationship to “the next level”. Balfour’s Shadow challenges May’s propagandist celebration through its exposure of the declaration’s fundamental illegitimacy, supported by a wealth of factual detail on arms and money transfers, methods of repression, and the racist discourse through which the British Mandate prepared the establishment of Israel and ethnic cleansing of the Palestinian people.’

Rosemary Sayigh, author of Palestinians: From Peasants to Revolutionaries and Too Many Enemies: The Palestinian Experience in Lebanon

‘Balfour’s Shadow is a passionate, cogently argued presentation of the tragic and devastating consequences of the 1917 Balfour Declaration. Cronin’s work provides a unique insight into the historic and current relationship between Britain, Israel and the Palestinians.’

Selma Dabbagh, novelist and playwright

‘This superb book is a revelation, uncovering the dreadful history – and present – of Britain’s connivance with Israeli atrocities. It is also badly-needed given the silence that has largely prevailed, in both academia and media, on the crucial relationship between British and Israeli governments. It really deserves to be widely read and understood.’

Mark Curtis, author of Secret Affairs: Britain’s Collusion with Radical Islam
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Timeline of key events

November 1917  British government declares its support for the objective of establishing a ‘Jewish national home’ in Palestine.

December 1917  British Army captures Jerusalem.

April 1920  San Remo conference of allied powers agrees to place Palestine under British administration.

June 1920  Herbert Samuel arrives in Palestine as Britain’s first high commissioner.

May 1921  Riots in Jaffa; Britain responds to this and subsequent unrest by sending extra security forces to Palestine.

May 1922  Winston Churchill, then colonial secretary, publishes a white paper on Palestine. It reconfirms commitment to Balfour Declaration but denies that Britain wants Palestine to be ‘wholly Jewish’.

August 1929  British forces suppress riots in Jerusalem and other Palestinian cities.

October 1933  British forces attack Palestinian protesters in Jaffa.

April 1936  General strike declared by Palestinians’ political leadership; revolt against Zionism and British administration begins.

June 1936  British authorities destroy Palestinian homes in Jaffa’s Old City.
**July 1937**  
Commission appointed by the British government recommends mass transfer of Palestinians – ‘voluntary or otherwise’ – so that Jewish state may be established.

**March 1939**  
British government drafts white paper recommending that Palestine become an independent state, where ‘Jews and Arabs share government’, within a decade.

**Summer 1939**  
British Army states that the Palestinian revolt has been ‘smashed’.

**November 1944**  
Armed Zionist group, the Lehi, assassimates Walter Guinness, a British politician, in Cairo.

**July 1946**  
Another Zionist group, the Irgun, bombs British government offices in Jerusalem’s King David Hotel.

**September 1947**  
UN General Assembly votes for separate Jewish and Arab states to be formed in Palestine.

**Spring–Summer 1948**  
Zionist forces undertake major ethnic cleansing campaign in Palestine.

**May 1948**  
British rule in Palestine ends; state of Israel formally established.

**May 1950**  
Britain, the USA and France sign Tripartite Declaration on limiting arms supplies to the Middle East.

**October 1956**  
Israel attacks Egypt, implementing a secret plan drafted with Britain and France.

**January 1959**  
Britain signs contract to supply Israel with Centurion tanks; various similar deals follow.

**June 1967**  
Israel goes to war with Arab neighbours, making heavy use of weapons supplied by Britain.

**October 1973**  
War between Israel, Egypt and Syria.
TIMELINE OF KEY EVENTS

June 1980   Supported by Margaret Thatcher’s government, the European Economic Community issues declaration on Israel–Palestine conflict.

September 1982   Thatcher condemns massacres by Israel’s proxy forces in Lebanon as ‘barbaric’.

May 1986   Thatcher undertakes first official visit by British prime minister to present-day Israel.

December 1987   First Palestinian uprising – or intifada – begins.

September 1993   Israel and PLO sign Oslo accords; Britain declares full support for this ‘peace’ deal.

September 2000   Second intifada begins.

August 2005   Contract signed to supply British Army with Israeli-designed drones.

November 2005   European Union launches first policing mission for the West Bank and Gaza, with significant British involvement.

July 2006   Israel attacks Lebanon, with support from Tony Blair, then Britain’s prime minister.

June 2007   Blair named as representative for Middle East Quartet (the EU, USA, UN and Russia).

July 2008   Gordon Brown becomes first British prime minister to address Israel’s parliament, the Knesset.

December 2008   Israel launches Operation Cast Lead, a major attack on Gaza, almost certainly using British weapons.

July 2014   Israel launches Operation Protective Edge, another offensive against Gaza.

December 2016   Theresa May promises to mark centenary of Balfour Declaration ‘with pride’.
On 2 November 1917, Arthur James Balfour, then Britain’s foreign secretary, signed a letter to Walter Rothschild, an aristocrat and committed Zionist. The letter – which became known as the Balfour Declaration – read:

Dear Lord Rothschild,

I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty’s government, the following declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved, by the cabinet.

‘His Majesty’s government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.’

I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowledge of the Zionist Federation.

Yours,

Arthur James Balfour
Boris Johnson has described the Balfour Declaration as ‘bizarre’, ‘tragicomically incoherent’ and ‘an exquisite masterpiece of Foreign Office fudgerama’. He is correct. Britain’s 1917 pledge to help build a ‘national home for the Jewish people’ in Palestine struck a false balance. Despite resolving to respect the rights of everyone concerned, it accorded incoming settlers a higher status than the indigenous people. The world’s pre-eminent power was sponsoring a project aimed at establishing a Jewish state in a land where most of the inhabitants were Arabs.

The irony is that Johnson has added to the incoherence. About a year after his critique of the declaration was published – in his 2014 biography of Winston Churchill – Johnson, then London’s mayor, led a trade mission to Israel and the occupied West Bank. During his trip, he hailed the Balfour Declaration as ‘a great thing’ that ‘reflected a great tide of history’. Since then, Johnson has been appointed foreign secretary, a post held a century ago by Arthur James Balfour. Johnson has not repeated his ‘fudgerama’ claim since taking up that job.

Other Conservative politicians have publicly rejoiced in what William Hague has called the party’s ‘unbroken thread’ of support for Zionism since the days of Balfour (such support is by no means confined to the Tories). Visiting Jerusalem in 2014, David Cameron said the Balfour Declaration was the ‘moment when the state of Israel went from a dream to a plan’. Towards the end of 2016, Theresa May – Cameron’s successor as prime minister – praised the declaration as ‘one of the most important letters in history’ and gave a commitment to mark its centenary ‘with pride’. May is the latest in a series of British political leaders to prefer myths to reality. A sober assessment of events leads to the unavoidable conclusion that the Balfour Declaration enabled the mass dispossession of Palestinians, an injustice that persists. Rather than recognising that fact, May has celebrated Israel as ‘a thriving democracy, a beacon of tolerance, an engine of enterprise’.
Britain’s relationship with the Zionist movement has not always been harmonious. At one crucial juncture in the 1940s, Britain was treated as the arch-enemy by some Zionist paramilitaries. The British administration in Jerusalem was even the target of Zionist bombing.

Viewed in its totality, the relationship has nonetheless proven to be resilient. That is despite the fact that the Zionist movement does not need Britain in the way it did 100 years ago. Then, convincing Britain to back the colonisation of Palestine was deemed to be vital by leading Zionists, notably Chaim Weizmann (later Israel’s first president). With the USA now transferring billions of dollars in military aid to Israel each year, the notion that Zionists once pinned so much hope on receiving a brief letter from the British government might appear quaint.

The significance of the Balfour Declaration lies not only in its carefully weighed, though misleading, words – arguably, it lies more in the follow-up action. Soon after the letter to Walter Rothschild was dispatched, work began on laying the foundations of the coveted ‘national home’. When the declaration’s core tenets were enshrined in the League of Nations mandate under which Britain ruled Palestine between the two world wars, the ‘home’ began to take a discernible shape. It was not a place that made all its residents feel welcome. A pattern of discrimination against Palestinians developed – in access to land, employment and more besides. It led to the Nakba – Arabic for ‘catastrophe’ – the expulsion of 750,000 Palestinians around the time of Israel’s foundation in 1948.

Boris Johnson is one of the many British politicians and diplomats to have voiced reservations about either the manner in which Zionism was embraced or whether the embrace was prudent. Yet the embrace has remained sufficiently tight for Britain to either directly crush resistance to the Zionist project – as occurred during the 1920s and 1930s – or, in more recent decades, to endorse Israeli repression.

The roles have, in some respects, been reversed. About 50 years ago, Britain supplied the tanks on which Israel would rely heavily during the Six-Day War of June 1967. Today, Israel designs the drones that are officially regarded as critical to Britain’s future ‘defence’. Yet it is not simply a case of a retailer turning into a customer. The occupation of the West Bank and Gaza, which began in 1967, has been treated as a business opportunity by Israel. The arms and surveillance equipment
that Israel exports around the world have been tested out on the victims of that occupation. By supplying the hardware used in the initial invasion of those territories, Britain helped the Zionist colonisation project to enter into a new phase. There is a logic behind how Britain buys in bulk the products invented by its protégé and seeks to adapt them for its own ends.

Does the legacy of Arthur James Balfour matter in the era of Donald John Trump? The short answer is: yes. Israel's settlement activities have been one of the hot topics in the first few weeks of the Trump presidency (at the time of writing). The expansion of those settlements illustrates how the colonisation project that Balfour applauded in 1917 has never ceased. With Trump and his hard-right entourage now installed in the White House, there is a strong possibility that the project will accelerate.

Balfour could not have foreseen all of the project’s consequences. He died in 1930 – 18 years before the State of Israel came into being, implicitly claiming that it held the title deeds to the ‘Jewish national home’. Balfour did, however, know of the main risks entailed in building that ‘home’. As this book demonstrates, he and his peers were fully aware that the pursuit of Zionist objectives endangered the fundamental rights of Palestinians, regardless of the caveats inserted into his declaration.

Israel’s top politicians and diplomats continue to invest a great deal of energy towards maintaining strong relations with Britain. They do so in the expectation that their British counterparts will be receptive. Many Zionists of the twenty-first century still crave the respectability brought by endorsement from big players in global politics. Balfour casts a very long shadow.
The foundations of Israel were laid in London.

In November 1917, Arthur James Balfour, then Britain’s foreign secretary, signed a letter that was just three sentences long. The brevity of the document did not detract from its impact.

Addressed to the aristocrat Walter Rothschild, it was a letter of support to the British Zionist Federation. It declared that the government viewed ‘with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people’ and promised assistance to realize that goal.

Through this declaration, Balfour set in train a process whereby colonisers would be treated as superior to the native population. A caveat – that ‘nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine’ – was really an insult. While Jews scattered across the world were accorded the status of belonging to a nation, Arabs living and farming on the land under discussion were merely described as ‘non-Jewish communities’. The idea that they could constitute a nation was not entertained.

The declaration was very much a product of its time. Currying favour with the Zionist movement to establish a Jewish state in Palestine was deemed advantageous to Britain’s strategy during the First World War. Balfour said as much during the war cabinet meetings at which the surrounding issues were discussed. In early October 1917, he inferred that Britain should try to win the sympathy of the Zionist movement before its enemy, Germany, did. At that meeting, he was given the go-ahead to take the ‘necessary action’. The war cabinet returned to the theme on 31 October 1917; the minutes of that meeting record Balfour as claiming ‘it was desirable that some declaration favourable to the aspirations of the Jewish nationalists should now be made.’ Balfour is reported to have claimed:
The vast majority of Jews in Russia and America, as, indeed, all over the world, now appeared to be favourable to Zionism. If we could make a declaration favourable to such an ideal, we should be able to carry on extremely useful propaganda both in Russia and America.2

Rumours and conspiracy theories about Jewish influence were influential in that era. Mark Sykes, a politician and diplomat who was considered a leading expert on the Middle East, had contended that Britain could not win the war if what he called ‘great Jewry’ was against it.3 Robert Cecil, then the parliamentary secretary of state for foreign affairs, had remarked: ‘I do not think it is easy to exaggerate the international power of the Jews.’4

The declaration’s supporters have, however, long propagated the myth that Balfour was acting benevolently in offering a haven to persecuted Jews. Far from being a benevolent individual, Balfour was a man of imperial violence; that was proven by his stint as chief secretary in Ireland between 1887 and 1891. When a protest was held in Mitchelstown, County Cork, against the prosecution of the political leader William O’Brien, Balfour ordered police to open fire. Causing three deaths, the incident earned him the nickname ‘Bloody Balfour’.5

Balfour should not be regarded as a saviour of the Jewish people; arguably, he was an anti-Semite. As prime minister, he pushed for a tough anti-immigration law in 1905 for the express purpose of stopping Jews fleeing Russia’s pogroms from seeking refuge in Britain.6 The Aliens Bill of that year allowed Britain to refuse refugees entry if they were deemed ‘undesirable’. While the law was being debated, Balfour voiced fears about ‘an alien immigration that was largely Jewish’. It would ‘not be an advantage to the civilisation of the country,’ he contended, to ‘have an immense body of persons’ with a different religion to the majority and ‘who only intermarried among themselves’.7 It is not as if Balfour discarded his prejudices towards Jews as his connections to the Zionist movement got stronger. In 1917, the same year as his eponymous declaration, he claimed that the persecutors of Jews had a ‘case of their own’. Because a Jew ‘belonged to a distinct race’ that was ‘numbered in millions, one could perhaps understand the desire to keep him down,’ Balfour stated.8

Balfour’s backing of the movement to establish a Jewish state in Palestine is not irreconcilable with his apparent anti-Semitism. Indeed,
he dropped strong clues that his support for Jewish settlement in Palestine may have been motivated by a desire to see Europe emptied of Jews. In his introduction to a Nahum Sokolov book, Balfour praised Zionism as:

a serious endeavour to mitigate the age-long miseries created for western civilisation by the presence in its midst of a body which is too long regarded as alien and even hostile, but which it was equally unable to expel or absorb.9

**Rumours of Russia**

The rumours of Jewish influence were taken especially seriously when they related to Russia. There was a perception that numerous Russian Jews were communist. *The Times* went even further by alleging that the Bolshevik leader Vladimir Lenin and ‘several of his confederates are adventurers of German-Jewish blood and in German pay, whose sole objective is to exploit the ignorant masses in the interests of their employers in Berlin.’10 By siding with the Zionist movement, Britain’s elite felt it could win a majority of Russian Jews over to its side. A 1917 telegram from the Foreign Office to British envoys in Petrograd read:

We are advised that one of the best methods of counteracting Jewish pacifists and socialist propaganda in Russia would be to offer definite encouragement to Jewish nationalist aspirations in Palestine. [The] question of Zionism is full of difficulties but I request your views in the first instance as to whether declaration by the Entente of sympathy with Jewish nationalist aspirations would help or not insofar as concerns [the] internal and external situation of Russia.11

Another senior figure in the Foreign Office, Ronald Graham, treated speculation as fact. In October 1917, he briefed Balfour about ‘the very important role the Jews are now playing in the Russian political situation.’ Although ‘these Jews are certainly against the Allies and for the Germans, almost every Jew in Russia is a Zionist,’ he claimed. If Britain convinced Russian Jews that the success of Zionism depended on ‘the support of the Allies and the expulsion of the Turks from
Palestine, we shall enlist a most powerful element in our favour,’
Graham added.12

Earlier in 1917, Britain’s war cabinet had approved a memorandum
detailing some of its key military objectives. One goal identified was
to ensure ‘continuity of territory or of control both in East Africa and
between Egypt and India.’13 Palestine was located close to the Suez
Canal, which Britain relied on for shipping to and from many of its
imperial ‘possessions’, as well as to coveted oil resources in Persia.

Chaim Weizmann was the leading Zionist in England at this time.
Originally from Belarus (then part of the Russian Empire), he was a
chemist, who taught at Manchester University and headed the British
Admiralty Laboratories from 1917 to 1919. His scientific knowledge
proved valuable to the British arms industry during the war. At a
time when acetone (an important ingredient of cordite) was in short
supply, Weizmann devised a method of manufacturing the solvent
with maize. Rather than being paid for his breakthrough by the British
government, he is reputed to have asked David Lloyd George, the then
prime minister, for help in advancing the Zionist project.14

Weizmann was introduced to Lloyd George by C.P. Scott, editor
of *The Manchester Guardian*. More a lobbyist than a journalist, Scott
used the editorial section of his ‘liberal’ newspaper to support Zionism.
Some of Scott’s comments about Palestine’s indigenous inhabitants
verged on the racist. A 1917 leader described Palestinians as being
‘at a low stage of civilisation’ and containing ‘none of the elements
of progress’. In turn, Lloyd George arranged for Weizmann to see
Balfour (as it happened, Balfour had had a previous conversation with
Weizmann during a 1906 visit to Manchester).15

The Balfour Declaration was the product of discussions between
Weizmann, a few other Zionists and the British government. Weizmann
had appeared certain that Britain would become the main sponsor of
his movement for months, if not years, prior to the declaration being
published. At a May 1917 Zionist gathering in London, he said:

Palestine will be protected by Great Britain. Protected by this
power, the Jews will be able to develop and create an administrative
organisation which, while safeguarding the interests of the non-Jew
population, will permit us to realise the aims of Zionism. I am
authorised to declare to this assembly that His Majesty’s government are ready to support our plans. 16

Various drafts of the statement which Balfour eventually signed were considered by both sides. Scholars have pored over each draft, analysing, for example, how one advocated that Palestine be ‘reconstituted’ as the ‘national home’ of the Jewish people, whereas the final version merely envisaged a ‘national home’ being established in that country. Bearing in mind subsequent events, the differences between the various drafts appear less significant than they probably looked to those directly involved in the negotiations. Nahum Sokolov, one of the Zionists involved in the drafting, had his wish of having a declaration that would be ‘as pregnant as possible’ fulfilled. He wanted a statement that would be concise and express Britain’s ‘general approval’ of Zionist aspirations. 17

Unknown in international law, the phrase ‘national home’ has been attributed to Max Nordau, a founder of the World Zionist Organization. At an 1897 conference in Basle, he advocated that Zionists find ‘a circumlocution that would express all we meant’ but avoid provoking the Turkish rulers of Palestine. Nordau proposed ‘national home’ – Heimstätte in German – as what he called a ‘synonym for “state”’. 18

The minutes of the key war cabinet meeting on Halloween in 1917 also acknowledge as much, albeit in a circuitous fashion. Balfour is recorded as explaining that a ‘national home’ meant:

some form of British, American or other protectorate under which full facilities would be given to the Jews to work out their salvation and to build up, by means of education, agriculture and industry, a real centre of national culture and focus of national life.

Balfour added that ‘it did not necessarily involve the early establishment of an independent Jewish state.’ But he hinted that such a state could be formed ‘in accordance with the ordinary laws of political evolution.’ Leonard Stein, a Zionist and Liberal Party politician who wrote a bulky tome on the declaration, has confirmed that ‘the conception of the eventual emergence of something in the nature of a Jewish state or commonwealth was, in fact, in the air when the declaration was published.’ 19
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The ambiguities in the declaration did not stop the Zionist movement from exploiting its potential. Weizmann stated as much when he wrote ‘we ought not to ask the British government if we will enter Palestine as masters or equals to the Arabs.’ In his words, ‘the declaration implies that we have been given the opportunity to become masters.’

Weizmann was far less coy than his friends in government. During a public event in London, he said that ‘a Jewish state will come about’ and called the Balfour Declaration ‘the golden key which unlocks the doors of Palestine.’

Despite how it paid lip-service to civil rights, the declaration’s effect was to formalise an alliance between the British Empire and a movement motivated by a sense of supremacy. Weizmann summarised the outlook of Zionists by stating: ‘There is a fundamental difference in quality between Jew and native.’ (Perhaps it should be remarked that some of the politicians he courted used language that was even more pejorative. Lloyd George’s war memoirs, for example, refer to the presence of ‘nigger policemen’ in Jerusalem.)

Britain had no moral or legal authority to make pledges on Palestine in November 1917. Palestine was not one of its imperial ‘possessions’ – British forces did not capture Jerusalem until a month after the declaration was published. Yet that did not stop the British government from acting as if it owned Palestine and, therefore, was entitled to dictate the country’s future.

On occasion, Balfour acknowledged that he had negated the rights of Palestinians. Corresponding with George Curzon, a former viceroy of India who went on to succeed Balfour as foreign secretary, he admitted in 1919 that Britain’s stance on Palestine was at odds with the broad commitment given by key players in global politics following the First World War to the idea of self-determination. Britain would make no attempt to consult indigenous Palestinians, Balfour stated, adding:

The four great powers are committed to Zionism. And Zionism, be it right or wrong, good or bad, is rooted in age-long traditions, in present needs, in future hopes, of far profounder import than the desires and prejudices of the 700,000 Arabs who now inhabit that ancient land.
The idea that the ‘national home’ would be nurtured under joint Anglo-French stewardship – what some called a condominium – was briefly entertained. It was swiftly rejected by the British government. Lloyd George, in particular, was eager to keep France out of Palestine. Following the loss of a 1917 battle in Gaza, he approved plans for a large-scale operation to capture Palestine. ‘The French will have to accept our protectorate; we shall be there by conquest and shall remain,’ he stated. Instructed by Lloyd George, Mark Sykes told his French interlocutor François Georges-Picot that British suzerainty in Palestine was the only stable option. To bolster his case, Sykes pointed to Britain’s ‘preponderant military effort’, its ‘rights’ to Haifa port and to railways in the country and to the preference which leading Zionists had expressed towards Britain being in charge.\(^{25}\)

Weizmann constantly tried to present control of Palestine and support for Zionist colonisation as being in Britain’s own interest. Sometimes, he exploited rumours about Jewish power while doing so. Making friends with ‘the Jews of the world’, he claimed would be something that ‘matters a great deal, even for a mighty empire like the British.’\(^{26}\) On other occasions he resorted to flattery – like when he told Robert Cecil that ‘Jews all over the world trust Great Britain and look to this country as a liberator of Palestine.’\(^{27}\) A consistency can be discerned, nonetheless. His case rested on the assumption that Palestine would be a loyal dominion for Britain provided that large-scale Zionist settlement could occur there. ‘England does not seek Palestine,’ he stated in 1917, either ignoring or oblivious to how Lloyd George did indeed have his eyes on the country. ‘It is of value to her only if we are strong there.’\(^{28}\) The following year, he wrote to William Ormsby-Gore, an MP who later became colonial secretary, that ‘we consider a British Palestine and a Jewish Palestine practically identical.’\(^{29}\)

Understanding how Britain wished to have an obsequious population in Palestine is not difficult if the broader historical context is taken into account. One year before the Balfour Declaration was issued, Britain had suppressed a rebellion in its nearest colony, Ireland. Balfour was among the many British politicians to have been directly involved in both the questions of Ireland and Palestine. So the prospect of having a ‘little loyal Jewish Ulster in a sea of potentially hostile Arabism’ – to use the words of Ronald Storrs, a governor of Jerusalem – undoubtedly appealed to them.\(^{10}\) Zionists were perceived as being
similar to the Scottish Presbyterians who took part in the ‘plantation’ of Ireland’s north-eastern counties during the seventeenth century. Visiting Tel Aviv and Jaffa in 1918, William Ormsby-Gore claimed that ‘the Zionists are the one sound firmly pro-British, constructive element in the whole show.’

The Balfour Declaration, then, was really a product of both wartime expediency and imperial machinations. Well before it was drafted, Britain and France had been planning how the Middle East could be carved up between them. Allies in public, each of those powers plotted how to outmanoeuvre the other in private.

Herbert Samuel, a Zionist stalwart, was among those pushing to ensure that Britain was the boss in Palestine. As a cabinet minister in 1915, he advocated that Britain should endorse the establishment of a Jewish colony near Suez as part of a strategy to prevent the canal falling into French hands. Britain should not assume that ‘our present happy relations with France will continue always,’ he stated. Letting France assume responsibility for Syria or Lebanon, he suggested, would be ‘a far smaller risk to the vital interests of the British Empire’ than allowing France to gain a foothold in Palestine and Egypt. Samuel wrote a number of memos for the government in support of Zionism. One of them, dating from January 1915, was sympathetic to the idea of a Jewish state but warned against rapidly placing the Palestinian majority under Jewish minority rule. Doing so might result in the ‘dream of a Jewish state’ vanishing ‘in a series of squalid conflicts,’ he wrote. As an alternative, he recommended that Palestine be annexed to the British Empire and that Britain sponsor its colonisation by Jews with a view to establishing a Jewish majority ‘in course of time’. Ultimately, Britain ‘might plant three or four million European Jews’ in Palestine, he argued.

Samuel’s recommendation resembled what soon was adopted as Britain’s official war aims. As well as being involved in drafting the Balfour Declaration, the Conservative politician Leo Amery submitted proposals in early 1917 for what Britain should expect when hostilities ceased. The proposals were endorsed by the war cabinet; they stated that it was essential for the British Empire to secure ‘continuity of territory or of control’ between Egypt and India. A few months later, the war cabinet resolved that the 1916 Sykes–Picot accord with France
be amended so that Britain would be guaranteed ‘definite and exclusive control over Palestine’. 36

If the terms of Sykes–Picot were implemented, then an international administration would be established in Palestine, albeit with Britain put in charge of the ports at Haifa and Acre and allowed to ‘own’ a railway between Haifa and Baghdad. Free passage of French goods on British-controlled ports and railways was to be arranged. While the accord could be interpreted as giving France a stake in the political and business affairs of Palestine, the British were soon eager to dispel any such notions. Herbert Samuel went so far as to contend in 1917 that ‘the French had no claims whatsoever in Palestine.’ 37

Cousins divided

Zionism, then as now, was a divisive ideology. Not only did its adherents and their political allies inflict injustice on Palestinians, they created rifts among Jews. While Weizmann and a few other Zionists did their utmost to give the impression that they spoke on behalf of the world’s Jews, many of their co-religionists were not enamoured by their ideology and in some cases rejected it outright. It is highly significant that Edwin Montagu, Britain’s only Jewish cabinet minister in 1917, was opposed to Zionism.

Montagu, the secretary of state for India, was a cousin of Herbert Samuel’s yet the two men had divergent views on the idea of establishing a Jewish state in Palestine. In August 1917, Montagu lodged a complaint with his cabinet colleagues about the lobbying being undertaken by prominent Zionists. The memo argued that by supporting Zionism, British policy would ‘prove a rallying ground for anti-Semites in every country in the world.’ Once Jews are told that Palestine is their national home, ‘every country will immediately desire to get rid of its Jewish citizens.’ 38

Zionism, according to Montagu, was a ‘mischievous political creed, untenable by any patriotic citizen of the United Kingdom.’ An English Jew longing to ‘shake British soil from his shoes and go back to agricultural pursuits in Palestine’ had ‘acknowledged aims inconsistent with British citizenship.’ As he regarded Judaism as purely a religion, Montagu spurned the concept that he belonged to the same nationality.
as Jews living in other countries. Displaying remarkable prescience, he wrote:

I have always understood that those who indulged in this creed [Zionism] were largely animated by the restrictions upon and refusal of liberty to Jews in Russia. But at the very time when these Jews have been acknowledged as Jewish Russians and given all liberties, it seems to be inconceivable that Zionism should be officially recognised by the British government, and that Mr Balfour should be authorised to say that Palestine was to be reconstituted as the ‘national home of the Jewish people’. I do not know what this involves but I assume that it means that Mohammedans and Christians are to make way for the Jews and that the Jews should be put in all positions of preference and should be peculiarly associated with Palestine in the same way that England is with the English or France with the French, that Turks and other Mohammedans in Palestine will be regarded as foreigners, just in the same way as Jews will hereafter be treated as foreigners in every country but Palestine. Perhaps also citizenship must be granted only as a result of a religious test.39

Another memo written by Montagu argued that Zionism was opposed by every British Jew ‘who is prominent in public life, with the exception of the present Lord [Walter] Rothschild, Mr Herbert Samuel and a few others’.40 That opposition did not perturb Balfour. Egged on by a coterie of Zionists, he was more willing to heed rumours about the political leanings of Russian and American Jews than the perceptive analysis of his only Jewish colleague in the cabinet.

Once they had captured Jerusalem, the British set up the Occupied Enemy Territory Administration South. An official serving with that inelegantly named body put his thoughts about the prevailing mood on paper in 1919:

At the moment Palestine is in a turmoil owing to the Zionist menace. All elements of the population, Christian and Musalman [Muslim] alike, are organising themselves together to resist what they regard as the greatest injustice ever known under British rule, namely the discrimination in favour of the hated Jewish minority that is involved
in Mr Balfour’s declaration regarding Zionism, and the overruling of the vaunted ‘rights of small nations’. We shall have difficulty in keeping the peace.\textsuperscript{41}

The official had pinpointed how the Balfour Declaration was perceived as an existential threat by Palestinians. The antipathy towards Jews to which he referred was not, as many Zionists would claim, the result of an innate prejudice. Palestine had a Jewish minority for centuries before the Balfour Declaration was conceived. While it would be naive to think there was never any tension between people of different faiths, the relations between Jews, Christians and Muslims was generally cordial. It was not unusual, by some accounts, for Muslims and Christians to take part in the celebrations of Jewish holidays.\textsuperscript{42}

Those cordial relations were ruptured as a result of the waves of settlement by European Jews from the 1880s on, later under the direction of the Zionist movement and with direct support from the British government.
Chaim Weizmann acted swiftly to exploit the opportunities afforded by the Balfour Declaration.

The Zionist Commission was formed in March 1918, at a time when northern Palestine was still in Turkish hands. Led by Weizmann, it was formally tasked by the British government with taking ‘any steps required’ to realize the promise of establishing a ‘national home for the Jewish people’. Instructions to foster friendly relations with indigenous Palestinians – an unrealistic goal given the inherent bias of British policy – were brushed aside as the commission accelerated the pace of Jewish colonisation. Along with forming ministries for settlement and farming, it set about training an armed force.¹

Soon the commission became a rival to the British military administration in Jerusalem. Louis Bols, a general in charge of that administration, complained that the commission’s activities made ‘good government impossible’. Not only did Jewish settlers treat the commission with more respect than the British administration, ‘the Moslems and Christians can only see that privileges and liberties are allowed to the Jews which are denied to them,’ Bols argued.² An official US government investigation into the partitioning of the Ottoman Empire reached a similar conclusion in 1919. The probe, conducted by the theologian Henry Churchill King and the entrepreneur Charles Crane, found that none of the British officers consulted in Palestine believed the Zionist programme could be implemented without force of arms.³

Weizmann did not have to worry too much about the misgivings of the military administration. Soon it would be replaced by a civilian administration that was dedicated to advancing the Zionist project. The Zionist movement aimed to set the agenda which the civil administration would follow. In a detailed paper submitted to the 1919 Paris conference of allied victors, the Zionist Organization recommended
that Britain should govern Palestine under a League of Nations mandate. Britain’s task would, according to the paper, be to stimulate the conditions required for developing a ‘Jewish national home’.4

Herbert Samuel remained an especially valuable ally to Weizmann. The two men were in regular contact, accompanying each other, for example, to the Paris conference. Although Samuel lost his parliamentary seat in the 1918 election, his advice was still sought after by the government. In 1919, Samuel was asked by the Foreign Office how the British military authorities should deal with Palestinian antipathy towards Zionism. Samuel responded by deploring what he perceived as the insufficient level of support for Zionism among the British administration. Its officers, he complained, did not always behave as if the Balfour Declaration ‘embodies the settled lines of policy’.5

In March 1920, Samuel wrote of visiting eleven ‘Jewish agricultural colonies’ in Palestine and how he found them ‘full of promise for the future’. According to Samuel, the settlements ‘constitute the most energetic and the most significant factor in the Palestine of today’. He predicted that Palestine could ‘become a thriving country’ and ‘could offer, in a comparatively short period, a comfortable livelihood to several times its population’ if it had ‘a progressive government’ and adequate investment. In the following month, news reached Palestine that Samuel was to become Britain’s first high commissioner there. The announcement was, Bols noted, met with ‘cconsternation, despondency and exasperation’ among Muslims and Christians, who were convinced that Samuel would be ‘a partisan Zionist and that he represents a Jewish and not a British government’.6

Samuel promptly issued a number of decrees to underpin the colonisation process. A ‘land transfer ordinance’ enabled the acquisition of farms and property by Zionists. Ottoman laws permitting Arab peasants to cultivate ‘waste’ land were repealed. And Zionist representatives were granted special authority to oversee immigration.7 In consultation with the Zionist movement, Britain agreed that 16,500 Jewish settlers would be admitted to Palestine per year. The figure was just 500 less than what the Zionist leadership had demanded. Beginning the establishment of a ‘Jewish national home’ was ‘essential’, according to one of Samuel’s memos.8
Norman Bentwich, the legal officer who drafted many of the ordinances introduced by the British administration in Jerusalem, has acknowledged that a system of ‘economic apartheid’ was established during this period. Bentwich, himself a Zionist, was correct to identify the Histadrut, a labour union that put pressure on employers to hire Jews exclusively, as being of critical importance to the system. Yet the system was nurtured by Britain.

Samuel’s appointment as high commissioner preceded the 1920 conference of allied powers in San Remo. There, on the Italian Riviera, Britain was formally tasked with administering Palestine under a League of Nations mandate.

Weizmann lobbied vigorously to ensure that the Balfour Declaration was enshrined in that agreement. He insisted that Palestine be treated differently to all other territories within the former Ottoman Empire. Syria and Iraq were to be run ‘in the national interests of the present inhabitants’, he wrote in one letter to Britain’s Foreign Office. Palestine, by contrast, was to host ‘the Jewish national home, the rights of the present inhabitants, of course, being adequately safeguarded’.

Not for the first time, the profession of concern for the indigenous Palestinians was hollow. As advocated by Weizmann, the League of Nations’ mandate stated that Britain was responsible for placing Palestine under conditions conducive towards setting up a ‘Jewish national home’. To guide this process along, a ‘Jewish agency’ would be formally recognised by the British. Though it would work under the British administration’s control, the agency would offer advice and assistance on making the national home a reality. Working in tandem with the agency, the British administration would encourage the ‘close settlement by Jews on the land’. Ronald Storrs, governor of Jerusalem in this period, summed up the resentment that the partnership and its objective caused. The ‘thinking Arabs,’ he stated, regarded this colonisation ‘as Englishmen would regard instructions from a German conqueror for the settlement and development of the Duchy of Cornwall, of our Downs, commons and golf courses, not by Germans, but by Italians, “returning” as Roman legionaries.’ Storrs, incidentally, was broadly sympathetic to Zionism; in his memoirs, he argued that though the ideology was riddled with ‘gratuitous errors’, it was ‘one of the most remarkable and original conceptions in history’.
In effect, then, the mandate allowed a Zionist quasi-government to be formed. The agency would enjoy both privileged access to the British administration and a considerable degree of autonomy. No equivalent body was envisaged for the Palestinians. The most Samuel was prepared to offer them was representation on a legislative council. It never came into being. Palestinian leaders wisely rejected the proposals for a council; they had been drawn up with the intention of making sure that the Palestinian majority did not hold a majority of its seats. Moreover, the planned council would have been forbidden from taking any decisions that ran counter to the objectives of the British mandate.\textsuperscript{12}

Winston Churchill also used his brief stint as colonial secretary to affirm that Britain’s support for Zionism was irreversible. Visiting Palestine shortly after assuming that post in 1921, Churchill displayed a condescending attitude when faced with complaints from Musa al-Husseini, whom the British had previously dismissed as mayor of Jerusalem. Churchill told al-Husseini:

Our position in this country is based upon the events of the war ratified, as they have been, by the treaties signed by the victorious powers. I thought, when listening to your statements, that it seemed the Arabs of Palestine had overthrown the Turkish government. That is the reverse of the true facts. It has been the armies of Britain which have liberated these regions.\textsuperscript{13}

Referring to a cemetery for more than 2,000 British troops that al-Husseini and others in his delegation would have seen on their way to the meeting, Churchill said:

The position of Great Britain in Palestine is one of trust but it is also one of right. For the discharge of that trust and for the high purposes we have in view, supreme sacrifices were made by all these soldiers of the British Empire, who gave up their lives and their blood.\textsuperscript{14}

Churchill would not brook any criticism of Zionism. He went so far as to recycle one of the Zionist movement’s main talking points, the claim
that the living standards of all Palestine’s residents would improve as a result of Jewish colonisation:

It is manifestly right that the Jews, who are scattered all over the world should have a national centre and a national home where some of them may be reunited. And where else could that be but in this land of Palestine, with which for more than 3,000 years they have been intimately and profoundly associated? We think that it will be good for the world, good for the Jews and good for the British Empire. But we also think it will be good for the Arabs who dwell in Palestine, and we intend that it shall be good for them, and that they shall not be sufferers or supplanted in the country in which they dwell or denied their share in all that makes for its progress and prosperity.¹⁵

Together, Churchill and Samuel discussed how they could persuade Arab leaders in the wider region to adopt a sympathetic – or at least not overly hostile – attitude towards both Britain and Zionism. Abdullah, the guardian – or *sharif* – of Mecca was central to their scheming. He had been eager to take military action against France in order to recapture the throne in Damascus, from which his brother Faisal had been ousted in 1920. Yet Churchill persuaded him not to do so. In March 1921, Churchill told Samuel that it was deemed important that Abdullah and his family be placed ‘under an obligation’ to Britain. Abdullah was given responsibility for running the protectorate of Transjordan, a territory adjoining Palestine, ‘on the understanding that he used his influence to prevent anti-French and anti-Zionist propaganda’ there, Churchill said. To ‘guarantee there would be no anti-Zionist disturbances’, Abdullah ‘must be given support either in money or troops,’ according to Churchill, who spoke about a package of agreements with Abdullah’s family.¹⁶ These measures would include placing one of the family on the throne in Iraq. Later that month, Churchill and Samuel had conversations with Abdullah directly. A record of the meeting states that Abdullah accepted ‘there should be no anti-French or anti-Zionist agitation’ in Transjordan. In return for a pledge of financial and military support from Britain, Abdullah ‘only asked that he might be regarded as a British officer and trusted accordingly,’ the minutes of the meeting add.¹⁷
Some of Churchill’s remarks about Palestine were arguably racist. Whereas he rhapsodised about the ‘smiling orchards’ he saw in the Jewish settlement of Rishon Lezion, he depicted indigenous Palestinians as backward. It was significant, he later claimed, that an energy grid in Palestine was developed by a Zionist firm (with Britain’s backing). ‘Left to themselves, the Arabs of Palestine would not in a thousand years have taken electrification to Palestine,’ he once told the House of Commons. ‘They would be quite content to dwell – a handful of philosophic people – in the wasted sun-scorched plains, letting the waters of the Jordan continue to flow unbridled and unharnessed into the Dead Sea.’

On 1 May 1921, two rival marches were held in Jaffa. One – by the Socialist Workers Party, a Jewish organisation nominally committed to cooperating with Palestinians in a common class-based struggle – had not been approved by the British administration. The other – by Labour Unity (Ahdut HaAvoda), which had a Hebrew-only policy – enjoyed the required authorisation. Clashes between the two demonstrations evolved into intercommunal fighting which lasted for a few days. A total of 48 Palestinians and 47 Jews were killed.

An official British investigation into the riots listed the ‘unauthorised demonstration of Bolshevik Jews’ as the initial cause. Headed by Thomas Haycraft, a British judge in Palestine, the investigation concluded, however, that ‘there is no inherent anti-Semitism in the country, racial or religious.’ Haycraft noted that Palestinian grievances had arisen from the way Zionists had put pressure on Jewish landowners to replace Palestinian labourers with Jews. He also pointed to ‘the influence exercised or believed to be exercised’ by the Zionist Commission over legislation and the appointment of officials in the British administration. Perceived or real, that clout had ‘done nothing to lessen the distrust with which it [the Zionist Commission] is regarded by the Arabs, who have no similar body to exercise corresponding influence on their behalf.’

CD Brunton, a captain in the British Army, was more forthright in identifying the riot’s causes. In his opinion, ‘the Arab population has come to regard the Zionists with hatred and the British with resentment.’ Churchill’s visit had ‘put the final touch to the picture,’ according to Brunton. The captain alleged that Churchill ‘upheld the Zionist cause
and treated the Arab demands like those of negligible opposition to be put off by a few political phrases and treated like children.’

‘A certain ruthlessness’

The response to these riots gave an indication of how resistance to British rule and to Zionism would be crushed. As well as declaring a state of emergency, Samuel ordered air strikes against Arab rioters. A ‘picked force of white gendarmerie’ – the term used in a Colonial Office paper – was established on Churchill’s recommendation. Churchill’s idea was to bring in some of the auxiliary police that had been stationed in Ireland during its war of independence, which had just ended, and ‘who might now be at liberty,’ according to the Colonial Office. Henry Hugh Tudor, commander of the auxiliaries in Ireland, had advised Churchill that ‘between 700 and 800 absolutely reliable men’ were likely to be available, along with ‘many of the best officers’ from the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC), the force they had supplemented. While the men sent to Palestine would be answerable to the civil administration, a committee of high-ranking soldiers and civil servants agreed that they could be used as a military force ‘in the event of an emergency’.

Churchill had also been instrumental, the previous year, in setting up the auxiliary division of the police serving in Ireland. Then secretary of state for war, Churchill had also urged that Tudor be hired as a police adviser to the British administration in Dublin. Working alongside the Black and Tans – First World War veterans who joined the RIC – the temporary force gained a reputation for brutal behaviour. Their most infamous escapade was arguably the ‘sack’ of Balbriggan in north County Dublin. As revenge for the killing of a police officer by Irish republicans in September 1920, the auxiliaries burnt down an English-owned hosiery factory nearby. Around 200 people were put out of work in the Balbriggan area as a result. Four pubs were also torched by the police and almost 50 houses were damaged or destroyed. The episode was widely covered in the British press and even debated in parliament.

Nominally distinct, the Auxiliaries and the Black and Tans were often confused for each other. Often, the term ‘Black and Tans’ was used in reference to both these divisions. And the gendarmerie dispatched
to Palestine included men from both. Norman Bentwich wrote that most of the gendarmerie ‘had been in the celebrated Black and Tan Brigade in Ireland.’ Tudor had, according to Bentwich, ‘commented sourly that they had to leave Ireland because of the principle of self-determination and were sent to Palestine to resist the Arab attempt at self-determination.’ Briefing papers drafted in Whitehall noted, meanwhile, the strong similarities between the police forces Britain established in Ireland and Palestine. A Home Office paper, for example, drew attention to how the two forces were centralised and how the rules on disciplinary proceedings and on deploying extra police in ‘disturbed or dangerous districts’ in Palestine ‘correspond with Irish practice’. An overview of the gendarmerie, apparently written for the British Army, stated that its British element was:

largely raised from ex-members of the Auxiliary Military Force, otherwise known as the Black and Tans, which was then being disbanded, and from ex-servicemen. This original composition gave the force a military efficiency, combined with a certain ruthlessness, which it appears to have maintained throughout its history.

The demarcation lines between military and civilian policing were frequently blurred during British rule in Palestine. Churchill was partly to blame. Although he advocated that the gendarmerie should be under civilian administration, his initial 1921 proposal to create the force was tagged onto a series of suggestions about increasing both the manpower and the weapons available to British troops in Palestine. For a brief period, Tudor was put in charge of both police – including the new gendarmerie – and the soldiers. So was his successor, Arthur Mavrogordato. ‘Together, these forces amounted to an armed force of brigade strength,’ Edward Horne wrote in his book about policing Palestine, contending that the situation was ‘rare’ and ‘anomalous’ (presumably, he meant, in the wider context of the British Empire).

Douglas Duff was among the first of the gendarmerie to arrive in Palestine, having previously worked as a police officer in Galway. Duff’s book *Bailing With a Teaspoon* indicates that Churchill’s racism was shared by members of the force which he helped establish. Describing how Palestinians in Haifa protested against Zionism and the British Mandate, he wrote: ‘Most of us were so infected by the sense
of our own superiority over “lesser breeds” that we scarcely regarded these people as human.’ His prejudices were not restricted to people of one religion or ethnicity. The police, he wrote, ‘arrogantly dubbed all Palestinians, whether they were Muslims, Christians or Jews’ as ‘wogs’.

The connection between Churchill and the gendarmerie was so strong that its members were nicknamed ‘Winston’s own’, according to Angus McNeil, the force’s commander. In a 1926 letter to Churchill, McNeil stated:

There were two serious disturbances soon after our arrival and we had to butt in and teach them a lesson. Luckily both Arabs and Jews had a taste of our methods, one riot being at Nablus and the other at Tel Aviv, so we early established a name for impartiality. We have had no serious trouble since.

Duff’s account of the 1922 Nablus riots – one of the ‘disturbances’ to which McNeil was presumably referring – was more dramatic. The trouble was sparked by a British-organised census, yet Duff blamed it on the ‘innate fanaticism of the townsmen’. Claiming ‘there are few Muslims in Palestine so treacherous, cruel and bigoted as the Nabulsis’, he wrote:

When the census-takers arrived they were met by abuse, and, when they persisted in their duties, cobble-stones began to fly. The age-old rallying call of Islam rang through the vaulted bazaars and the local police were driven out of the streets. The British governor of Samaria called out the gendarmerie, much as Pontius Pilate once loosed his legionaries on the Samaritans, and they waged a terrific fight in the night-filled rabbit-warren of lanes and side streets; against fanatics who honestly believed they were fighting for God and faith. The gendarmerie battled joyously with pick-shaft and rifle-butt, less than 100 men against close on 4,000, dodging tiles dropped from flat roofs, hurling daggers and every kind of missile, including a few pistol bullets, until they had cleared the maze of cobbled lanes in the suq (the bazaar).
One of Duff’s fellow gendarmes produced a trophy from that ‘joyous’ battle in a canteen the next day. The trophy consisted of ‘the brains of a man he had splintered with a rifle-butt’ that the ‘gloating, grog-blossomed’ officer had stuffed into an old cigarette tin.33

The crude manner in which that violence was celebrated offers a very different view of the British Mandate than the nuanced one provided by the white paper which Churchill published in 1922. That document, widely believed to have been written by Herbert Samuel, sought to placate Palestinians, while simultaneously reassuring Zionists that the Balfour Declaration was ‘not susceptible of change’. To honour Balfour’s commitments, the number of Jews in Palestine would have to increase but ‘immigration cannot be so great in volume as to exceed whatever may be the economic capacity of the country at the time to absorb new arrivals,’ it stated. Denying that Britain wished to create ‘a wholly Jewish Palestine’, it applauded the assurances given by the Zionist Organization the previous year on ‘the determination of the Jewish people to live with the Arab people on terms of unity and mutual respect’.34

As the term ‘immigration’ appears repeatedly in British documents, placing the term in its proper context is imperative. Jews moving to Palestine had, in very many cases, experienced persecution and, indisputably, there was a moral obligation on the authorities in Europe both to end that oppression and to protect its victims. However, the Zionist movement did not sponsor ‘immigration’ for humanitarian reasons. Nor did it wish all the Jews of Europe to arrive in Palestine at once. Britain’s policy of keeping ‘immigration’ in line with Palestine’s ‘economic capacity’ to absorb newcomers chimed with the Zionist movement’s own wishes. During the early 1920s, Zionist representatives in Palestine argued that only Jews who would not be a ‘burden’ should be given visas. Young men willing to work in agriculture were favoured, provided that they were healthy. The Zionist Organization complained when boats landed in Palestine carrying Jews who were unwell.35

For these reasons, ‘immigration’ — when used by the British authorities and Zionists — was a euphemism for colonisation. Newcomers were, according to the Zionist movement’s wishes, supposed to live apart from the indigenous population, preferably in Jewish-only towns
or settlements. The farms or factories where they would work would, if both Zionist capitalists and trade unionists had their way, exclusively employ Jews. And the colonisation process was aided by the new land laws introduced by the British administration. By the time Herbert Samuel’s five-year term as high commissioner had ended, the proportion of land owned by Zionists had increased by more than 60 per cent. Promises of compensation to Palestinian peasants evicted from their holdings were frequently broken. More than 8,700 Palestinians were expelled from 22 villages in Marj Ibn Amer, a region in the Galilee today known as the Jezreel Valley, in the first half of the 1920s.36 Thanks to Samuel’s policies, the dispossession of Palestinians had gained a momentum that has not yet stopped.

The Zionist movement displayed scant regard for the sensitivities of Palestinians. That was particularly so in relation to the status of Jerusalem and its holy places. Under both Ottoman and British Mandate laws, the Haram al-Sharif area of the Old City was considered Muslim public property. By tradition, however, Jews were allowed to pray in one section of the compound; it is known as the Western Wall to Jews and al-Buraq to Muslims.

Fears grew among Palestinians during the late 1920s that Zionists wished to build a synagogue in the area. The erection of a partition screen on the site exacerbated those fears. In August 1929, the British authorities ordered that Zionists must remove any permanent structures at the wall. Not only did the Zionist leadership refuse to take down the screen, it organised a rally in the Muslim quarter of the Old City. Palestinians responded by marching to the wall on a number of occasions. One of those marches resulted in a riot. According to Edward Keith-Roach, then governor of Jerusalem, it was sparked by a ‘violent address’ made by a preacher during Friday prayers, who warned that Jews wished to ‘turn us Arabs out of our country’. Attacks on Jewish shops and Jewish passers-by ensued. Fighting also broke out in Hebron, Jaffa and Safed. As the British felt they did not have enough troops to suppress the uprising, they called for reinforcements from Egypt. A total of 135 Jews were killed over a one-week period. The Palestinian death toll reached 116. By Keith-Roach’s own admission, ‘many of these casualties were caused by the rifle fire of the military and the police in suppressing the rioters.’37
Once the riots were over, British forces began a series of raids on Palestinian villages. ‘It is hoped that the numerous arrests of suspects and undesirables will not only teach the villagers concerned a lesson – but will also remove out of harm’s way, some of the persons who are likely to cause trouble,’ declared a 1929 note from the headquarters of British troops in Jerusalem. Collective fines would be imposed on villages implicated in the riots, the note added, with the expectation that such measures ‘should have a steadying effect’. And ‘the leading men of the various villagers’ would be warned ‘that they will be held personally responsible for any recurrence of the disorders.’ Those who failed to cooperate would face ‘severe punishment’ for themselves and for their villages.38

The collective fines amounted to £14,000 for the Hebron area and more than £3,000 for Jerusalem. Making villages pay often proved impossible for ‘reasons of economic distress’, the British administration found. Faced with the likelihood that the full amounts would never be handed over, the administration recommended in 1935 that the ‘outstanding balance’ be cancelled.39

A dossier compiled by the Palestine Arab Congress in October 1929 claimed that many of the Palestinians arrested around that time were ‘beaten and kept under custody for long periods without being examined.’ Applications for bail were refused ‘in spite of the fact that such refusal is not within the law and although no similar treatment was extended to Jews,’ the dossier stated. A request by the congress that Norman Bentwich be removed from his post as Britain’s attorney general in Palestine because of his Zionist bias was rejected. John Chancellor, Britain’s high commissioner for Palestine at the time, agreed to meet representatives of the congress. Yet the congress was told that Bentwich would continue overseeing prosecutions ‘in respect of all offenders in the recent disturbances.’40

Michael McDonnell, the British chief justice in Palestine, was more receptive to Palestinian concerns. After receiving a telegram from Palestinian notables, he alerted Chancellor to the objections raised against Bentwich. According to Chancellor’s account of that discussion, McDonnell felt that so long as Bentwich retained his position ‘the Arab section of the population would view the government with
suspicion and would feel that the scales of justice were tilted against them.’ Writing to the Colonial Office, Chancellor complained that the chief justice’s ‘démarche in the matter adds another to the enormous number of difficulties that confront me here and in the circumstances I hardly think it was justified.’ Chancellor argued that McDonnell and his wife were ‘devout Catholics and like all the Latins in Palestine are strongly anti-Semitic’. Although he reported on hearsay (referring, for example, to a conversation, he had ‘three days ago’ with a French diplomat), that ‘the Latins’ were ‘strongly pro-Arab and against the government in the present crisis,’ Chancellor did not present proof that McDonnell was motivated by a hatred of Jews.41 Furthermore, the accusation smacked of hypocrisy; Chancellor sometimes resorted to anti-Semitic stereotyping. In a November 1929 letter to Sidney Webb, then the colonial secretary, Chancellor commented on his discussions with Judah Magnes, head of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, who had contended that Jews should have a ‘mediating influence’ on Palestinians. Chancellor wrote:

Throughout their long history, there was no record so far as I was aware of the Jews constituting a uniting and peace-making element in any community of which they formed a part. On the contrary, they had always been a disturbing and disruptive element, socially and politically. The evidence of that was overwhelming. Russia was the most recent instance and among the Jews in Palestine there was a considerable element of revolutionary communist and Bolsheviks.42

Walter Shaw, a jurist, was appointed by Sidney Webb to lead an official inquiry into the 1929 riots. The Shaw Commission, as his team was known, had a narrow remit. Webb issued instructions that the probe was ‘limited to the immediate emergency and will not extend to considerations of major policy.’ Anxious to scotch rumours that Britain was becoming less committed to Zionism, Webb stated:

I have thought it well to make it quite clear that the government has no idea of reconsidering the British tenure of the mandate for Palestine and has no intention of departing from the policy laid down in the Balfour Declaration of 1917, and embodied in the mandate, of facilitating the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jews. It is, indeed, not contemplated that the position of Palestine will be altered in any way.43

Webb sounded a similar note in discussions with Weizmann. Shortly before the Shaw Commission’s report was published, Webb told Weizmann that the ‘only grave question it had revealed’ related to Palestinian landlessness. Speaking of the need to ‘stabilise conditions’ and ‘avoid unrest’, Webb concurred that expelling Palestinians to neighbouring Transjordan ‘might be a way out’. Drummond Shiels, parliamentary under-secretary for the colonies, opined around the same time that mass expulsion was ‘desirable’, according to Weizmann’s records.44

The Shaw Commission concluded in 1930 that the ‘outbreak was not premeditated’ and did not constitute a revolt against British rule in Palestine. Still, the commission accepted that Palestinians had genuine grievances. Noting that there were ‘large sales of land in consequence of which numbers of Arabs were evicted’ between 1921 and 1929, the commission warned that ‘a landless and discontented class is being created’ and ‘such a class is a potential danger to the country.’ Palestinians were afraid that ‘by Jewish immigration and land purchases they may be deprived of their livelihood and in time pass under the political domination of the Jews,’ the commission added. Despite claiming that the British authorities ‘did discharge to the best of their ability the difficult task of maintaining a neutral and impartial attitude between two peoples,’ it found that British land laws had failed to shield Palestinians from dispossession.45

**Guns for the colonies**

Privately, the British authorities conceded that their attitude and policies were far from impartial. Following the riots, Webb called on H.L. Dowbiggin, inspector-general of British police in Ceylon, to advise about what ‘security’ measures should be introduced in Palestine. Dowbiggin recommended that there should be 650 British police stationed in Palestine. Of that figure, more than 100 mounted on horses and ‘motor transport’ would be provided for more than 400. ‘The British police will chiefly be employed in patrolling Jewish colonies,’ he urged. Whenever ‘serious riots, organised and
simultaneous attacks on Jewish colonies’ occurred, the military should assist police in offering protection to the colonies.\textsuperscript{46}

Dowbiggin recommended, too, the greater deployment of mounted police and that weapons be supplied in greater quantities than they had been until then to Zionist colonies. The only alternative to doing so, Dowbiggin felt, would be stationing British police in each of the 120 Zionist colonies then in Palestine. While the latter step was deemed too expensive by the authorities, Chancellor agreed that there should be a permanent presence of police in more than half of the colonies or nearby. Acting on Dowbiggin’s advice, Chancellor proposed that the colonies be equipped with ‘Greener guns – a short-range weapon which is not suited for offensive action’ that would be kept in sealed armouries, under British supervision. Chancellor told Webb:

\begin{quote}
I recognise that there are obvious objections on general grounds to an arrangement which in effect involves the arming of one section of the population against another section but the conditions in Palestine are unique. A new population is being introduced into the country whose presence by reason of their different manners and customs is resented by the indigenous population.\textsuperscript{47}
\end{quote}

If taken at face value, Chancellor’s comments indicate that the British authorities were in denial about the true causes of Palestinian resentment. Whereas the Shaw Commission accepted that the settler-colonial agenda being pursued had resulted in evictions and landlessness of Palestinian peasants, Chancellor attributed the unrest to the ‘different manners and customs’ of Jewish settlers. He also contended that Britain had a ‘duty’ to ‘ensure the life and property of these newcomers and to create among them a feeling of confidence in the adequacy of the measures taken for their protection.’\textsuperscript{48} It should be borne in mind that arming one community against another was part of a larger package of support for the Zionist enterprise. At around the same time, Chancellor approved the financing of roads to serve some of the colonies, particularly those in remote areas.\textsuperscript{49}

Chancellor was adamant that some of the Palestinians who participated in the 1929 riots be executed. He ordered that three executions be carried out in Acre Prison during June 1930. The bodies of the men ‘shall not be handed over to their relatives but shall be
buried in the prison precincts at government expense,’ he stated. In a letter to Webb, he wrote:

I was of the opinion that if the people of Palestine received the impression that they could commit murders during racial riots without putting themselves in danger of the extreme penalty of the law, the probability of the renewal of the outbreaks would be increased, I realised that to carry out death sentences might cause trouble immediately but, on the long view, I felt that it would tend to diminish the chances of serious troubles in the future.10

The British authorities effectively banned protests against executions. Palestinian notables were told that ‘customary pious acts’ may be organised 40 days after an execution but ‘no processions, no assemblies and no speeches having political character will be permitted.’ Chancellor declined to meet lawyers seeking clemency for men who had been sentenced to death.51 He also tried to obstruct court appeals in capital punishment cases ‘because it is apprehended that there is a desire to draw out proceedings, so as to make it more difficult in the end to execute any death sentences.’52

The relationship between Britain and the Zionist movement became strained when two official papers were published in October 1930. John Hope-Simpson, a former Liberal MP, was asked by Webb to examine some of the issues raised by the Shaw Commission – particularly on land management. His report was critical of the Jewish National Fund, the Zionist body tasked with ensuring that as much land as possible came under Jewish ownership. The ‘stringent provisions’ of leases signed by the JNF meant that Palestinians were ‘deprived for ever from employment on that land,’ he found. So long as indigenous Palestinians were forbidden from working in Zionist colonies, ‘it cannot be regarded as desirable that large areas of land should be transferred to the Jewish National Fund,’ he added.53

Although that finding left no doubt that Zionist colonisation was inimical to Palestinians, it was the second of the two documents that caused greater consternation among the Zionist movement. Often called the Passfield White Paper – Sidney Webb’s title was Lord Passfield – that document tried to absolve Britain of responsibility for the 1929 riots. Britain had the duty for administering Palestine
‘imposed’ on it by a League of Nations’ mandate, the paper claimed disingenuously. ‘Many of the misunderstandings which have unhappily arisen on both sides’ were attributed to a failure in appreciating how Britain had that ‘duty’ apparently thrust upon it.

The paper reiterated Britain’s commitment to establishing a ‘Jewish national home’ but contended that Palestine had reached a ‘critical moment in its development’. Noting that the Histadrut was insisting that Jewish employers only hire Jews, it implied that such discrimination had caused high levels of unemployment among Palestinians. For the Zionist lobby, its most contentious passages related to immigration. If ‘immigration of Jews results in preventing the Arab population from obtaining the work necessary for its maintenance,’ then the British administration was obliged to reduce or suspend that immigration, according to the paper. Curbs on immigration had already been implemented earlier that year and were deemed to be ‘fully justified’.54

The white paper may have echoed the idea originally put forward by the Zionist movement that immigration should be in line with Palestine’s ‘absorptive capacity’. Yet by scolding organisations like the Histadrut that were central to the Zionist enterprise, it predictably drew a hostile response from Zionists and their sympathisers. Leopold Amery, a drafter of the Balfour Declaration, signed a joint letter to The Times with two other eminent politicians, Stanley Baldwin and Austen Chamberlain; they wrote:

It is only too evident that the effect of the white paper upon public opinion in American Jewry and elsewhere is to create a feeling of distrust in that British good faith which is the most precious asset of our foreign imperial policy.55

Speaking in the House of Commons, David Lloyd George called the white paper ‘a practical revocation’ of the British Mandate. Lloyd George feigned outrage at how a British Labour government had upbraided the Histadrut, a trade union. ‘Could anti-Semitism go further than that?’ he said. Herbert Samuel, at that time deputy leader of the Liberal Party, used the same debate to urge the relocation of Palestinians. Based on a comment in the Hope-Simpson report, Samuel claimed that Arabs ‘do migrate easily’ and that neighbouring Transjordan was ‘underpopulated’. After effectively making the case
for ethnic cleansing, he said that implementing the white paper’s recommendations would be ‘a grave discouragement to the whole Zionist movement’.

Protesting that the white paper had negated the Zionist project, Chaim Weizmann stepped down as president of the Jewish Agency and the World Zionist Organization. After years of fawning towards the British establishment, Weizmann vowed that the Jews he purported to represent would not forgive Britain for having ‘fooled’ them. According to Weizmann, the change in Britain’s outlook had been ‘fundamental’ and the commitment contained in the Balfour Declaration ‘by implication disappears’. Zionists in the USA vented their anger, too. The American Jewish Congress issued a statement which described the white paper as a ‘repudiation of the solemn pledge given by the British government to the Jewish people.’

The angry reaction from prominent Zionists prompted a reversal by the British government. Ramsay MacDonald, the prime minister, wrote to Weizmann assuring him that the idea Britain had made ‘injurious allegations against the Jewish people and Jewish labour unions’ was ‘expressly disavowed’. On the contrary, Britain wanted to give ‘every encouragement’ to the Histadrut, according to MacDonald. While MacDonald stated that Britain ‘feels itself under an obligation’ to help Palestinian peasants who may have been uprooted after the land they farmed passed into Jewish ownership, he stressed that Britain was not halting the additional acquisition of land by Jews. Similarly, he emphasised that Jewish immigration was not being stopped. And though he contended that Britain must address any unemployment caused to Arabs by discriminatory hiring policies, he wrote that ‘the principle of preferential and indeed exclusive, employment of Jewish labour by Jewish organisations is a principle which the Jewish Agency are entitled to affirm.’

Sufficiently mollified by McDonald’s letter, Weizmann returned to the World Zionist Organization’s presidency (though he was not re-elected at a 1931 congress). He continued to be courted and feared by the British government. In 1931, the Colonial Office learned that Weizmann had seen a ‘private letter’ that Hope-Simpson enclosed with his report on Palestine. In the letter, Hope-Simpson had ‘expressed his views more freely than was possible in a report intended for publication,’ noted Samuel Wilson, the under-secretary of state for the
colonies. The leak of this document to Weizmann had caused a ‘practical inconvenience’, Wilson added as the government wished to appoint a ‘development commissioner’ in Palestine and ‘it has always been our view that the best man for the post would be Sir John Hope-Simpson himself’. In May 1931, Wilson told a fellow civil servant:

You know how we are placed and how tender we have to be to Zionist susceptibilities in these matters. Until a few weeks ago it was believed that Hope-Simpson’s appointment would be acceptable to Weizmann, or at least that he would acquiesce in it with a reasonably good grace. Since the contents of the private letter became known to him, he has taken up a position of violent opposition to the appointment, with the result that we shall probably have to look elsewhere for our commissioner and are very unlikely to get anyone so well-qualified as Hope-Simpson.

The British administration proved receptive to Weizmann’s lobbying, though it was sceptical towards some of his recommendations. In March 1931, he discussed economic development with John Chancellor. Weizmann displayed particular interest in a railway link between Haifa and Baghdad. Suggesting that the Jewish National Fund could contribute £500,000 to that project, he recounted a conversation with Sidney Webb, during which the colonial secretary indicated a willingness to invest a roughly equivalent sum. A note, apparently handwritten by Webb, in the margins of a report on the meeting with Chancellor stated: ‘I have no recollection of having said anything of the sort!’ Yet when Weizmann spoke of a number of wealthy American Jews wishing to ‘bring their money to Palestine’, Chancellor responded enthusiastically. In a letter to the Colonial Office, Chancellor wrote:

I told him that such immigrants would in my opinion be of great value to Palestine. There were now far too many Russian and Eastern European Jews in the country. They were an unstable element. An influx of American Jews would make the country better balanced and would promote the development of the country. I reminded him that such immigrants – owners of capital – were now free to enter the country under the law without the control of the government.
Those remarks reveal much about the mindset of the British administrators. Rich colonisers from America were welcome, poorer Jews from Russia were regarded with suspicion. Chancellor referred to Palestinians in even more derogatory terms. Writing to Webb in March 1931, he complained that the ‘local Jewish press’ in Palestine was frequently referring to further riots being planned. Predictions of trouble tended ‘to put foolish ideas in the heads of ignorant and excitable Arabs,’ Chancellor wrote.

About six weeks later, Chancellor was in Paris, where he met Edmond de Rothschild, a French banker who had funded some of the first Zionist colonies in Palestine. When de Rothschild urged that Arabs be forced to leave Palestine for Transjordan, Chancellor replied that such drastic measures were ‘out of the question’. Chancellor’s rationale appeared to be based on concerns about instability, rather than any moral objections. ‘The Transjordanians regarded the Palestinian Arabs as foreigners and would not welcome them,’ he said.

When de Rothschild spoke against the idea of having a legislative council in Palestine, he was assured that any such body would be subject to gerrymandering. Under the terms of the mandate, Britain was required to establish ‘representative institutions’, Chancellor informed him, and the League of Nations had already ‘taken His Majesty’s government to task for having done nothing in the matter before now.’ Chancellor’s record of the meeting reads:

He [de Rothschild] said that it would ruin the country to hand over the country to the Arabs. I told him that was not what was proposed. The Jewish and government members combined would be in a majority over the Arabs.65

An official summary – prepared for the League of Nations – of Britain’s activities in Palestine during 1931 celebrated the ‘striking progress’ that had been achieved towards building the ‘Jewish national home’. In little more than a decade, the Jewish population had risen by nearly 170 per cent – from 65,500 to more than 175,000.66

In the autumn of 1931, Arthur Wauchope replaced Chancellor as high commissioner. At one of his first functions, Wauchope declared himself an ‘entire stranger to Palestine’, though recalling he had fought in Mesopotamia during the First World War.67 Before long this
‘entire stranger’ felt he had learned enough about the political situation in Palestine to make decisions that would prove hugely detrimental to its indigenous inhabitants. Corresponding with the Colonial Office in 1933, Wauchope conveyed the impression that he had no choice than to accept Zionist colonisation, notwithstanding its social costs:

It is an essential principle of the Zionist policy not only to acquire ownership but to ensure that all the work required on the land shall be performed by Jews as far as possible and, in the case of the official land-purchasing agency of the Zionist Organisation, namely the Jewish National Fund, by Jews only, and it follows, as the result of this policy, that when the land is purchased by Jews not only is the landlord changed but the tenants and practically all the wage-earning class are compelled to move also. The right of the Zionists to follow this policy cannot be called into question but it obviously creates a difficult problem in relation to the displaced Arab cultivator.68

‘Down with the English’

As Palestinian dispossession worsened, calls to halt cooperation with the British authorities grew. New ordinances enabling the censorship of the Palestinian press were introduced in an attempt to prevent articles demanding a freeze on Zionist colonisation from being published.69 In October 1933, the British banned a number of protests. Jamal Husseini, a leading member of the Arab Executive Committee, the organisation calling protests in Jerusalem, was told not to proceed with an ‘illegal demonstration when legitimate means of expression were open’ to his colleagues, Wauchope noted. Husseini was informed that the British would hold him and fellow members of the committee ‘morally responsible if any of their innocent followers suffered hurt in defying the law at their instigation.’70

Commenting on one protest, Wauchope described ‘the prominent part taken by women of good family’ as ‘a new and disquieting feature’. He recognised that there was much anger among Palestinians towards Britain. In a letter to Philip Cunliffe-Lister, then the colonial secretary, Wauchope observed:

It is also noteworthy and symptomatic of a new orientation of Arab nationalism in Palestine that the cries of the demonstrators
were ‘Down with the English’ and ‘Down with the colonisers’. Arab feeling in Palestine is definitely becoming anti-British and anti-government. Without the British government, the Arabs think, they would have nothing to fear from the Jews.71

Some of the prohibited protests did go ahead; some became riotous. British forces responded to unrest by opening fire. Twelve Palestinians were killed on 13 October in Jaffa. Exactly two weeks later, British forces killed another 26 Palestinians, also in Jaffa.72

A six-year-old boy, Said Judeh, was among the victims on the latter occasion. A British inquiry found that he was killed by a stray bullet while playing with other children. On the following day, ten-year-old Deeb Saleem was shot through the hip by British forces during riots in Haifa. According to Wauchope, ‘it may be fairly presumed, having regard to his age, that he was not taking part in an unlawful assembly or riot when he was wounded.’ Wauchope recommended that the British government should give £100 to Said’s parents and £25 to those of Deeb. Paying ‘compensation’ in these cases would not ‘confuse the issue of responsibility for the disturbances’, he contended (Wauchope pinned the blame for the riots on Palestinian agitators). Nor would it ‘diminish the prestige’ of the British administration. Said and Deeb were not the only children to be shot.73 Following the riots, Wauchope met Haj Amin al-Husseini, a political leader who had been appointed grand mufti of Jerusalem, by Herbert Samuel. The mufti, according to British archives, asked that payments be made to families of all those killed in the riots. A report of the meeting states that Wauchope ‘expressed regret that boys of 12 or 14 had received bullet wounds.’ Yet he declined to give any pledges on paying compensation. Said and Deeb were treated as exceptions because they were so young. The treasury was willing to approve Wauchope’s request that their families receive ‘ex gratia payments’ as it felt there were ‘special circumstances’. It was as if the British authorities felt that they were doing the parents a favour, rather than being under an obligation towards them.74

In other correspondence with Whitehall, Wauchope heaped praised on British forces who had fired on the crowds in Jaffa. Raymond Cafferata, a former member of the Auxiliaries during Ireland’s war of independence, was singled out. Heading a contingent of 40 British foot police, Cafferata called on the crowd to disperse. When they failed to
do what they were told, a baton charge was ordered, with Cafferata as one of those leading it. ‘The charge was magnificently executed and was completely successful,’ Wauchope wrote to Cunliffe-Lister.  

Wauchope appointed Harry Herbert Trusted, a senior legal officer in Palestine, and J.W. Murison, a judge, to undertake an enquiry into the 1933 riots. Their findings were something of a whitewash. The police, they stated, acted ‘with forbearance and restraint’ and the ‘loyalty, personal courage and discretion of all ranks were very commendable.’ Force was only used, they maintained, after attempts had been made to convince protesters to disperse. Pandering to prejudice, the two men concluded:

It is clear that an Arab crowd in Palestine is mercurial and excitable and when excited dangerous. These disturbances were aimed against the [British] government and not against the Jews but in mixed centres such as the Old City of Jerusalem and Haifa and in Jaffa, owing to its proximity to Tel Aviv, the fear of any disturbances becoming religious and racial, with the possibility of a repetition of the events of 1929, must always be present in the mind of every police officer. In these circumstances, the police of all ranks are placed in a particularly difficult situation when disturbances occur in Palestine.

Following the Jaffa riots, Wauchope consulted the Colonial Office about whether all protests should be banned or whether some should be permitted. On a visit to Jerusalem, John Maffey, the under-secretary of state for the colonies, discussed the issue with Wauchope. ‘I said that I did not see how the government could go on bottling up forever the expression of feeling on the part of Arabs,’ Maffey stated in December 1933. Maffey was in favour of ‘allowing specified demonstrations’ yet suggested that Wauchope was better informed of local considerations than he was. In a telegram, Cunliffe-Lister informed Wauchope that he was ‘absolutely free’ to take whatever decision he wished, safe in the knowledge that he would enjoy full support from Whitehall. The colonial secretary wrote:

I doubt if anyone here would criticise prohibition of demonstrations. If there were such criticism, I should have no difficulty in defending
prohibition. No comment has been excited in England by the prohibition of all public meetings in Malta, where the action could not be defended on ground of risk to public security. There would, however, be serious criticism if demonstrations led to further rioting and casualties. It would then be said that an error of judgment had been committed in permitting meetings, which might reasonably have been expected to lead to disorder.77

Instead of addressing allegations of brutality against British-led forces, the authorities seemed more fixated on issues relating to their private lives. Roy Spicer, an inspector of police and prisons in Palestine, was ‘very emphatic’ on having the power to prevent officers from marrying, according to a Colonial Office file. ‘Palestine is full of undesirable women, many European and Jewesses, who try to get young British police to marry them,’ according to the file. ‘The man loses all standing and value as a policeman.’ Spicer apparently gave several ‘impressive illustrations’ to bolster his case. His demands elicited a debate about whether or not the restrictions he coveted would be illegal. Yet the case he made was persuasive enough to have a new clause added in 1935 to a police ordinance dating from nine years earlier. Under the new provision, police had to ask the inspector-general’s permission before they could get married.78

Spicer was less successful with activities of a promotional nature. In 1934, he wrote to New Scotland Yard enquiring if a show could be arranged at the London Olympia featuring the camel corps of the British-led police force in Palestine. ‘We can make our camels jump in half section and they really do jump,’ Spicer enthused. A ‘mounting and dismounting’ drill was ‘rather fascinating’, he added, including the camels’ ‘roar when their heads are pulled back’. Spicer’s idea did not get very far. A telegram from the British administration in Jerusalem declared that the vets advising it were ‘strongly opposed’ to transporting the camels in winter. Either their voyages would prove fatal or ‘impair the ability of camels to perform,’ the telegram stated.79

The concern about the welfare of animals might be touching – were it not for how the animals in question were being made to do cruel tricks for entertainment. The people living under British rule often fared even worse.
It was 3am when the police arrived. After waking up entire families, officers insulted women in front of their husbands. Furniture and food were destroyed. Copies of the Quran were thrown on the floor and trampled under foot.

The complaints of this nocturnal raid in the Bab al-Huta neighbourhood of Jerusalem’s Old City were relayed to the British administration in June 1936. Arthur Wauchope, the high commissioner for Palestine, received a number of ulema — Muslim scholars and preachers — to hear their grievances. Wauchope tried to downplay the misconduct by saying that ‘human beings were not perfect and some human beings are less perfect than others.’

Such excuses were often trotted out in the second half of the 1930s. A mass revolt had erupted against British policies. Force was needed to suppress it, according to Wauchope, and ‘when force is used it is very difficult to avoid regrettable incidents.’

Privately, the British recognised the events between 1936 and 1939 for what they were: a rebellion. An internal report drawn up by the British military in February 1938 admitted that the uprising was ‘directed deliberately against the government and against British authority.’ Palestinians had been ‘profoundly disturbed’ by the ‘enormous increase’ in Zionist colonisation during the previous few years. John Maffey, the under-secretary of state for the colonies, argued in a June 1936 note that ‘these disturbances are not a “stunt” organised by a few Arab leaders.’ Instead, they were:

the expression of a deep-seated and widespread fear among the Arabs of Palestine, who are fighting, as they believe, for the preservation, if not of their own lives and livelihood, then for the preservation of the lives and livelihood of their sons and daughters.
Richard Peirse, air officer commanding with British troops in Palestine, wrote later that year of how the rebels ‘were fighting what they believed to be a patriotic war in defence of their country against injustice and the threat of Jewish domination.’

The British were careful not to use the term ‘rebellion’ in public. When that word appeared in a draft statement, Whitehall mandarins instructed that it be replaced with ‘disorders’. Rather than recognising that they were encountering resistance of an inherently political nature, the British portrayed that resistance as criminal.

Ted Swedenburg, an American anthropologist, spent part of the 1980s interviewing men who had participated in the revolt. He was struck by how, almost 50 years later, the men remained incensed by what they called the ‘barrels’ incident. In October 1935, Palestinian dockers were unloading barrels at Jaffa port when one broke open to reveal that it contained ammunition and guns. The weapons, it was soon discovered, were destined for Zionist militants. Britain’s failure to carry out any arrests fuelled the perception that it was facilitating a trade in illicit arms to the Zionist movement. The perception resembled the truth. Towards the end of 1939, Chaim Weizmann praised successive high commissioners for tacitly accepting that settlers may smuggle arms (Weizmann was then expressing alarm – in correspondence and meetings with the Foreign Office – about an apparent reversal of that ‘policy’).

An estimated 150,000 Jews immigrated to Palestine between 1933 and 1935, large numbers of whom had fled Nazi Germany. Palestinians knew little about Adolf Hitler’s rise to power and cannot be held in any way responsible for it. What they discerned, however, was that a pattern of discrimination had been established within Palestine. In his pamphlet on the revolt, the novelist and activist Ghassan Kanafani cited census data showing that the average Jewish worker received 145 per cent higher wages than his or her Palestinian counterpart. One-third of all agricultural land had been expropriated in the years leading to the revolt. With around 20,000 peasant families evicted because of Zionist colonisation by 1931, ‘the Palestinian Arab rural society was being destroyed’, Kanafani wrote.

The British administration in Palestine institutionalised racism. Palestinians employed on public roadworks were paid little more than half what Jews got ‘for equal output’, Arthur Wauchope informed the
Colonial Office. He tried to explain the discrimination by claiming that ‘the Jewish standard of living demands’ higher payment, whereas Palestinians were ‘thankful’ for their lower wages.\(^9\)

Historians generally concur that the revolt began with the attack on a convoy of trucks on the Nablus–Tulkarem road in April 1936. Two Jews died in that attack; two Palestinians were killed in reprisal soon afterwards. The attackers of the convoy may, according to some historians, have been followers of Sheikh Izz al-Din al-Qassam, who had tried to call an insurrection the previous November.\(^10\) Al-Qassam died in a battle with British forces amid the forest of Yabad, near Jenin. By speaking out against Zionism and denouncing Arabs who sold land to Jewish settlers, he became deeply popular among aggrieved peasants and workers, as was demonstrated by the huge turnout at his funeral.\(^11\)

As soon as the revolt began in 1936, Britain tried to blame a coterie of Palestinian notables for its outbreak. Haj Amin al-Husseini, the grand mufti of Jerusalem, soon became the focus of their ire, with one government telegram claiming he ‘appears to be [the] evil genius of Palestine Arabs throughout recent troubles.’\(^11\) That overlooked how the uprising was a grass-roots one. Wauchope admitted as much in private correspondence. Briefing the Colonial Office, he stressed ‘how perturbed the Arabs are at present’, adding: ‘When people are thoroughly discontented, any such incidents increase their effects 100 fold.’\(^13\)

Wauchope was hostile to al-Husseini, yet had a somewhat more nuanced view of the mufti than others in the British administration. Writing to Maffey in October 1936, Wauchope indicated there was a difference of opinion between him and John Dill, the newly appointed commander of British troops in Palestine, on whether the mufti should be deported. ‘Children, savages and RAF intelligence officers love creating bogies,’ Wauchope stated.

They are now getting Dill and others to believe that the mufti created, organised and was solely responsible for keeping going the strike and disorders. The defects of the mufti’s characters are alone sufficient to render this view absurd.\(^14\)

The general strike to which Wauchope referred was formalised on 21 April 1936 by the Arab Higher Committee, headed by the mufti. Yet
it had actually kicked off a few days earlier. In a message addressed to Wauchope, the committee stated that the strike was called in protest ‘against the partiality shown by government from time to time in order to strengthen the Jewish elements in this country and to annihilate the Arab national existence.’ The committee’s three demands were: a halt to Jewish immigration; immediate legislation to prevent remaining Palestinian lands being acquired by Zionists; and ‘the formation of a national and parliamentary government’. 15

Wauchope refused to accept the demands unless the strike was halted. The archives nonetheless prove that he understood the grievances. ‘I have admitted far more Jewish immigrants during the past four years than ever admitted before,’ he stated in a 1936 telegram. 16 In a letter to William Ormsby-Gore, then colonial secretary, he stated:

the subject that fills the minds of all Arabs today is the problem of immigration, the dread that in time to come they will become a subject race living on sufferance in Palestine, with the Jews dominant in every sphere, land, trade and political life. 17

Wauchope authorised brutal measures against Palestinians, while expressing misgivings about those measures. Repression ‘will not lessen, but will increase, Arab discontent and apprehension, which are at the root of the trouble,’ he informed Ormsby-Gore in May 1936. 18 That same month, Wauchope invited a delegation of British businessmen living in Jerusalem to meet him. Managers of Barclays Bank, Ottoman Bank and the president of the city’s chamber of commerce signed an appeal for ‘immediate drastic action against the ringleaders, including several of the youths, whose present conduct we consider to be a danger to the future unless an example is made of them now.’ If deportation was deemed ‘too drastic’, the businessmen recommended ‘protective custody’, a euphemism for detention without charge or trial. 19

Their wishes came true. Wauchope received a telegram from the Colonial Office in June, informing him that questions would soon be asked in the House of Commons about ‘what steps are being taken’ to ensure ‘reasonable conditions at Sarafand concentration camp’. Wauchope replied by calling Sarafand a ‘healthy locality, where many British troops are stationed.’ 20 That was something of an understate-
The village of Sarafand al-Amar hosted Britain’s largest military base in the Middle East.

Noting that plans for the camp had been approved by an unnamed director of medical services, he wrote that ‘electric light and adequate water supply have been installed.’ Wauchope stated:

Internees receive free rations on the scale approved by the medical authorities but supplement rations at their own expense by cooked food from outside. Rations are cooked by convict labour. Permission has been granted to establish a canteen within the camp to meet any further needs and a tradesman calls daily to take orders. Use of tobacco is unrestricted and alcohol is allowed on prescription of a medical officer.21

He added:

Scavenging and cleaning of huts is carried out by convict labour and internees need do no work except keep their huts tidy. They have been allowed a radio and may send or receive letters subject to censorship. Introduction of newspapers and books has now been allowed and at least one visit a week from a friend or relative will be permitted to each internee subject to the presence of a police officer; among themselves they enjoy full freedom of intercourse, subject to orderly conduct; and facilities are given for daily exercise within the camp.22

The words ‘concentration camp’ appear repeatedly in British documents from that era. While those words have become synonymous with the Holocaust perpetrated by the Nazis, the British Empire had been resorting to the practice of ‘concentrating’ detainees in particular sites for quite a few decades before then. Indeed, the British founded the twentieth century’s first concentration camps – during the Anglo-Boer War in South Africa.

Not all briefing material supplied to diplomats or government ministers was sugar-coated in the manner of Wauchope’s reply. A 1937 paper drawn up for British representatives in Geneva informed its readers that in June 1936 the emergency regulations for Palestine had been altered. ‘More severe penalties’ had thereby been introduced.
for shooting at British soldiers or members of the police force or for illicit possession of arms. One result was that ‘466 agitators were confined for months in the concentration camp at Sarafand without trial.’ Among them were the Arab Higher Committee’s secretary, Auni Bey Abdel Hadi, and his successor Izzat Darwaza.\textsuperscript{23}

The camp consisted of two sections. The ‘original intention’, according to Wauchope, was that one should be reserved for the ‘urban and effendi [noble] class of inmates’, the other ‘for the villager and fellah [peasant] class.’ That was ‘abandoned’, however, because ‘all the internees disliked this idea.’ Claiming that ‘I myself was inclined to sympathise with this Arab feeling’, Wauchope wrote that ‘no distinction on social grounds is now recognised’. His comments were contained in a July 1936 letter to the Colonial Office, in which he enclosed a message of protest from George Mansour, a trade unionist who organised a hunger strike while he was detained in Sarafand. Wauchope admitted ‘there are no water closets and bathrooms’ in the second section of the camp but stated ‘there are running water taps and earth latrines.’\textsuperscript{24}

Large-scale detention of peasants and urban workers occurred throughout the revolt. In May 1939, Malcolm MacDonald, colonial secretary at the time, was asked a parliamentary question about ‘how many concentration camps are established in Palestine.’ MacDonald said ‘there are 13 detention camps at present in existence in Palestine.’ He was then asked for details about ‘the number of people interned in concentration camps in Palestine, and how many of them are fellaheen.’ MacDonald’s reply was terse: ‘The total number of persons at present under detention in Palestine is 4,816, of whom about 2,690 are fellaheen.’\textsuperscript{25} The quashing of the revolt that year did not lead to any swift release of detainees. Harold MacMichael, Wauchope’s successor as high commissioner, reported to the Colonial Office that on 9 December 1939, ‘1,154 Arabs and 63 Jews were detained in concentration camp.’ It is not clear whether his use of the singular was deliberate.\textsuperscript{26}

More comprehensive details of detention facilities can be found in a 1938 paper signed by Alan Saunders, then inspector-general of police and prisons in Palestine. Saunders reported that there were ‘three jail labour companies’ in the country. Prisoners at one of these camps – Nur Shams near the town of Tulkarem – were ‘accommodated in
corrugated iron huts surrounded by a double barbed wire fence’ and ‘employed on quarrying operations under the direction of technical experts of the Palestine Railways.’

Another labour camp had been founded near Acre ‘to separate adolescents and first offenders from other prisoners,’ according to Saunders. Designed for 250 detainees, it had been ‘enlarged considerably’ to hold people arrested because of the revolt. Located on the Mediterranean coast, Acre also hosted Palestine’s central prison. At one point during the revolt, Ormsby-Gore told British officials in Jerusalem that ‘I feel concerned at the serious overcrowding’ in that prison. He was responding to a March 1937 note stating that 47 prisoners were being held in a single cell at Acre. When Ormsby-Gore enquired if ‘it is not possible, by any means, to effect an immediate improvement in the situation’, he was assured that the particular cell was ‘47 feet long, 25 feet wide and 18 feet high’. By May that year, the number confined to a single cell had been reduced to 43. Ormsby-Gore’s query may not have been motivated by altruism; as one MP was showing an interest in conditions at Acre around the time, the Colonial Office seemed anxious to avoid negative publicity.

More than 130 detainees at the Acre camp took part in what British administrators called ‘a hunger strike and other acts of indiscipline’ in 1938. When the authorities tried to move the hunger strike’s reported instigator, Arab Bank manager Abdul Hamid Shuman, to Acre prison, he refused to be transferred. Following allegations that he was ill-treated, the British administration in Jerusalem admitted that ‘a certain amount of violence was undoubtedly used’.

Discretion to destroy

Britain’s elite decided at an early stage in the revolt that Palestinians should be targeted en masse. On 7 May 1936, Wauchope sought ‘general covering approval’ from the Colonial Office for imposing collective punishment on cities and towns where acts of disobedience occurred. He promptly received the go-ahead and chose Nazareth, Safed and Beisan as the first three areas to be penalised. Further ‘emergency regulations’ were issued in the following month. They allowed death sentences to be imposed for shooting at British forces, throwing bombs
and ‘in certain circumstances for interfering with communications, or with any aircraft, locomotive, vehicle, ship etc.’

Much leeway was granted to the military. Troops were instructed of a 1,000-yard ‘safety zone’ to be observed when using 20-pound bombs in the vicinity of towns and villages. Yet the air ministry in London stated that the zone was ‘merely intended as a guide to the policy to be adopted and not as a hard and fast limit which should be strictly adhered to.’ The ministry believed that ‘the military authorities on the spot should be given a wide discretion and, if in their view, the best course would be to bomb the houses of criminals or their sympathisers, they should be at liberty to do so.’

In a 1936 report, Richard Peirse stated that it was ‘quickly evident’ that measures should be taken ‘against the villages from which the rebels and saboteurs came.’ The rebels were forming themselves into armed bands, the size of which rapidly grew from between 15 and 20 men to ‘large parties of 50–70,’ he added. Discussions between Wauchope and the Colonial Office on the tactic of ‘punitive demolitions’ – destroying communities from which rebels hailed – caused ‘some delay’ in responding to the revolt, according to Peirse. But during June, the ‘urgency now was of another order’ because a number of property owners were seeking court orders to halt demolitions. Because Peirse was expecting that the judges would rule against the British administration, he decided to ‘push on with the final phase’ of a major wrecking operation ‘as soon as possible’.

The operation was conducted in Jaffa during June. Peirse’s fears materialised: the destruction of several hundred houses was swiftly denounced by the judiciary. Richard Manning, a judge at the high court of Palestine, ruled on 3 July that the inhabitants of Jaffa’s Old City had been ‘grossly misled’. Rather than stating that the demolitions had been carried out for military reasons, the British administration tried to ‘sugar the pill’, Manning said, by claiming that its real objective was to improve the city. Michael McDonnell, the chief justice of Palestine, similarly accused the administration of displaying a lack of moral courage. Those comments were resented by Wauchope, who told Ormsby-Gore they would be ‘construed by Arabs as a direct encouragement to continue their struggle against a weak government and anyone with any knowledge of the Arab mind must realise that this will be the inevitable result of such an accusation.’ Rebutting claims of
‘WE MUST SHOOT TO KILL’

deceit, Wauchope insisted that the building of new roads through the areas that had been cleared would ‘prove of great value’ to Jaffa.\textsuperscript{17} The roads were constructed with the aid of convict labour.\textsuperscript{18}

More than 6,000 people lived in the Old City at the time. The British administration’s department of health was asked to find shelter for 417 people – or 66 families – left homeless by the demolition. The department arranged that they would live in schools.\textsuperscript{19}

The dispossession had lasting effects. Later that year, Wauchope sent Ormsby-Gore some data on the demolitions. Around 280 houses or 473 units, ‘say 500 families’ had been affected, the paper stated. Of the roughly 6,000 residents, 1,000 had returned, while others had gone to Lydda. When the weather deteriorated towards the end of 1936, Wauchope ordered that ‘sufficient huts to house 20 families’ be moved from the concentration camp at Sarafand and erected on the outskirts of Jaffa. ‘Unfortunately, however, the refugees declined to move into the new accommodation which had been provided for them,’ Wauchope wrote. To his apparent surprise, the refugees ‘preferred to remain in their semi-demolished rooms or crowd into undamaged houses, rather than move their effects to more comfortable quarters.’\textsuperscript{40}

In September 1936, Wauchope noted the ‘unweakened determination of the Arabs of Palestine during the past four months of resistance to our troops despite loss of 1,000 killed and wounded and economic distress.’ That determination signalled ‘what we must expect if we start on ruthless measures when necessarily the innocent cannot be separated from the guilty.’\textsuperscript{41} Wauchope was slightly disingenuous in implying that the measures already employed had not been ruthless. He was nonetheless correct in foreseeing that they were about to become more extreme. Later that month, he warned a grouping of Arab political leaders that John Dill was about to arrive in Palestine, where the commander would ‘undertake his task of repressing lawlessness and restoring order.’ Wauchope said:

Whatever troops and whatever measures are necessary to suppress disorder, they will be used by General Dill, backed by the resources of the British Empire. I shall have no influence on his actions and you must be sure that His Majesty’s government will continue military action till all resistance is ended.\textsuperscript{42}
At the end of that month, Wauchope signed an order, which effectively provided for the imposition of martial law. The order was not put into effect at that time: following appeals to Palestinians by British-anointed royals in Iraq, Egypt, Transjordan and Saudi Arabia, the strike was called off in October. The official response from London to the strike was typical: a commission was formed to investigate its causes; William Peel, the commission’s chairman, had previously served as secretary of state for India. On Christmas Eve 1936, Wauchope wrote a letter to Ormsby-Gore that described the ‘whole atmosphere’ in Palestine as ‘highly charged’. Wauchope predicted ‘another outbreak of rebellion’ if Peel’s conclusions did not satisfy Palestinians, adding: ‘Should rebellion occur, rebellion will be suppressed, if need be by severe measures such as will prevent any further rising for some years to come.’

Published the following summer, the Peel recommendations were manifestly unjust. Peel backed the idea of partitioning Palestine into separate Jewish and Arab states. He put at 225,000 the number of Palestinians then living in the area designated for a Jewish state. Arguing that the existence of such minorities ‘clearly constitutes the most serious hindrance to the successful operation of partition’, Peel urged a transfer of population ‘voluntary or otherwise’. The proposed Jewish state included the Galilee, where 92 per cent of the population had been Arab in the early 1930s.

Not surprisingly, the call for mass expulsion outraged Palestinians. As the revolt resumed, Britain declared the Arab Higher Committee and similar groups illegal. British forces were instructed to arrest Haj Amin al-Husseini but he managed to hide in the Haram al-Sharif compound of Jerusalem’s Old City; later he fled for Beirut – by some accounts, disguised in women’s clothing.

Some of Wauchope’s proposals for crushing the revolt were harsher than Whitehall was prepared to countenance. He recommended, for example, that forced labour should be introduced for ‘all able-bodied male inhabitants between the ages of 16 and 60’ in towns or villages that defaulted on collective fines levied by Britain. Cosmo Parkinson, who became under-secretary of state for the colonies in 1937, replied by assuring Wauchope he appreciated the difficulty of dealing with ‘recalcitrant villages’ but pointing out it ‘would be too strong a measure to treat the International Labour Convention as a “scrap of paper”.’
a compromise, the administration in Jerusalem suggested that a ‘system
of compulsory day and night patrols by elders or notables of a township
or village would, in certain circumstances, yield useful results.’\textsuperscript{48}

Wauchope and his successor MacMichael were not prevented,
however, from running a police state. The strength of the British-led
police force in Palestine rose from 2,500 officers in 1935 to 5,400 in
1939.\textsuperscript{49} Two infantry divisions of the British Army – around 25,000
troops in total – were also deployed.\textsuperscript{50} Distinctions between police and
military were blurred during the revolt. With the authorities deeming
the police to be overstretched because of urban riots, soldiers assumed
such tasks as the staffing of rural police stations and patrolling busy
streets in Jaffa and Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{11}

Supposedly sacrosanct principles of British ‘justice’ such as the right
to a fair trial were discarded, too. Ormsby-Gore informed members
of Parliament in November 1937 that the ‘notorious gang-leader’
Farhan Essaid and three others had been arrested as troops surrounded
a village near Jenin. ‘These men will be tried by a military court,’
Ormsby-Gore said, though he had – to all intents and purposes –
already found them guilty.\textsuperscript{52}

Malcolm MacDonald wrote to Harold MacMichael in 1938 that
‘we must set our faces absolutely against the development of “Black
and Tan” methods in Palestine.’ Yet the British authorities were more
interested in preserving what he called ‘the good name’ of police
serving in Palestine than in preventing the kind of atrocities that the
Black and Tans committed during Ireland’s war of independence.
When a plan was hatched to dismiss British police officers who had
killed three men in a village near Tulkarem, Harold MacMichael
backed it; his expressed desire was that the plan should be implemented
‘without exciting comment’.\textsuperscript{53}

The Royal Navy provided back-up to the infantry. In 1938, the
\textit{HMS Repulse} anchored at the port of Haifa. Its logbook recorded:

\begin{quote}
A small number of rounds are fired by day and night at registered
points in the close vicinity of villages whose occupants are credited
with pro-bandit tendencies. This is said to act as a deterrent to
evil doers and causes despondency among the villagers who now
realise that at any time during the day or night they can be subject to
accurate fire if they are naughty.\textsuperscript{54}
\end{quote}
The logbook betrays how British troops came to view an entire people as criminal. It notes that the military called Palestinians ‘oozlebarts’. That epithet derived from the word for gang, ursabi. In preparation for the ‘surprise withdrawal’ of the Repulse from Haifa in August 1938, a brigadier decided on ‘an extensive round-up of “oozlebarts”,’ the logbook states. Between 300 and 400 Arabs were ‘collected from the villages near the northern frontier’ and ‘incarcerated in cages at Iqrit and Malikiya.’ The purpose of the action was ‘to tranquilize the country and to give the brigands something to think about for a few days.’

To distinguish residents of Deir al-Quasi village from those living in Sumata, the former had red paint daubed on their necks. ‘This caused considerable amusement among the onlookers and the other villagers but was not so well received by the men themselves,’ according to the logbook. The British forces, meanwhile, alleged that around 40 per cent of all members belonging to one gang were held in a cage ‘but so far, in spite of some rather brutal interrogation by the police we have not been able to find out who they are.’

**Bad villages**

‘Brutal interrogation’ – torture, to be more precise – was approved at a high level. Edward Keith-Roach has admitted that ‘Arab investigation centres’ were set up. Their purpose was to train police officers ‘in the gentle art of “third degree”, for use on Arabs until they “spilled the beans”,’ Keith-Roach recalled in his memoirs. The idea for those centres came from Charles Tegart, a Derry man who had headed the British police in India. Tegart was tasked with providing advice on how the revolt in Palestine should be handled. His best-known recommendations were that a large network of reinforced concrete police stations should be built across Palestine and a massive fence erected along the northern border. While British firms were eager to benefit from the fence project, a key contract for its construction was awarded to the Zionist company Solel Boneh and arrangements were made to import barbed wire from Belgium. Harold MacMichael defended the decision to bypass normal tendering procedures by arguing that the project needed to be completed speedily and that it had ‘few, if any, parallels in the modern history of colonial administration.’
£2 million – a colossal sum for the 1930s – was spent on what became known as Tegart’s fence.\textsuperscript{61}

Tegart was something of an innovator when it came to surveillance and pacification. He recommended that the fence should include an electrified ‘detector’ system. He urged, too, that registers be compiled of ‘villages with bad reputations’. Details of all male residents aged 17 to 50 would be collected for each ‘bad village’. By contrast, rewards such as tax remissions would be granted to those villages that supplied useful information to the police. Replying to those recommendations, the British administration in Palestine stressed it was putting some of them into practice. Arthur Wauchope stated: ‘Orders have already been issued for the compilation of village registers in villages known to be definitely hostile to government.’\textsuperscript{62}

According to the British Army, Halhul, which is located north of Hebron was ‘well known’ as a ‘bad village’. On 6 May 1939, troops invaded the village, rounding up 116 of its male inhabitants, while searching for weapons. Eight men died from heat exhaustion after being detained in an open-air pen. The army’s official account of the incident attributed their deaths to ‘a concatenation of unfortunate circumstances and errors of judgement’. The ‘abnormally hot weather’ was listed as the first cause of their deaths. The second cause listed was that the amount of food and water provided to the men was ‘insufficient’ for the several days during which they were held. The army’s explanation then became slightly surreal. It claimed that a group of elderly men, who had been held in a house, were transferred to an enclosure reserved for ‘bad’ younger men on 11 May. The younger men had requested consultations with their elders about whether or not rifles should be surrendered. Most of the victims were elderly and were, in the army’s words, ‘unable to stand the strain which young fighting men could resist.’\textsuperscript{63}

Based on military briefings, Harold MacMichael decided that ‘these fatalities were not in any way due to deliberate ill-treatment nor can they be classified under the category of atrocities.’\textsuperscript{64} By that time, MacMichael had formed a habit of exonerating British forces. When troops killed two children in Nablus during October 1938, MacMichael claimed a single bullet had been fired at a suspect, who was evading arrest. ‘The bullet struck some iron railings and ricocheted in fragments which unfortunately struck and killed two children in the vicinity,’ he
told the Colonial Office. One month later, a British police constable shot dead Musa Shuman, a resident of Jerusalem’s Beit Hanina neighbourhood. The Arab National League in New York protested that Shuman was a non-combatant; MacMichael alleged that the constable opened fire as Shuman was ‘climbing out of a corn bin armed with a shotgun’. When five women complained that same month about atrocities committed by British forces in Jerusalem’s Old City, MacMichael stated that ‘a number of innocent persons, including four persons, were accidentally killed’ during the operation in question. He then argued that ‘there was an imperative need to reduce superfluous correspondence to the minimum’ and most complaints of this nature ‘merit no detailed reply’. 65

Even Palestinians who had previously been on good terms with the authorities vented their fury at the conduct of British forces. Fuad Dajani, director of a hospital in Jaffa, had received an MBE from King George V for his services to medicine. In June 1939, he requested that his name be deleted from the award as a protest at how the police burst into his hospital and shot dead one of his patients, Khalil Ibrahim Abu Ikheil. William James Fitzgerald, then the attorney-general in Palestine, carried out an investigation into the incident. The police hierarchy told him ‘the fact that the deceased tried to escape’ was ‘a good enough reason’ to open fire. For his part, Fitzgerald accepted that it was all a ‘deplorable mistake’. 66

Less official documents indicate that extrajudicial executions became almost routine. ‘Any Johnny Arab who is caught by us in suspicious circumstances is shot out of hand,’ Sydney Burr, a police officer, wrote to his parents. 67 Other Palestinians were used as what the British called minesweepers. 68 Taken hostage by troops, these men were placed in vehicles leading convoys so that they would take the full impact of any roadside bombs planted by rebels. The minesweeper was ejected from the vehicle once a journey had been completed. The ‘lucky’ ones got away with a broken leg, the ‘unlucky’ ones would be hit by the next truck, with nobody bothering ‘to go and pick the bits up,’ Arthur Lane, who served in Palestine with the Manchester Regiment, has stated. 69

One consequence of the revolt was that it copper-fastened the alliance between British imperialism and Zionism. Jewish colonists were recruited to the British police in significant numbers. The costs of increasing the force were shared between the British government
and the Jewish Agency, as the Zionist administration in Palestine was known. Among the tasks allocated to the Jewish police was to provide security at the huts and stores of the Sarafand concentration camp.

The recruitment occurred despite how the authorities predicted it could bequeath a toxic legacy. In January 1937, Arthur Wauchope warned the Colonial Office: ‘If Jewish units [of the police] are allowed to act offensively against Arabs in Palestine, I fear that the chances of the two people ever living together will vanish for generations.’

Dirty war

Wauchope’s advice that Jewish police should be restricted to work of a defensive nature was endorsed by the British government. The term ‘defensive’ was interpreted flexibly. His successor, Harold MacMichael, wrote in July 1938 that 250 armed Jews were protecting co-religionists involved in erecting ‘Tegart’s fence’. MacMichael informed the Colonial Office that he had also sanctioned a ‘small column of Jews and British troops’ to undertake ‘ambush work’ when it was deemed necessary.

That autumn, MacMichael noted that there were 745 Jews in the ‘regular’ British-led police force in Palestine and that a ‘supernumerary police establishment’ was being reorganised. Once that process was completed, there would be an additional 1,900 Jewish ‘temporary additional police’ paid by the British authorities, 350 supernumeraries (‘paid by private concerns’, according to MacMichael) and 3,000 unpaid ‘special constables’. All of the roughly 6,000 Jewish police ‘are provided with rifles by [the British] government,’ MacMichael stated.

‘Practically all’ of the supernumerary police were drawn from the Haganah, which MacMichael called an ‘extralegal, semi-secret “army” of the Jews.’ Acknowledging that its leading figures included representatives of the Jewish Agency, the Haganah ‘could probably muster some 50,000 trained men’ and had thousands of guns ‘concealed in all towns and colonies’. While much of its arsenal had been illegally acquired, the Haganah was conducting nightly patrols overseen by men with licensed weapons.

Many of the Haganah’s commanders were either mentored or influenced by the doctrine of a particular British soldier, Orde Wingate. A committed Christian Zionist, Wingate was tasked by the
British Army with training Jewish supernumeraries for ambush work and for patrolling the Iraq Petroleum Company’s pipeline. Bringing oil from Iraq to a terminal in Haifa, this economically vital resource was frequently targeted by Palestinian rebels.⁷⁴

Officially, Wingate was put in charge of ‘special night squads’, which, as their name suggested, worked under the cover of darkness. In his book *The Making of Israel’s Army*, Yigal Allon wrote that these squads – which combined British and Zionist forces – were too small and too lightly armed to protect the pipeline:

Wingate therefore cooperated illegally with similar Haganah units already in operation, often borrowing weapons from the Haganah arsenal to carry out raids and ambushes, mostly at night, over wide areas of the Galilee on both sides of the pipeline. In the morning the illegal unit generally disappeared, while the legal unit returned to its base.⁷⁵

According to Allon, Wingate saw himself ‘in practice as a member of the Haganah’. He liaised closely with Yitzhak Sadeh, a leading figure in the Haganah, who trained many of the commanders in the Zionist militia and, later, Israel’s army. Together, they ‘significantly modified’ the Haganah’s tactics, Allon has written. By teaching how to conduct raids against ‘enemy bases’ – code, it would appear, for Palestinian villages – ‘they effectively pulled the Haganah out of its trenches and barbed wire into the open field, making it adopt a more active type of defence.’⁷⁶

Wingate ordered acts of immense cruelty. After attacks against the pipeline occurred, his special night squads invaded nearby villages at dawn, rounding up all the male inhabitants. Forcing them to stand against the wall, the squads then whipped the men’s bare backs. At times, Wingate would humiliate the villagers; at other times, he shot them dead.⁷⁷ Hugh Foot, who served as a British official in 1930s Palestine, has accused Wingate of wiping out ‘opposition gangs by killing them all’ and of getting involved in ‘a dirty war of assassination and counter-assassination’.⁷⁸

Yet despite having maverick traits, Wingate’s tactics were applauded by the top brass. In one report, Robert Haining, then the commander of British troops, stated that Wingate – ‘from my staff’ – had ‘shown
great resource, enterprise and courage in leading and controlling’ the special night squads. Haining added:

These squads have been supplemented by Jewish supernumeraries who have done excellent work in combination with the British personnel. The story of the inception and gradual development of this form of activity, and its significant results, provide a great tribute to the initiative and ingenuity of all concerned.79

Wingate’s brutality has been whitewashed by establishment figures. Norman Bentwich, a legal officer who drafted some of the most important laws introduced by the British administration in Palestine, included a eulogy to Wingate in his memoirs. Wingate inspired so much ‘daring and devotion’ among Jewish settlers that they referred to him ‘by the Hebrew name, the Dear One,’ Bentwich wrote.80 Britain’s Moment in the Middle East, a 1963 book by the civil servant-turned-historian Elizabeth Monroe, contains just one sentence about Wingate. Echoing state propaganda, she claims that ‘life was rendered so insecure [during the revolt] that Orde Wingate and other British soldiers were detailed to train Jewish settlements in methods of self-defence.’81

The British public was kept in the dark about the revolt. Rather than holding the powerful to account, the BBC facilitated censorship of its content. At an early stage in the revolt, it informed the government of a planned radio programme that would feature interviews with a ‘man in the street’ from Palestine. At first the BBC offered to allow the Colonial Office vet the programme’s script. Yet when one mandarin contended that the broadcast would definitely prove controversial, the corporation agreed to scrap the idea.82

The censorship became more stringent as the revolt continued. In 1939, the Foreign Office was perturbed at how newsreel depicting demolitions in Palestine was being shown in German and Italian cinemas, thereby ‘creating an unfavourable impression’. Diplomats in Palestine were more relaxed; after examining the footage, they concluded it was probably shot a few years earlier. Because regulations had since been tightened, it would now be ‘exceedingly difficult’ for unauthorised filming of military actions to occur, noted William Battershill, chief secretary with the British administration in Jerusalem.83
The most famous British soldier to have taken part in quelling the revolt was almost certainly Bernard Montgomery; he would subsequently play what many strategists considered to be a decisive role in the Second World War. Montgomery took charge of the Eighth Infantry Division in Haifa towards the end of 1938. He promptly formed the opinion that Britain was ‘at war with a rebel army which is 100 percent Arab.’ His orders for confronting the enemy were unequivocal:

They must be hunted down relentlessly; when engaged in battle with them we must shoot to kill. We must not be on the defensive and act only when attacked; we must take the offensive and impose our will on the rebels. The next few weeks, before the winter rains set in, is an opportunity and during them we may well smash the rebel movement given a little luck. We must put forward our maximum effort now and concentrate on killing armed rebels in battle; this is the surest way to end the war.84

Considering that the rebels drew their support largely from the peasantry, Montgomery had a curious recipe for getting the bulk of the Palestinian population ‘on our side’. While he advocated that troops be ‘scrupulously fair’ towards peasants and town-dwellers, he wrote that ‘if they assist the rebels in any way they must expect to be treated as rebels; and anyone who takes up arms against us will certainly lose his life.’85

Montgomery returned to England on sick leave in 1939. He availed of that period to jot down his thoughts on the revolt, sending handwritten notes to army chiefs. By July that year, he had concluded that ‘the rebellion is now definitely and finally smashed; we have such a strong hold on the country that it is not possible for the rebellion to raise its head again on the scale we previously experienced.’86

The revolt was ‘smashed’ at an enormous human cost. About 5,000 Palestinians were killed, thousands more wounded. As Mazin Qumsiyeh points out in his book, Popular Resistance in Palestine, the casualties were higher on a per capita basis than those inflicted by Israel during the intifadas which erupted in 1987 and 2000.87

British representatives continued to excuse the tactics deployed during the revolt for years afterwards. Alan Cunningham, the final
British high commissioner in Palestine, wrote a memo about those tactics in 1947. Admitting that reliable data on the damage caused by Britain was hard to come by, Cunningham noted:

It is commonly said that some 2,000 Arab buildings were demolished for punitive reasons between 1936 and 1940. These were for the most part small village dwellings of mud or rough stone of comparatively little pecuniary value.\footnote{88}

That crude reasoning did not impress all of the memo’s recipients. One Cairo-based diplomat told the Foreign Office it would be best to keep the document ‘among ourselves’, rather than make it public in Arab countries. Many people would not appreciate the inference that ‘it was justifiable to destroy the humble dwellings of the Arab peasants because they were of little value,’ the diplomat stated.\footnote{89}

The diplomat need not have worried. Britain’s elite kept mum about its atrocities in 1930s Palestine and how little value it placed on Palestinian property or lives. The silence was set to continue, at least in the West. While today’s Palestinians are acutely aware of Britain’s brutality during the 1930s, the same cannot be said of the British population. In his book *The Blood Never Dried*, John Newsinger describes the British response to the revolt as ‘one of the most shameful episodes in the history of the empire’. It is ‘astonishing’, he adds, ‘how little it figures in British history books’.\footnote{90}

Britain’s conduct was indeed shameful. But is the omission from the official narrative astonishing? The ignorance surrounding the revolt seems to be a logical consequence of state policies. Using concepts like ‘collective punishment’, Britain was able to criminalise an entire people and their struggle for survival. By doing so, it could conceal how the era’s worst crimes were committed by Britain itself.
Chaim Weizmann’s attempts to cajole the British authorities lasted for several decades.

From Rehovot, a settlement in Palestine that became his home, he contacted William Ormsby-Gore early in 1938. Long a Zionist sympathiser, Ormsby-Gore had by then become colonial secretary. With that pedigree, he knew more of the relationship between Britain and the Zionist movement than ‘any other living British statesman,’ according to Weizmann.

The ‘Jew knows what the friendship of Great Britain means’ and ‘would like an opportunity of showing his gratitude and attachment to the only free and fair country in this terrible world,’ Weizmann wrote. A ‘viable Jewish state would offer opportunity for valuable cooperation between the two peoples.’

Not all British diplomats were impressed by his appeals. A note scrawled in a Foreign Office document from a few months later claimed that ‘Dr Weizmann is becoming apocalyptic’. The observation had been prompted by a letter, in which Weizmann urged the ‘speedy establishment’ of a Jewish state. Addressed to Edward Wood, the foreign secretary who held the title Viscount Halifax, Weizmann’s letter argued:

So soon as a state is set up, I am confident that there will be peace with the Arabs, and with the surrounding Arab countries, all of whom are heartily sick of the present state of affairs, and many of whom know their best interests to be bound up with the interests of Britain. The interests of such a Jewish state will be in every way identical to those of the British Empire.
Weizmann asserted that ‘the Jews have never given up the thought of the return to Palestine’. Hopes of a return had ‘survived the destruction’ of two temples, he argued. ‘Under British aegis, we have engaged in building the third.’

Most British officials dealing with Palestine were more focused on policy than prophecy. They were striving to achieve an uneasy balance. While resorting to great force in suppressing the Palestinian revolt between 1936 and 1939, they nonetheless felt compelled to address some of the grievances behind that insurrection. To achieve a modicum of stability, they felt, it was necessary to be less accommodating towards Zionist demands and more understanding of Palestinian fears than they had been so far.

As part of those efforts, the British government called a conference in St James’ Palace, London, in 1939. The Zionist delegation to the event included both Weizmann and David Ben-Gurion; the Palestinian grouping included Jamal Husseini, a prominent figure in the Arab Higher Committee. The delegations did not formally negotiate with each other and, not surprisingly, the conference ended without an agreement. Following that fiasco, the British issued yet another white paper. It sought to clarify some matters which the government, perhaps dishonestly, presented as misunderstandings. For example, it declared that Britain had never planned to transform Palestine into a Jewish state. Rather, it proposed that an independent state would be formed within a decade, in which ‘Arabs and Jews share government in such a way as to ensure that the essential interests of each community are safeguarded’. The paper nonetheless rejected Palestinian demands that Zionist colonisation should stop. It set the objective of having Jews comprise one-third of Palestine’s population in five years’ time. To reach that goal, 75,000 settlers would be admitted within that period.

Leading Zionists reacted with fury to the paper. Breaking his habit of flattering the British government, Weizmann accused it of imposing a ‘death sentence on the Jewish people’. Ben-Gurion described its contents as ‘the greatest betrayal perpetrated by the government of a civilized people in our generation’.

Soon, Ben-Gurion was to side with the nation he depicted as treacherous. A few months after the white paper was published, the Second World War broke out. Ben-Gurion tried to offer clarity about how Zionists should respond. ‘We will fight with the British against
Hitler as if there were no white paper,’ he said. ‘We will fight the white paper as if there were no war.’

The British authorities displayed some determination to implement the white paper. That stance caused much friction between them and the Zionist movement. Palestine was portrayed by leading Zionists as the only possible sanctuary for Europe’s Jews, even though Chaim Weizmann admitted in private correspondence that many Holocaust victims did not aspire to live in Palestine. Zionist propaganda was boosted by Britain’s refusal to allow boats carrying Holocaust refugees from docking in Palestine. One ship, the *Exodus*, would assume an iconic status.

The Holocaust must never be trivialised; its victims must never be traduced. The response of the world’s then most powerful nations to it was callous. Six million Jews were killed by the Nazis; hundreds of thousands were in need of protection by the time the war was over. Yet only 25,000 Jews were admitted into the USA between 1945 and 1947.

Against that traumatic backdrop, the Zionist movement proposed that the best way to rescue Europe’s Jews was to provide them with a safe haven in Palestine. Some supporters of that goal felt it should be attained through the removal of indigenous Palestinians. One of Britain’s largest political parties endorsed the Zionist blueprint. At its 1944 annual conference, Labour approved a statement declaring that there was ‘an irresistible case now, after the unspeakable atrocities of the cold and calculated German Nazi plan to kill all the Jews in Europe’ to enable Jews enter Palestine in ‘such numbers as to become a majority’ if they wished. ‘Let the Arabs be encouraged to move out as the Jews move in,’ the statement added.

Edward Norman, a New York-based financier, raised Labour’s call with US President Harry Truman in 1945. Ensuring that the Labour plan had ‘tangible value’ depended on naming the country to where Palestinians could be moved, according to Norman. He favoured Iraq for that purpose, writing there would be ‘no practical (as distinguished from political) difficulties’ in the ‘resettling of some 750,000 Palestinian Arab peasants’ there.

A strained alliance

Britain’s alliance with Zionism became strained in the 1940s. Frustrated that the state they coveted had not yet come into being, many Zionists
started to perceive Britain as the enemy. Two groupings, the Irgun and Lehi, decided to try and drive the British out of Palestine.

Their tactics were denounced by some of Zionism’s most ardent backers. In November 1944, Walter Guinness, a minister of state in the Middle East, was assassinated by the Lehi in Cairo. Winston Churchill, then prime minister, expressed a sense of both revulsion and disappointment at the killing of Guinness, part of the famous brewing dynasty. Churchill said:

If our dreams of Zionism are to end in the smoke of assassins’ pistols and produce a new set of gangsters, many will have to reconsider the position we have maintained. These wicked activities must cease and those responsible rooted out.11

Following the Second World War, Britain broached the idea of assuming joint responsibility for Palestine with the USA. The Anglo-American committee of inquiry that resulted tried to appear even-handed and compassionate. In truth, it tried to relieve the world’s most powerful nations of responsibility for providing shelter and succour to Holocaust victims. Published in April 1946, its report recommended that 100,000 survivors of Nazi and Fascist persecution should be allowed into Palestine ‘as rapidly as conditions will permit’. Palestine was described as the only country to which the great majority of Jews languishing in Austrian or German refugee camps could go. ‘Most of them have cogent reasons for wishing to leave Europe,’ it stated. ‘Many are the sole survivors of their families and few have any ties binding them to the countries in which they used to live.’12

The report echoed the claims previously made by the British authorities that a ‘Jewish national home’ was not a euphemism for a Jewish state. The ‘Jewish national home’, it contended, was ‘today a reality established under international guarantee’ and had a ‘right to continued existence, protection and development’. Yet it warned that Palestine must not become either a Jewish or Arab state, in which a majority would ‘control’ a minority. To avoid civil strife, the committee urged that Palestine be placed under a UN trusteeship. The mandate system would, however, be preserved until the implementation of a trusteeship agreement.13
Clement Attlee, who succeeded Churchill as prime minister when Labour won the 1945 election, stipulated that two conditions would have to be fulfilled for 100,000 more Jews to enter Palestine. First, the Zionist ‘private armies’ there would have to be disbanded. Second, the USA would have to provide both financial and military assistance towards implementing the report’s recommendations. Neither of the conditions were fulfilled and the 1939 white paper continued to form the basis of British policy.

Zionist violence worsened. In July 1946, the Irgun bombed offices used by the British administration in Jerusalem’s King David Hotel. A total of 91 people were killed.

Two days later, the British cabinet endorsed a plan that openly advocated putting the most fertile parts of Palestine under Zionist control. Drafted by Herbert Morrison, Britain’s deputy prime minister and a Labour grandee, and the US diplomat Henry Grady, the blueprint urged that separate Jewish and Arab cantons should be demarcated. Morrison and Grady acknowledged that some degree of ‘compulsion’ would probably be required to implement the plan. That was an understatement. The proposed Jewish canton would have an overall population of about 750,000. Of that number, 300,000 would be Arabs. Paying lip service to respect for the rights of that sizeable minority, the report was fuzzy on how Arabs in the canton could enjoy proper protection. It was more open, however, about how the Jewish area – comprising the Eastern Galilee, Haifa, the Jezreel Valley and Beisan – would have ‘superior’ land to the Arab canton. The plan was ultimately shelved.

By 1946, Bernard Montgomery had risen in the British Army’s hierarchy to become chief of imperial general staff. Late that year, he complained that the ‘policy of appeasement’ which Britain had recently adopted towards the Zionist movement had failed. He asked that the government in London order the administration in Palestine to use large-scale force against the Zionist private armies. Though the authorities were receptive to similar advice made by Montgomery when suppressing the Palestinian revolt a decade earlier, they overruled him on this occasion. Alan Cunningham – the latest, and as it turned out, final in a series of high commissioners to Palestine – felt that the retaliatory measures sought by Montgomery amounted to collective punishment. Although it was widely believed that the Jewish
Agency had directed and approved acts of violence against Britain, Cunningham resisted pressure from the British Army to declare war on the agency.

Cunningham described Palestinian complaints of Britain’s lax attitude towards Zionist aggression as ‘specious’. The character of the unrest Britain faced at that time was ‘quite different’ to that of the 1930s. In the earlier decade, Britain’s opponents were ‘rural guerillas’. Now it was dealing with ‘a few thousand well-trained saboteurs, buried in the heart of a highly civilised urban population.’ In a 1947 telegram to the Colonial Office, he wrote that ‘methods to be used in one case will not always suit in the other, quite apart from the ethics of the question.’ Making plain his sympathy for Zionism, he added: ‘I must again stress that, through the mandate, His Majesty’s government have an obligation to Jews, and this problem cannot be viewed solely through Arab eyes, certainly not by me.’

The British authorities continued to treat Palestinians in a paternalistic manner. Another conference ostensibly aimed at finding a solution to Palestine’s problems was held in London during 1947. Faced with objections to British support for Zionism, Arthur Creech-Jones, then the colonial secretary, effectively told Palestinian participants to ignore the dispossession and displacement of their people. Instead, he asked them to:

recognise that as a result of the influx of Jewish capital, the whole economic outlook of Palestine has changed, with the result that communication had been developed, marshes had been drained and the field of employment for Arabs had been extended and their standard of living raised.’

Creech-Jones dismissed calls to disarm the Zionist private armies. Doing so would necessitate a major military operation and the government ‘could not tolerate the indefinite employment of British forces on such a task,’ he stated.

‘Corpse city’

Britain’s grip over Palestine became untenable as the 1940s wore on. Although it still wished to preserve military bases in the region, the
British elite had to face some hard facts. An empire that had straddled several continents was unravelling.

In 1947, Britain asked the United Nations for guidance. According to Creech-Jones, Britain was not seeking to surrender its mandate for Palestine but was willing to discuss amending the mandate’s terms.

Matters came to a head in September that year. On the recommendation of a ‘special committee’ formed to study options for Palestine’s future, the United Nations general assembly voted that the country should be broken up. Separate Jewish and Arab states would be established, with Jerusalem declared as an international city. Britain responded by announcing that it would leave Palestine the following May.¹⁹

By the time they had decided to quit, the British had already created the conditions necessary for the ethnic cleansing of Palestine. As they prepared to leave, the British authorities displayed a nonchalant attitude towards the continued acquisition of arms by Zionist forces. When a question was asked in Parliament during February 1948 about how a fund had been opened by a ‘Jewish welfare committee’ in Shoreditch to buy weapons for use in Palestine, the government tried to dodge the issue. The government replied that it had ‘no power, under the law as it stands, to prevent the remittance of money through normal banking channels to Palestine or any other scheduled territory’. That was despite how dossiers relating to Zionist forces were filed under the heading ‘terrorist activity’ by the Foreign Office.²⁰

The following month, a note marked ‘top secret’ was drawn up by the British Army’s headquarters in Palestine. Military commanders, it stated, faced a ‘difficult problem striking a balance’ between the need to take action when disorder occurred and ‘the need to refrain from any action that is likely to create increased anti-British hostility among either community.’ Action should only be taken in situations that involved a ‘direct embarrassment to British security or communications.’²¹

Also in March, Cunningham told British diplomats that ‘Jewish attacks on Arabs after our withdrawal are unlikely except as reprisals for attacks on Jews or Jewish property by Arabs.’²² As it happened, unprovoked Zionist attacks started before Britain’s departure. In April 1948, Zionist forces carried out a massacre in Deir Yassin, a village neighbouring Jerusalem. By some estimates, around 250 people were
killed. Many of the victims were raped and mutilated. Although the Irgun and Lehi committed the atrocities, the attack had the backing of the Haganah.23

Briefing the Colonial Office a few days after the attack, Cunningham noted that the British authorities had not yet been able to visit Deir Yassin. A police officer sent there had been blocked by the Haganah. Cunningham had nonetheless heard that a Red Cross representative had been in the village and in ‘one cave he saw the heaped bodies of some 150 Arab men, women and children, whilst in a well a further 50 bodies were found.’24

He added:

Arab allegations of Jewish atrocities such as the lining up and shooting with automatic weapons of unarmed men, women and children now seem to contain some truth. [The] Jewish Agency has claimed that [the] attack was organised and perpetrated by members of dissident groups and has issued the usual notices of condemnation, which, however, deceive nobody, especially as dissidents themselves claim that [the] Haganah let them pass through to the attack.25

Despite acknowledging that a ‘deliberate mass murder of innocent inhabitants’ had occurred, Cunningham sought to defend Britain’s unwillingness to protect civilians. The British forces were ‘not in a position to take action in the matter owing to their falling strength and increasing commitments.’26

Though not the largest massacre that Zionist forces carried out during that period, Deir Yassin is remembered as a pivotal event in the ethnic cleansing that led to Israel’s formation. Palestinians refer to that ethnic cleansing as the Nakba, the Arabic word for catastrophe.

The inference that Britain was too weak to thwart massacres is disputable. Britain had 100,000 troops in Palestine, as well as a police force, when the Nakba began.27 The Haganah, in contrast, had about 50,000 members; yet the actual number of active Zionist fighters may have been half that figure.28 While Britain had planned to evacuate its troops from Palestine during 1948, it still had a considerable military presence in the country at the time of the Deir Yassin atrocities.

Ilan Pappe, the Israeli historian, has accused Britain of playing a ‘truly diabolical role’ while the Nakba was underway. Britain was
capable of frustrating Zionist plans when it wished to. Later in April 1948, British troops stepped in to save much of Sheikh Jarrah, a neighbourhood near Jerusalem’s Old City where some of the wealthier Palestinian families lived, from destruction by the Haganah. That intervention was an exception. More than likely, it was prompted by an assessment from the British Army that the area’s proximity to the main road to the north made it a vital exit route for troops.

Focused on leaving Palestine, the British reneged on their obligation to protect civilians. On 20 April 1948, Cyril Marriott, the British consul-general in Haifa, informed Whitehall that a Zionist attack on the city was expected ‘in the next day or so’. Based on intelligence received from Hugh Stockwell, a military commander, Marriott proposed that Britain’s objective should be ‘to safeguard the route and installations which will be essential for the safe evacuation of our forces and let Jews and Arabs fight it out in other parts of the town.’

Marriott advised against stepping in to prevent bloodshed. Doing so would ‘certainly embitter and possibly provoke both sides against us.’ Bitterness would then ‘spread throughout the country and seriously endanger the final withdrawal from all parts.’ Marriott predicted that ‘we are not likely to suffer any serious loss of prestige in the world’ by sitting back ‘and that any loss of prestige we may suffer is insignificant compared with strong feeling that will be aroused in the United Kingdom if heavy British casualties are caused by our armed intervention between Jews and Arabs.’

Haifa had around 65,000 Palestinian inhabitants – and a similar number of Jews – before the attack. Stockwell was nonetheless conscious that the UN’s ‘special committee’ had proposed including Haifa within a Jewish state. The general had, according to Israeli historian Benny Morris, intimated that he wanted Haifa to come under Zionist jurisdiction as a ‘clean city’ – a euphemism for a city purged of Palestinians.

Yet Stockwell was equally aware that Britain had obligations to discharge until the moment its rule in Palestine ended. In March 1948, he sent a memo titled ‘evacuation from Palestine’ to the British Army’s headquarters in the country. ‘I consider the maintenance of law and order in the Haifa enclave to be of paramount importance, to enable the final evacuation to be completed without hindrance, and to uphold British prestige,’ he wrote. He proceeded to list the tasks he
had given British troops ‘in order of priority’. First was keeping the Haifa port ‘open and working’. Next came the tasks of keeping the railway working, protecting the oil pipeline and ensuring that ‘Jewish and Arab labour’ continued servicing the area’s military and economic infrastructure. The task of ‘keeping the peace between Jew and Arab throughout this area’ came last on his list of priorities.34

The message that Zionists and Arab forces should be left to ‘fight it out’ overlooked the disparity in their capabilities. Walid Khalidi has cited estimates that the Arab garrison then in Haifa consisted of around 450 volunteers. The Haganah, by contrast, had set up the 2,000-strong Carmeli Brigade in Haifa. Whereas the Arab volunteers were armed with rifles dating from the First World War, the Carmeli Brigade had a copious supply of machine guns, grenades, mortars and tanks. The Haganah also dropped converted oil barrels filled with explosives on the neighbourhoods where Palestinians lived.35

Stockwell and Marriott held discussions with representatives of the Histadrut and Jewish Agency during April 1948. By Stockwell’s own admission, the representatives told him they felt it was necessary for the Haganah to ‘mount a major offensive’ in the port area of Haifa. Stockwell subsequently told both Zionist and Palestinian representatives that ‘clashes’ should cease in order to maintain peace in Haifa. ‘It was not my intention to estrange either community by getting involved in these clashes,’ he stated. That message was conveyed on 21 April; the ‘major offensive’ of which he was warned occurred in the early hours of the following day. By dawn, Zionist forces were in control of ‘a large portion’ of Haifa, Stockwell reported.36 He refused to allow Arab reinforcements to advance towards the town, claiming that he wished to avoid incidents in which many non-combatants would be killed and maimed.

A British Army assessment of the situation in Haifa undertaken a few days later described the attack as the first ‘really large-scale Haganah offensive’. The ‘predominant emotion’ among Zionists was ‘astonishment at the sudden withdrawal of British forces,’ the note added.37 Britain had limited itself to ‘firing at the mortars’ coming from Zionist forces on Mount Carmel and ‘controlling the panicky crowds,’ a separate army report noted. The ‘panicky crowds’ were Palestinians who had gathered at the gate of Haifa port and had come under mortar and machine gun fire.38
Stockwell instructed Palestinian notables to accept the Haganah’s conditions for a ceasefire. They included the full handover of all Arab weapons, the imposition of a curfew on Arab quarters and the assembly of ‘all foreign Arab males’ at a place designated by the Haganah, followed by their expulsion ‘under military control’. Arab weapons would initially be collected by the British Army but would be handed over to the Haganah when the British Mandate expired on 15 May that year.

The Haifa-based Arab National Committee first protested that the terms of the truce offer were unfair. Running out of options, they then requested the evacuation of the Palestinian community in Haifa. The committee’s letter to the British authorities emphasised that the request was prompted by Stockwell’s ‘refusal to take any action to protect the lives and properties of those residents.’ Even as the evacuation took place, the Haganah fired on ambulances, ransacked a hospital and looted Palestinian homes. No action was taken by British troops. Writing another letter to Stockwell, the Arab National Committee complained that many families had been ‘deprived of all their belongings, save the clothes which they now wear.’

The British authorities contended that Haifa’s Palestinians caused their own suffering. Military commanders told the defence ministry in London that Arabs had been ‘generally provocative’ in Haifa. ‘Armed men, including Iraqis’ had infiltrated the city; Arabs had ‘also attempted to interfere with the communications into and out of Haifa.’ The same report alleged that the Arab forces were ‘concerned with driving or starving the Jews out of as much land and property as possible, whereas the Jews have a defensive object, to keep as much as possible of what they already hold.’ The civil administration displayed a comparable bias. Cunningham alleged that Syrians who had sent ‘armed bands into Palestine deliberately in defiance of our advice’ had ‘done their best to prevent any semblance of law and order’ and ‘in Haifa, they have now succeeded to their own considerable embarrassment and ours.’ A markedly different tone was struck when British representatives discussed Zionist conduct. Marriott praised Zionist forces in Haifa for the ‘moderation of their truce terms’ and ‘their magnanimity in victory.’

A few days before the British Mandate expired, the evacuation of Palestinians was raised in Westminster. Emmanuel Shinwell, the
war secretary, said that ‘no detailed orders were issued regarding the organisation and protection of refugees.’ He added: ‘All possible assistance was, however, given to the civil population by our troops while carrying out their normal duties in the maintenance of law and order.’

His comments were jesuitical. Far from assisting Palestinian civilians, the British had reneged on their responsibilities. Cyril Marriott admitted as much in a 10 May dispatch to the Foreign Office. He wrote:

I am now convinced that the civil administration has, for at least two months, been more interested in the liquidation of their own private affairs and with the detail of winding up their own offices than with the maintenance of law and order.

Marriott was kinder in his assessment of the military. He praised Stockwell for keeping ‘casualties to our forces to a minimum’ and expressed understanding of how the general avoided measures that would jeopardise their evacuation. Put simply, this meant that protecting its troops was a higher priority for Britain than stopping crimes against humanity.

David Ben-Gurion understood the significance of what happened in Haifa. Visiting it after the evacuation of its Palestinian residents, he described Haifa as a ‘corpse city’ and as ‘a horrifying and fantastic sight’. Predicting ‘great changes in the composition of the population’ in Palestine, he wrote in his diary that ‘what happened in Haifa can happen in other parts of the country if we hold out.’

On 15 May, the final day of formal British rule in Palestine, Marriott noted that the number of Palestinians in Haifa had fallen to around 3,000. His telegram to the Foreign Office added:

Jews control the town but their armed forces are little in evidence. They obviously want the Arab labour force to return and are doing their best to instil confidence. Life in town is almost normal, even last night, except of course for the absence of Arabs. I see no reason why Palestine Arab residents of Haifa and [the] neighbourhood should not return and my inclination, with which [the] army agree, is not to put the consulate general under strong guard in what amounts to
a fortress but to give the impression that things are and will remain normal by seeking permanent offices in the business quarter.\textsuperscript{48}

Alan Cunningham gave a comparably sanguine assessment earlier that month. The high commissioner cited a higher estimate of 6,000 for the number of Palestinians still in Haifa and claimed ‘many more are returning’. The safety of those wishing to come home would be assured and ‘there is every reason to think that after 15 May they will be safe there,’ he briefed Arthur Creech-Jones.\textsuperscript{49}

Not every diplomat was so positive. The British embassy in Beirut reported that criticism of the army’s conduct in Haifa by the Arab press had been ‘bitter’. Britain was accused of breaking its promise to keep law and order, stopping Arab reinforcements from reaching Haifa and of not intervening to halt bloodshed. ‘The British version of events and particularly [the] statement that Arabs themselves by provocation were responsible for the situation has been badly received,’ wrote William Houstoun-Boswall, the British envoy to Lebanon.\textsuperscript{50}

Henry Mack, the British ambassador in Baghdad, reported that the army’s retreat from Palestine had caused ‘astonishment’ in Iraq. ‘It was expected that the withdrawal would proceed from the interior to the coast, thus leaving Haifa the last place to be evacuated,’ he noted. ‘In fact, British forces withdrew from Haifa and thus made possible the painful events there.’ Mack assured the Foreign Office that Arab rulers in the region had been ‘frequently reminded’ of how Britain would remain in charge of Palestine until 15 May. The rulers had been asked ‘to refrain from any action that might cause embarrassment’ to Britain before then. Iraq was among the governments willing to cooperate with that request, he added, but only on the assumption that Britain would actually protect Palestinians from Zionist aggression.\textsuperscript{51}

\textit{Carving up Palestine}

Feigning impartiality, the British were determined that Palestine would be carved up in a way that would allow them to retain a considerable degree of influence. To advance that goal, Britain turned to Abdullah, its royal client in Transjordan. Granted a notional independence following the Second World War, Transjordan was still in Britain’s
grip. Under the terms of a 1946 treaty, Britain was given 25 years in which it could use Transjordan as a military base.52

In October 1947, Alec Kirkbride, the top British diplomat in Amman, sent a telegram to Ernest Bevin, contending that:

Transjordan should not be penalised for being an ally of Great Britain if, as may well be the case, there is a general scramble for Arab areas of Palestine as a result of our abandoning the mandate and marching out.53

Britain should stick by Abdullah, he added, even if the alliance drew criticism from other Arab states. Transjordan’s occupation of what Kirkbride called the ‘Arab areas’ in Palestine would narrow the likelihood of conflict between an embryonic Jewish state and some of its neighbours.14

Soon after Kirkbride sent the aforementioned telegram, Abdullah met Golda Meyerson (later Golda Meir). Representing the Jewish Agency, Meyerson gave her tacit approval to Abdullah’s suggestion that he should rule over an Arab state in a partitioned Palestine. While the precise boundaries of an Arab state were not agreed, Abdullah expressed an interest in the part of Palestine that has subsequently become known as the West Bank. An understanding was reached that the Zionists would not fight him over that area.15

Abdullah sent a delegation to London in early 1948. During secret discussions, Tawfiq Abu al-Huda, the prime minister of Transjordan, signalled that Abdullah would send troops into Palestine after the British had left on 15 May that year. Ernest Bevin, the foreign secretary, is said to have replied that it was ‘the obvious thing to do’, while insisting that areas earmarked for a Jewish state must not be targeted.16

It would be misleading to think that Transjordan enjoyed any military autonomy. The Transjordan-based army, known as the Arab Legion, was financed, armed and trained by Britain. It was headed by John Glubb, an officer from Lancashire. Glubb had written a memo in 1946 presenting partition as a ‘solution to the Palestine problem’. He had predicted that many Palestinians would remain inside a Jewish state after its formation and ‘the Jews would want to get rid of them’. Glubb added that it was not ‘intended to move Arab displaced persons
by force’ but to ‘arrange’ that they could find ‘well-paid jobs and good prospects’ in an Arab state.57

Following the Deir Yassin massacre in April 1948, Alec Kirkbride, Britain’s chief representative in Amman, reported there was a growing volume of pressure from both inside and outside Palestine for immediate intervention of the Arab Legion to contain the Jews. Kirkbride assured the Foreign Office he was using ‘the best arguments available against this pressure’: the ‘continued existence of a British Mandate, even if impotent and the fact that the military units of the Arab Legion are too small to afford any dispersal.’ Kirkbride referred to the Deir Yassin massacre as an ‘incident’ and warned that further ‘incidents’ could render his calls for restraint ineffective. ‘Arabs do not readily listen to reason when they are in the frenzy of indignation and apprehension, which is being created by present events,’ he wrote.58

A few days before the British Mandate came to an end, Ernest Bevin appraised some cabinet colleagues of how an unnamed British officer in the Arab Legion had facilitated contacts between that force and the Haganah. ‘It is understood that the object of these top secret negotiations is to define the areas of Palestine to be occupied by the two forces,’ Bevin noted. He recommended that British officers should continue serving the Legion in order to avoid hostilities with Zionist forces. But if the Arab Legion was to fight in areas allotted to a Jewish state, then ‘we shall, of course, have to order all regular British forces to withdraw from and remain outside Palestine.’59

The British were adamant that a future Jewish state must be defended even while Palestinians were being expelled. In May 1948, Kirkbride threatened Abu al-Huda with aid cuts if Transjordan ‘went beyond the plan’ agreed. Assuring that he and Abdullah ‘adhered basically to their original intentions’, the prime minister said it ‘would be impossible for Transjordan to stop at the frontier of the Jewish state if the other Arab armies were sweeping all before them.’ Kirkbride felt that such an eventuality was unlikely, according to his own account of the meeting. But if it did occur, Transjordan would ‘spare us embarrassment by releasing the British officers concerned [from the Arab Legion] beforehand,’ Kirkbride stated.60

Abdullah gave a similar pledge on 16 May – the day after the British Mandate for Palestine expired. In a letter to Kirkbride, Abdullah referred to ‘my national duties and religious motives towards Palestine
as a whole and Jerusalem in particular.’ Yet he resolved to ‘avoid, as far as possible, any action that might place Great Britain in a difficult position.’ Kirkbride interpreted the message as an attempt to get a statement of ‘support or at least acquiescence’ from Britain should it be deemed necessary to fight in areas allocated to a Jewish state. Kirkbride recommended to the Foreign Office that Britain express ‘gratitude for his anxiety to avoid making difficulties.’ But he also felt that Abdullah should be reminded that ‘any departure from the original scheme’ would have repercussions. Ernest Bevin concurred. He instructed Kirkbride to underline that a ‘full-scale Arab Legion attack on Jerusalem is exactly the kind of situation which would produce the greatest possible difficulty for us in our relations with Transjordan.’

Complications did indeed arise. When the Arab Legion entered Palestine in mid-May, Abdullah felt that he could not stay aloof from the battle for Jerusalem. On 17 May, he told Glubb to send troops to Jerusalem from Ramallah. Glubb tried to stall but soon capitulated to Abdullah’s pressure. Kirkbride’s assessment was that Glubb acted ‘wisely’ to save the religious sites in the Old City and that he would win kudos from Arab states for doing so. A ten-day battle for Jerusalem ensued. It ended as Kirkbride had hoped – with the Old City controlled by the Arab Legion.

That did not stop Britain from punishing Transjordan. As the fighting split Jerusalem in two, Britain became increasingly anxious to see a truce. Britain convinced the UN Security Council to vote in favour of a four-week ceasefire. Britain suspended deliveries of small arms to Transjordan, Egypt and Iraq, all of whom had sent troops into Palestine. Britain also threatened to withhold an aid payment to Transjordan which was due to be transferred on 12 July and to withdraw British officers from the Arab Legion.

Britain carried out its threat not to make the subsidy payment on 12 July. In Bevin’s words, the situation in Palestine remained ‘obscure’ on that date. Twelve days later, however, he was satisfied that Abdullah’s government had complied with the demand for a ceasefire. Bevin informed Kirkbride that Britain’s financial assistance to Transjordan would be resumed. Abdullah and his henchmen were incensed by how Britain treated them. British ‘stock has never stood lower in Transjordan than at present and we are for the first time in this country universally unpopular,’ a diplomat in Amman reported.
By deserting its Transjordanian ally at a crucial juncture, Britain arguably exacerbated the ethnic cleansing of Palestine. Despite its victory in Jerusalem’s Old City, the Arab Legion was defeated by Zionist forces in the areas between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. Thousands of Palestinians were expelled from Lydda and Ramleh by Zionist forces when Glubb pulled the Arab Legion out of those towns. More than 400 Palestinians were massacred in and around the Dahamish Mosque in Lydda on 13 July. One day later, an estimated 50,000 Palestinians were marched out of Lydda by Zionist forces towards the West Bank. The downfall of Lydda and Ramleh meant that they would form part of Israel, even though they had been allotted to an Arab state by the UN’s partition plan.

A low-key ceremony marked the end of the British Mandate in Palestine. On 14 May, Alan Cunningham inspected a colour party from the Suffolk Regiment in Jerusalem. Richard Beaumont, a diplomat, recorded how a ‘few bedraggled Arabs’ at one of the entrances to the Old City ‘raised a feeble cheer’. Beaumont was not sure if their reaction was motivated by gratitude or relief but concluded that it was a ‘pathetic epilogue to nigh 30 years of toil and sacrifice.’

The State of Israel was formally established that same day. The new state was swiftly recognised by the USA and the Soviet Union. Britain, by contrast, waited a year before doing so. In an August 1948 note to various diplomats, Bevin acknowledged there was much speculation about Britain recognising Israel. He wrote:

It is essential that we should not give the impression to either the Jews or the Arabs that we are about to modify our policy on this question. The Jews would immediately think that we were condoning the aggressive intentions of which they are at present giving too much evidence and that they had only to pursue this policy for a little longer to oblige us to grant them recognition. This is our only major political card with the Jews and it must be reserved for use at the appropriate moment when we may hope to get some worthwhile and lasting settlement in return. It is equally essential that the Arabs should not believe that we are about to take any such
step. In order to reach a settlement of any kind we shall almost certainly need to use all our influence once more with the Arabs at the appropriate moment. Our stock of influence is at present low and must be gradually built up over the next few weeks. If we take any step towards recognising the Jewish state, or even if the Arabs had good reason to believe that we were doing so, exactly the reverse would happen and we might find ourselves without any influence at all on Arab policy at a critical moment.67

No longer formally in charge of Palestine, the British were still trying to shape its future in the autumn of 1948. Incorporating those parts of Palestine designated as Arab into Transjordan continued to be the preference of the Foreign Office. Kirkbride, however, was nervous that the plan would not bear fruit now that Folke Bernadotte, a Swedish count, had been tasked by the UN with arranging a lasting truce. If annexing part of Palestine to Transjordan required approval from other Arab states, then it was likely to be blocked. In early September, Kirkbride wrote that ‘no amount of political manoeuvring’ would persuade Iraq and Syria to back such a scheme. ‘One of the reasons for [the] instinctive reaction by the Arab world against [the] strengthening of Transjordan is the not unjustified belief that this would improve our own hold in the Middle East,’ he stated.68

Bernadotte had put forward a plan to partition Palestine in June 1948. As it got a frosty reaction both from Zionists and from Arab governments, he went back to the drawing board. His modified plan, presented in September, dropped his earlier proposal for an economic union between an Arab state and a Jewish state. Bernadotte’s revised blueprint argued that a new state called Israel ‘exists and there are no sound reasons for assuming that it will not continue to do so.’ The boundaries of this new state would have to be agreed either between what he called the ‘parties concerned’ or determined by the United Nations. He recommended that the Naqab (Negev) region should be part of an Arab state, that the Galilee should be part of Israel and that Jerusalem and its environs, including Bethlehem, should be an international zone. He urged that Palestinian refugees should be enabled to return home at the ‘earliest possible date’ or receive financial compensation if they chose not to.69
The revised Bernadotte plan was dated 16 September; on the following day, he was assassinated in Jerusalem by members of the Lehi. Britain’s representatives differed on his proposals. ‘It is unfortunate that Bernadotte in his last report said that the Arabs could decide the future of the Arab areas,’ Glubb commented. ‘If they did, an inter-Arab war might well result.’ Glubb felt it was ‘absolutely essential’ that Britain should convince the UN to ‘give a final decision’ on partition. ‘I am inclined to think that the best way would be for the Gaza and Beersheba districts to go to Egypt and Hebron, Ramleh, Ramallah and Nablus to Transjordan,’ he told the Foreign Office. 70

Speaking to an American diplomat, Bevin said that the British government ‘liked’ the Bernadotte proposals, though would not insist on their full implementation. Bevin said that he would ‘help’ Zionists over some of their settlements in the Naqab, hinting that he felt at least part of the region should be awarded to Israel. 71

Bevin and his colleagues retained an imperial mindset as they oversaw the disintegration of the British Empire. Why was Transjordan, a small state established at the stroke of Churchill’s pen, to assume a central role in the British game plan? One explanation is that Britain felt it could keep on being the boss of Transjordan, that Abdullah would continue being its vassal.

John Troutbeck, head of the British Middle East Office in Cairo, acknowledged as much in a 1948 memorandum. Following the Second World War, Abdullah ‘for whatever motive has been more ready to follow the advice of HMG [His Majesty’s government] and to accept a compromise on the Palestine question than any other Arab leader,’ Troutbeck wrote. 72

Troutbeck was aware of the pitfalls of relying on Abdullah. In a separate message to the Foreign Office, Troutbeck urged Britain to be reticent about its real intentions. ‘If we advocate too openly the incorporation of Arab areas of Palestine into Transjordan and stimulate Abdullah to play his hand too forcefully, we shall risk exacerbating the resentment of other Arab states, both against Abdullah and against ourselves.’ 73 All of Britain’s planning, he observed, was ‘based on the existence of a security base’ in Egypt. Alienating Egypt by ‘too obvious an advocated enlargement of a rival’s territory’ risked compromising that ‘essential base’. He added:
Sowing the seeds of ethnic cleansing

So far as we ourselves are concerned, our ill-wishers have long been saying that the whole object of our policy since the end of the mandate has been to enlarge the territory of our satellite, Abdullah, so that we can continue to exercise a paramount influence in an area of strategical importance to ourselves. Such suspicions are likely to be fanned by too blatant an advocacy on our part of enlargement of Transjordan.74

In true colonial fashion, the British sought to dictate who should rule Palestine, rather than letting Palestinians have a say. An overriding concern was to neuter Haj Amin al-Husseini, the mufti of Jerusalem, and his supporters. Having fled Palestine during the 1930s revolt, al-Husseini had sided with Germany on the basis that he shared an enemy with the Nazi government – Britain. He famously met Adolf Hitler in Berlin and sought to enlist Bosnian Muslims into the Waffen-SS.75

Britain’s real complaint about the mufti was not that he provided limited assistance to the Nazis. It was that he was a troublemaker. Al-Husseini’s antipathy towards Zionism was considered inimical to British interests. Hugh Dow, who served as the British consul-general in Jerusalem, argued that allowing al-Husseini to have a ‘large influence’ in Palestine would be ‘quite fatal to any hope of an enduring settlement’. In September 1948, Dow advised the Foreign Office to make the case that Britain was required to back Abdullah’s encroachment into Palestine under its treaty with Transjordan. Britain, he felt, should tell Arab governments that Abdullah was preferable to the mufti, who would have ‘an openly hostile attitude’ to the new state of Israel. As the mufti would have no more than ‘irregular and ill-armed forces’ at his disposal, placing him in charge ‘would result in a short time in a Jewish conquest of all Palestine and possibly the areas beyond its borders,’ Dow warned.76

Al-Husseini was part of the ‘all-Palestine government’ set up in Gaza later that month. Intended as the launch pad of a Palestinian state, the ‘government’ lasted just a few weeks. Intense rivalry between Egypt and Transjordan was among the factors that made the experiment unviable.77

The partitioning of Palestine was formalised through a series of armistice agreements reached in 1949. The new arrangements turned
out to be temporary, yet they broadly resembled the desires expressed by some British representatives. Britain did, however, oppose the idea of having an international enclave in Jerusalem. Its reservations were shared by the USA, which did not want an international force to be set up for the city, lest it may contain Russian soldiers. 78

As a result of the armistice agreements, Jordan – as Transjordan was now known – was placed in charge of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. Jabel Mukaber, the Jerusalem neighbourhood hosting Britain’s Government House, was declared a demilitarised zone, supervised by the UN. Gaza fell under Egyptian military administration. Most of historic Palestine became known as Israel.

Chaim Weizmann became Israel’s first president. He marvelled at the mass expulsion of Palestinians, describing it as a ‘miraculous simplification of the problem’. 79 The comment reveals a great deal about the rulers of the new state. For them, the presence of an indigenous people was a ‘problem’ that had to be removed.

More than 750,000 Palestinians were uprooted in the Nakba. Generations of dispossessed would grow up in camps. Today, there are around 5 million registered Palestine refugees. 80 Britain was the midwife of that mass expulsion. For Palestinians, it was anything but miraculous.
5

Arming Israel (1953–1956)

Israel quickly won the respect of Britain’s military elite. As part of its intelligence gathering, the RAF regularly operated surveillance flights over the Sinai, many of which encroached into Palestine. In November 1948, a Mosquito spy-plane belonging to the force was shot down by an American pilot serving Israel. Despite the loss, the British were impressed by the new state’s prowess. The top brass in the British Army recommended the development of friendly ties with Israel as it possessed the strongest armed force in the Middle East.¹

Britain’s government was more eager to appear balanced because of geopolitical considerations. In 1950, an agreement was signed between the USA, Britain and France, the West’s three largest weapons exporters. Known as the Tripartite Declaration, it stated that all applications for arms from Israel and its Arab neighbours would be assessed according to the principle that each of these countries needed to defend themselves and the region. Israel and its neighbours had provided assurances that they would not behave aggressively, the declaration added.²

Israel did not share the declaration’s apparent objective of avoiding an arms race in the Middle East. A 1953 Foreign Office memorandum referred to how an annual list was compiled of how much weaponry Israel wished to buy from Britain. The memo added:

This year Israel’s demands reached alarming proportions and coincided with very substantial requests [from Israel] to the French and United States governments. The effects of meeting all these would be to increase Israel’s armed forces and to upset the balance of power in the Middle East and to give the Israelis a marked superiority over the Arab states.³
Among the items that the Israelis had expressed an interest in buying were 60 Centurion tanks. The British government felt that authorising such a large order would violate the Tripartite Declaration. As a compromise, it signalled that it would instead give the go-ahead for Israel to get ten of the tanks. Yet when Britain held discussions with French and American representatives on the committee set up following the declaration, they were both ‘firmly opposed to even the sale of 10 Centurion tanks’, a separate Foreign Office paper stated. Britain wished to keep the existence of the consultative committee secret. 4

Some mandarins felt that Britain should sell to Israel. The ministry of supply contacted the Foreign Office in 1953 to say ‘we badly need orders’ for Centurions, which were manufactured by the Cumbria-based firm Vickers. The ministry of supply was being badgered by an unnamed Israeli military attaché who had ‘pressed us rather severely as to whether there is some political objection’ to a deal being clinched. The ministry had tried to fob off the Israeli representative but felt it was running out of excuses. The ministry noted:

> It seems to us that the Israelis are inclined to place a great deal of importance on Centurions and it is not improbable that they regard this project as a kind of test case of the good intentions of Western powers and of the United Kingdom in particular. 5

An assessment by Britain’s Joint Intelligence Bureau for 1953 and 1954 stated that ‘an arms race between the Arab states and Israel is now well under way.’ The assessment concluded that efforts to keep the goal of arms limitation secret had not been effective. Israel and some of the Arab governments were aware that Britain, France and the USA had set up a committee tasked with controlling arms exports to the Middle East. It was ‘plain that the Israelis are having the greater success’ in buying weapons, the bureau noted. Total Arab purchases were ‘undoubtedly larger but much is being bought piecemeal’. Israel, by contrast, had a ‘coordinated procurement programme’ that enabled it to buy both new arms and equipment needed for maintenance. The Arab states had double the number of tanks to Israel but ‘almost all the Arab tanks are in poor condition because no regular imports of spares have been made.’ Unlike the Arab states, the Israelis had ‘consistently bought tank parts and their entire tank strength is operational.’ Similar
observations could be made about other ground weapons, with the result that ‘the Israeli forces are thought to be both stronger and better equipped than any which the Arab states together could put into the field.’

In January 1955, Ivone Kirkpatrick, the most senior civil servant dealing with foreign policy in Whitehall, noted that he had received ‘unpalatable’ advice from Britain’s Middle East Office. The advice was that the most likely way to advance peace in the region was to keep Israel in a ‘state of substantial military inferiority’. Britain, he told Foreign Office colleagues, could not ‘publicly admit’ that such an objective formed the basis of its policy on arms exports. ‘The fewer arms of an offensive character we send to Israel the better,’ Kirkpatrick argued. But, he added, that ‘we shall be obliged to send something from time to time so long as Arab threats [to Israel] continue.’

Israel kept trying to exert pressure on Britain. Licences were granted for the export of six Centurions from Britain to Israel. But their delivery was blocked because Israeli troops mounted an invasion of Gaza in February 1955. That offensive was denounced by the United Nations as it flouted Israel’s armistice agreement with Egypt.

Instead of standing up to the Israeli diplomats who expressed disappointment in Britain’s decision to suspend tank deliveries, the Foreign Office emphasised that its suspension was only temporary. The measure did not apply to Meteor fighter jets. Britain delivered five of those warplanes to Israel during the first three months of 1955; two of them were dispatched shortly after the attack on Gaza.

**Pressure from Peres**

Britain was not sufficiently cooperative for Shimon Peres, then a top official in Israel’s defence ministry. The British embassy in Tel Aviv alerted the Foreign Office to Peres’ grievances during May 1955. His main complaint was that no export licenses were being granted for rockets and flares ‘which were apparently obtainable elsewhere but were not of the same quality as the British product.’ Peres had been trying to play Britain off against its old rival, France, the embassy suggested. He had hinted that if Britain could make a batch of Meteor night fighters available to Israel quickly, then Israel might order fewer warplanes from France.
A hard-headed appraisal of the Tripartite Declaration and its effects was conducted by Britain’s defence ministry in June 1955. It was ‘still very much in our interests’ to prevent a Middle East arms race and work with the USA and France towards that goal, the appraisal stated. Preserving a balance between Israel and its neighbours was, however, deemed unrealistic. Britain, the USA and France were not the only possible sources of weapons for the Middle East. Belgium, Turkey, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and Finland were also becoming important players in the arms industry. As a result, Israel and its neighbours had a fairly wide choice of where to buy weapons ‘without coming to us’. Britain must be prepared to refuse sales for political reasons ‘but if we do this too strictly, we shall divert the business to other suppliers,’ the ministry argued.10

Peres kept lobbying. During a July 1955 trip to London, Reginald Maudling, the recently appointed minister of supply, said he was ‘anxious’ to help Peres in ‘every way’ he could as Israel was a ‘long-standing customer’. Peres was nonetheless told it would be ‘unwise’ to expect fundamental changes in British policy. In subsequent discussions with British diplomats, Peres complained that Britain had provided Egypt with 30 Centurions. Those tanks, he claimed, could reach Tel Aviv within two hours if they set out from Gaza.11 Nor did Britain appear too worried about the distinct possibility that Western arms would be used for internal repression. The new state of Israel had around 160,000 Palestinians inside it. Israel punished these people for managing to remain during the Nakba by placing them under a system of military rule between 1948 and 1966.12 Britain was relaxed about weapons sales to an Israeli army that was enforcing a policy of racial discrimination against indigenous Palestinians. Within days of the February 1955 attack on Gaza, the Foreign Office stated it had no objection to France’s plan of equipping the Israeli forces with 20,000 rifles.13

The British elite was not monolithic in its attitudes. In spite of the early admiration it had expressed for Israel, the British Army was opposed to giving Israel arms in 1955. Its chiefs of staff argued that if Britain provided Israel with heavy equipment such as tanks and aircraft, then it would be breaching its commitments. Jordan, in particular, would doubt whether Britain was willing to uphold promises that it would defend the kingdom if attacked by Israel.
Evelyn Shuckburgh, a leading figure in the Foreign Office, advocated a weakening of Britain’s arms exports policy in July 1955. Britain, he felt, should ‘give up’ on trying to control the sale of weapons considered defensive rather than offensive. That broad category would include everything apart from tanks, aircraft and heavy guns. Efforts to maintain a balance should not be entirely abandoned, he argued, and Israel had to be given sufficient arms. Doing so was necessary in order to ‘prevent a serious deterioration in our relations with Israel,’ the Shuckburgh memo read. Shuckburgh also rejected the British Army’s call for a ban on the sale of tanks and warplanes to Israel. The USA and France would not agree to introduce similar embargoes, he predicted, and Israel would cope with the effects of a unilateral British ban by shopping for arms elsewhere.

Another Foreign Officer paper from the same month urged that Israel should be given the six Centurions that had been withheld from it because of the February attack on Gaza. British diplomats were now happy that Israel was behaving less stridently. Handing over the tanks would be a gesture of support towards David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s supposedly ‘moderate’ prime minister, and strengthen his position against more extremist politicians, according to the Foreign Office. One passage in this document reveals much about Britain’s perception of Israel:

> It is true that we think the Israelis are more likely than the Arabs to commit aggression but we take the view that they would only be driven to a suicidal act of that kind if they had reached a point of despair and believed themselves to be abandoned by the West. Consequently, we advocate a more flexible policy which will at least have the appearance of being fair to Israel without sacrificing the major objectives of building up certain Arab states for defence against Russia.

Israel’s 1955 attack on Gaza accelerated the Middle East arms race. After 40 Egyptian soldiers were killed in an ambush overseen by Ariel Sharon, then a young commander in Israel’s army, the Cairo government devoted much energy towards developing its military.

Tensions grew between the West and Egypt. Gamal Abdel Nasser, prime minister at the time, had been protesting against British
colonialism since his youth. The 1952 revolution that he led — along with a few other members of the Free Officers — aimed to rid Egypt of British troops. Nasser was an opponent of the Baghdad Pact, the Cold War alliance between Britain, Turkey, Iraq, Pakistan and Iran. Set up in 1955, that alliance operated with America’s blessing, though not its participation.

Nasser had signalled that he did not wish Egypt to take sides in the Cold War. Following Israel’s attack on Gaza, however, Egypt turned increasingly towards the Soviet bloc — to the consternation of America and Britain. In the autumn of 1955, a major arms deal was signed between Egypt and Czechoslovakia.\(^16\)

Ariel Sharon had led another assault on one of Israel’s neighbours before 1955 was over. In December, a paratroop brigade under Sharon’s command attacked Syria. The raid debunked the myth that David Ben-Gurion was a moderate; he was intimately involved in this flagrant violation of the 1949 armistice agreements. To try and justify the attack, his government cited Syrian restrictions on Israeli fishing vessels near the shore of Lake Tiberias (also known as the Sea of Galilee). The historian Avi Shlaim has challenged the official Israeli narrative by pointing out that Syria had not fired on the fishing vessels but on Israeli patrol boats that had come within 250 metres of the shore. The attack was condemned by the UN Security Council in January 1956. America responded by imposing a weapons ban on Israel.\(^17\)

Britain banned exports of ‘certain arms’ — the term used by its defence ministry — to Israel. The list of weapons concerned came to ten items, mainly consisting of warplanes, fuses for bombs and equipment for tanks. There was little, if any, appetite for a broad or lasting ban. Selwyn Lloyd, the foreign secretary, informed Roger Matkins, Britain’s ambassador to the USA, that Israel had been promised six Meteor night fighters the previous November. The export had not been formally rubber-stamped, though, and the procedure was interrupted because of the attack on Syria. The Foreign Office recommended that export licences for the plans now be issued ‘to avoid an Israeli charge of bad faith’.\(^18\)

Further delays were encountered. Britain and the USA decided that what diplomats called the ‘trickle’ of arms sales to the Middle East should not yet be resumed. Eliahu Elath, Israel’s ambassador in London, made ‘an impassioned appeal for a quick and satisfactory
answer,’ according to a Foreign Office record. According to that note, Elath told Ivone Kirkpatrick in March 1956 that Israel ‘regarded us as under a moral obligation to give them what was necessary for defence and this included Centurion tanks, guns and a considerable quantity of equipment’. 19

One idea discussed around this time was that Israel should be supplied with warplanes by Britain and France and with anti-aircraft guns and radars by the USA. Israel ‘would then have something to frighten the Egyptians with,’ a US State Department official told the British embassy in Washington. Back in London, Selwyn Lloyd remarked that ‘the time has come’ to give Israel more weapons – and not just half a dozen Meteors. Elath, meanwhile, threatened to sue Britain for breach of contract if it did not release a consignment of anti-aircraft cannons for installation in Israeli torpedo boats. ‘This may be bluff,’ the Foreign Office noted. Bluff or not, Elath’s lobbying proved effective: in April, Evelyn Shuckburgh informed Elath that instructions had been made to enable the cannons’ shipment. 20

Anthony Eden, then Britain’s prime minister, grew increasingly enthusiastic about arming Israel in 1956. On 12 April, he informed the defence ministry that ‘we have got to continue our “trickle” to Israel’. Now that the Israelis had been provided with cannons and night fighters, ‘I think we should give them some things which will strengthen their anti-tank defence and their anti-aircraft defences,’ Eden remarked. He asked for advice within 24 hours about what items should be sold to Israel. Eight days later, Israel presented the British government with a list of coveted weapons. An accompanying letter from Elath read: ‘In view of the considerable supplies of the most modern armaments now reaching Egypt and probably some other Arab states, it is imperative that Israel should have similar arms at her disposal.’ 21

Skullduggery over Suez

Across the Atlantic, Roger Matkins was privy to some American plans for the Middle East. One was code-named Operation Stockpile. In May 1956, the State Department briefed Matkins that the plan could be activated either if Israel was attacked or if it was the aggressor. In the former situation, the USA would draw F86 aircraft from its forces stationed in Europe and take them to Cyprus, where they would be
handed over to Israeli pilots. If the latter situation arose, weapons could be made available to states attacked by Israel from a stockpile stored by the US naval fleet in the Mediterranean.22

Another plan, Operation Omega, concentrated on isolating Nasser by diplomatic and economic means, while leaving open the possibility that he could be wooed into the West’s ambit. The desire to get tough with Nasser was shared by Britain and the USA. With America facing a presidential election towards the end of 1956, however, Dwight Eisenhower’s administration felt it was not the right time for military action against Egypt. Matkins, whose stint in Washington was coming to an end, relayed that message to the British government.23

Undoubtedly, 1956 was the year when it was made plain that Britain’s power had diminished. It was the year when America enforced a tacit rule that its allies were forbidden from embarking on military adventures that it frowned upon. Put more simply, 1956 was the year when America told Britain it was now the boss.

Yet there are nuances in this story. Eisenhower was kept in the dark about the collusion between Britain, Israel and France in October that year. American intelligence, however, was aware that collusion of that nature was being considered. When two CIA representatives visited London in April 1956, they discussed a range of potential interventions in the Middle East. Among the ideas floated by their MI6 counterparts was that of Britain and Israel undertaking a coordinated attack against Egypt; the goal of such an operation would be to ‘topple’ Nasser. ‘Extreme possibilities’ contemplated by Britain’s secret service would include an ‘outright Israeli attack [on] Gaza or other border areas,’ the CIA noted.

John Foster Dulles, the US secretary of state, complained that Britain was making ‘more drastic plans than we are’ for dealing with Nasser.24 America’s anger towards Egypt nonetheless intensified. When Nasser granted recognition to China in May 1956, the Eisenhower administration decided to retaliate. The USA did so by halting all financial assistance it had earmarked to the Aswan High Dam, a project that had assumed pivotal importance in Egypt’s economic development programme.

Nasser confronted the West more brazenly in July when he announced that the Suez Canal had been nationalised. There was a strong perception among the British political elite that its economic
interests were under threat. Two-thirds of Britain’s entire annual oil supply passed through the canal. Britain and France were also major shareholders in the Suez Canal Company, which, in their view, Nasser was putting out of business. Labour, then in opposition, echoed Eden’s outrage at the nationalisation. Hugh Gaitskell, the Labour leader, compared Nasser to Benito Mussolini.

France ripped up the Tripartite Declaration in the summer of 1956. Angered by Nasser’s support for Algeria’s pro-independence National Liberation Front (FLN), France offered Israel a deal. In return for cooperation on intelligence and on striking FLN bases in Libya, Israel was promised $100 million in French weaponry. Ben-Gurion reacted to the conditions by describing them as ‘slightly dangerous’ – a massive understatement – but promptly accepted them.

Britain’s Foreign Office was not happy with the extent of Franco-Israeli cooperation. A paper prepared by the office for a visit by Christian Pineau, the French foreign minister, to London in late July, complained:

For internal political reasons, the French want to supply large amounts of heavy [military] equipment to Israel. They realise the unfortunate effect this will have on their relations with the Arabs. They are therefore seeking to hide behind their other Western allies.

The memo added that Britain was in ‘an even more difficult position’ than France and the USA as it had treaties with Jordan and Iraq.

The Foreign Office elaborated on its thinking a few weeks later. An internal report recalled that France had exploited Nasser’s announcement on Suez to try and give Israel a consignment of Mystère warplanes. Britain had objected. It remained important to ‘keep the Suez and Israel problems separate,’ according to the Foreign Office. ‘There would be no quicker way of alienating those Arab friends we still have than by making our quarrel with Egypt over Suez an occasion for such a substantial and conspicuous addition to Israel’s armament.’

Eden was more gung ho. He hinted of the collusion to come in a cryptic note to Selwyn Lloyd that August:

I feel that Israel should have a trickle of useful arms on the condition they don’t publicise them. Did they ever get the further delivery of
Mystères from the French? Even half a dozen more soon would help [the word ‘soon’ was underlined]. We may need Israel’s help one day and it would be bad if they refused because they had no means of defence against Soviet bombers.\textsuperscript{10}

Later in August, Eden was told by the Foreign Office that France may have ‘quietly’ shipped a number of warplanes to Israel. ‘I hope so,’ the prime minister replied.\textsuperscript{11}

The military action that Eden wanted to take against Egypt lacked justification. That much had been acknowledged by his own cabinet colleagues during that summer. The cabinet conceded that from a legal standpoint, Nasser had done no more than decide to buy out the shareholders of the Suez Canal Company. He had not closed the canal to international traffic.

Gerald Fitzmaurice, legal adviser to the Foreign Office, had stressed that Nasser’s actions did not provide Britain with any basis for military action. He had warned that an attack on Egypt would affect Britain’s position in the UN ‘extremely adversely’. On a war footing, Eden would not entertain such arguments. ‘The lawyers are always against our doing anything,’ Eden said. ‘For God’s sake, keep them out of it.’\textsuperscript{12}

By seeking Israel’s ‘help’ – to use his own term – Eden had to renege on or, at least, overlook some of Britain’s commitments.

The West Bank town of Qalqilya was invaded by Israel in October 1956. The invasion amounted to an attack on Britain’s staunch ally Jordan. It was one of a series of such raids conducted by Israel that autumn. Britain calculated that Israel killed 116 people, some of them non-combatants, in ‘four largish military operations against Jordan’ between 12 September and 11 October. Israel claimed the raids were in reprisal for violence by guerrilla fighters. The Foreign Office was not prepared to swallow that excuse; a memo stated that none of the incidents in which guerrilla fighters fired on Israeli targets were instigated by the Jordanian authorities.\textsuperscript{13}

Israel’s raids involved a ‘deliberate flouting’ of appeals by Britain to desist, another Foreign Office memo stated. ‘The only effective way of showing the Israelis we mean business would be to hold up a decision on their requests for arms,’ the memo added.\textsuperscript{14}

Instead of ‘showing the Israelis we mean business’, Eden wanted to do business with them – in a deceptive and underhand manner. A
few days after the Qalqilya attack, he welcomed Albert Gazier and Maurice Challe, a senior French politician and general respectively, to Chequers. There, at the country retreat, Eden schemed with his guests about launching an offensive against Egypt. The basic idea would be getting Israel to strike first, then using that strike as an excuse for France and Britain to occupy the canal.

The plan would have violated the Tripartite Declaration. Eden was reminded by his French guests that Nasser had publicly stated he did not wish for Egypt to be protected under that accord. Any statement by Nasser to that effect did not alter Britain’s commitments. Egypt was not a party to the Tripartite Declaration; Britain, on the other hand, was. Yet Eden felt that Nasser’s stance ‘lets us off the hook’. He added: ‘We have no obligation, it seems, to stop the Israelis attacking the Egyptians.’

Without letting them know about his scheming, Eden ordered British diplomats to avoid upsetting Israel. On 19 October, the UN Security Council debated Israel’s aggression towards Jordan. Pierson Dixon, Britain’s ambassador to the UN, made some bland comments, during which he praised the ‘great restraint’ displayed by Jordan. ‘Our Jordan ally has our sympathy and our commendation,’ he said.

The following day Eden told Lloyd he was unhappy with the ambassador. ‘I am really concerned about the effect of this on Israel,’ Eden stated. ‘The French warned us of how suspicious of us the Israelis are.’ Lloyd duly cabled Dixon with this guidance:

For a variety of reasons, I should like you to lie low during the next stages of the debate on the Jordan item and to work for delay. Your outspoken support of Jordan on the last occasion seems to me to be enough for the time being.

The plan to attack Egypt was fleshed out at a secret meeting between Britain, France and Israel in the Parisian suburb of Sevres later that month. Moshe Dayan, the Israeli military chief who took part in the meeting, has written that the plan for action was presented as a British initiative. Taking place in the last few days of October, it would have three stages: Israel attacking Egypt; Britain and France issuing an ultimatum for the rapid withdrawal of Israeli and Egyptian troops
from the canal area; and, finally, Britain and France bombing Egypt once the ultimatum had expired.

By Dayan’s account, the British government encouraged Israel to act belligerently. Selwyn Lloyd ‘urged that our military action not be a small-scale encounter but a “real act of war”, otherwise there would be no justification for the British ultimatum and Britain would appear in the eyes of the world as an aggressor,’ Dayan recorded in his memoirs. Lloyd’s rationale was that Britain ‘has friends, like the Scandinavian countries who would not view with favour Britain’s starting a war’.  

After learning about the Israeli attack against Egypt on 29 October, Eisenhower called an emergency meeting in the White House. John Foster Dulles, the secretary of state, told Eisenhower that Britain and France appeared ready for a military strike and ‘may in fact have concerted their action with Israel’. Eisenhower expressed a determination to flex his muscles with Britain and France, arguing that America was the only power to which they would listen. Though he favoured telling Britain that he understood its grievances over Suez, he insisted that ‘nothing justifies double-crossing us’.  

A killing spree in Gaza

America’s anger towards Britain and France rose as it tried repeatedly on the last two days of October to convince the UN Security Council that it should demand Israel’s withdrawal from Sinai. Britain and France both applied their vetoes. The two countries went ahead with their attack. America exerted more pressure and eventually Britain and France agreed to a ceasefire on 6 December.  

Rather than admit any responsibility for endangering world peace, Britain tried to pin the blame on the Soviet Union. Pierson Dixon was anxious to avail of the opportunities afforded by the Soviet crushing of the 1956 revolt in Hungary. He proposed using a UN debate on Hungary to denounce the alliance between Nasser and the Kremlin.

Ahead of the debate, he notified the Foreign Office that he was thinking of ‘making a decidedly anti-Russian speech, with the object of bringing out that the Russians are the real niggers in the wood pile in the Middle East and all round.’ He would accuse the Soviet Union of pursuing a ‘policy of repression in Europe and expansion in the Middle East’ and of starting the Suez crisis by supporting Nasser diplomatically.
and with weapons. Dixon felt that hammering the Soviet Union ‘might do some good’ in ‘rallying support for our position among European and Latin American delegations.’ The Foreign Office replied that it would have ‘no objection in principle to your speaking on these lines’.40

Israel did not only commit a ‘real act of war’, as Selwyn Lloyd had reportedly sought, it also perpetrated crimes against humanity. Israeli troops went on killing sprees in Gaza. UNRWA, the UN’s agency for Palestine refugees, investigated these atrocities. The agency found that Israeli troops occupied the town of Khan Younis and the adjacent refugee camp on 3 November. On the pretext of searching for weapons, Israeli troops killed ‘many unarmed civilians’, the report stated. While the exact number of those killed was unknown, UNRWA noted it had been given the names of 275 dead. Of that number, 140 were refugees. This meant that Israeli forces were massacring the very people who had been uprooted at the time of Israel’s foundation.

Another massacre took place in Rafah, close to Gaza’s border with Egypt, on 12 November. UNRWA recalled that Israel had demanded that all men in Rafah’s refugee camp of a certain age be screened, ostensibly to find guerrilla fighters. More than 32,000 refugees lived in the camp and many did not hear loudspeaker vans, which had called on men to gather at designated screening points. After learning that some were unaware of the announcements, UNRWA notified men in one section of the camp about the screening process. As time was running out for the men to reach the screening points before the designated hour, some began running. Israeli soldiers ‘apparently panicked and opened fire on this running crowd,’ the agency reported. Enquiries by the agency indicated that 111 people were killed by Israeli forces in Rafah that day, 103 of whom were refugees.

R.F. Bayard, an American lieutenant colonel chairing a team of UN observers, noted on 13 November it was ‘quite evident’ that Israel did not wish to have any monitoring of its activities in Gaza. Based on information furnished to him by UNRWA, he concluded that ‘a good number of persons have been shot down in cold blood for no apparent reason.’ Many of the Palestinians employed by UNRWA ‘are missing from the camps and are believed to have been executed by the Israelis.’41

On 20 December 1956, Anthony Eden made a statement on the Suez crisis to the House of Commons. He insisted that there had been no
collusion between France, Israel and Britain. He was equally adamant that Britain had no prior knowledge of Israel’s plan to attack Egypt. To say that ‘Her Majesty’s government were engaged in some dishonourable conspiracy is completely untrue and I most emphatically deny it,’ he added.42

Eden was telling lies. His dishonest speech turned out to be his last in parliament. On 9 January 1957, he resigned, citing ill health.

The British government’s official website provides some historical information about the nation’s prime ministers. The entry for Eden ends with an observation made by one of his biographers. The Suez crisis, it claims, has come to assume a ‘disproportionate importance’ in any assessment of Eden’s career.43

Is that really the case? The skullduggery at Sevres has been thoroughly examined. Other aspects of the crisis have not been. Numerous books and articles on Suez omit any reference to Israel’s massacres in Gaza. Those massacres cannot be brushed aside as unpleasant by-products of war. They were the direct results of an aggression that the British government endorsed.
Shimon Peres was prepared to acquire arms through clandestine routes. That is what the Foreign Office discovered when Peres, then director-general of Israel’s defence ministry, visited London in December 1956.

Having colluded with Israel ahead of the Suez invasion, the British government now felt under pressure not to repeat that type of behaviour. For that reason, it decided to respect the terms of a resolution passed by the UN general assembly at the height of the Suez crisis. The resolution was somewhat vague: it called on governments around the world to ‘refrain from introducing military goods in the area of hostilities’ without defining the area in question. Perhaps erring on the side of caution, the British government revoked all export licences for weapons to Israel.

When Ivone Kirkpatrick at the Foreign Office informed Peres and an accompanying diplomat of that decision he was met by a stern protest. Peres predicted that Russia would disregard the UN resolution. Russia, according to Peres, had been sending arms to Syria and would soon begin replacing those weapons that Egypt had lost during the Suez crisis.

Kirkpatrick promised to relay Peres’ remarks to cabinet ministers but argued it would be ‘imprudent’ for Britain to ‘ask for further trouble’ by violating a UN embargo, a record of the meeting states. Though he did not dispute the British reasoning, Peres ‘kept harking back to Israel’s need for arms’ and suggested they could be delivered via Cyprus in an ‘under the counter’ manner. Kirkpatrick’s reply was that he was ‘much opposed to black market transactions’.

It is unlikely that Kirkpatrick’s opposition was based on matters of principle. He had, after all, engaged in deception during the Suez crisis. For example, he had advised diplomats in Baghdad to tell the Iraqi government that Britain was ‘merely’ engaged in a ‘temporary
fire brigade operation’ in the canal zone. Kirkpatrick was worried that Arab states would impose what he called an ‘oil famine’ on Britain and France unless the two governments distanced themselves from Israel’s attack on Egypt.

The embargo did not last long. Golda Meir, then Israel’s foreign minister, successfully lobbied for the resumption of weapons exports when she visited London in August 1958. As a consequence of that trip, Britain agreed to sell Israel around £3 million worth of arms.

That figure may not give a full picture of Britain’s assistance to Israel. Some of the assistance was indirect. In September 1958, Britain’s Atomic Energy Agency proposed that it sell back 25 tons of heavy water that it had bought from Norway. Heavy water is used in certain types of nuclear reactors but Britain’s ‘immediate demand’ for it had declined, according to the agency. The agency wished to return the heavy water in the knowledge that Norway had found a new customer: Israel. The Atomic Energy Agency wanted to know if it should make its deal with Norway subject to any guarantees about the end-use of the heavy water by Israel. ‘It would be overzealous to try and insist on any safeguards to cover this transaction,’ the Foreign Office replied. Through that cavalier attitude, Britain contributed to the development of Israel’s nuclear programme.

In October 1958, Peres attended a ceremony in Portsmouth Naval Yard as Israel took ownership of a 710-ton submarine. The ‘sleek, black craft’ had its name changed from HMS Springer to Tannin (the Hebrew word for whale), the Jewish Telegraphic Agency reported. It was the first of two submarines that Britain had sold Israel.

The deal went ahead despite reservations from the British Army. An army paper from that year stated that Israel’s navy, though small, was of superior quality to its enemies, Egypt and Syria. Giving Israel submarines would ‘increase tension’ in the Middle East, the paper added.

In January 1959, the British ministry of supply signed a sales contract for 60 Centurion tanks with Israel. Sixteen of the tanks were from the Mark V range and were sold at £34,750 each; Britain agreed to deliver that batch by April that year. The remaining 44 were from the Mark VIII range and were sold at £49,000 each, on the understanding they would be delivered in 1960. Britain also agreed to help with training in using the vehicles and to provide ammunition.
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British diplomats were instructed to keep the deal secret. The Israeli authorities promised that the tanks would arrive ‘under censorship’ but believed that ‘sooner or later their presence will become known and will give rise to inflated stories in the Arab press,’ a Foreign Office memo stated. The Israelis hoped that Britain would ‘not be too apologetic’ if news of the deal broke.9

The Foreign Office notified Britain’s embassy in Tel Aviv during March 1959 that there had been a ‘general relaxation’ of the policy on exporting weapons to Israel. A ‘fairly steady flow of military and quasi-military equipment’ had already been established. Between November 1958 and February 1959, the value of that ‘fairly steady flow’ came to £760,000. A total of 18,000 Browning machine guns were supplied to the Israeli army in that period.10

Shopping for submarines

An Israeli ‘shopping list’ (the term used by British officials) drawn up around that time included a missile propellant. That made Britain’s War Office nervous. The kind of ground-to-ground missile that Israel indicated it was developing would require a nuclear warhead to be ‘effective’, the War Office stated. Helping Israel to ‘acquire such a weapon would draw down on the West bitter Arab antagonism,’ a memo stated.11

Israel wanted one of its experts to visit Britain and inspect the missile propellant in question. An Israeli diplomat pressed the Foreign Office for a quick decision on the proposed visit. If permission to visit was refused, then Israel would find the material elsewhere, the diplomat reportedly said, yet he had surmised that Britain probably had the best propellant.

Britain refused the propellant request after seeking the opinion of the US State Department. The Foreign Office decided, however, not to consult France, even though it was the third signatory of the Tripartite Declaration. There was a risk that Israel would find out about any Anglo-French discussions, the Foreign Office stated in a March 1959 note. The Israelis, the note added, may then suspect ‘us of ganging up on them’.12

During the 1960s, Britain teamed up with Germany in a secret project aimed at strengthening Israel’s navy. Werner Knieper, an official in
Germany’s defence ministry, told Britain’s embassy in Bonn during May 1964 that a dossier relating to Israel had become ‘very urgent’. Germany had ‘in the quietest possible way’ been implementing a military aid programme for Israel ‘based on the policy of supplying not too offensive weapons,’ the British embassy noted. As part of that cooperation, Israel had sought two submarines. While Germany was not willing to manufacture these weapons, it was prepared to finance Israel’s acquisition of British submarines, Knieper stated. 13

The two submarines were named Turpin and Totem. They were of Second World War design but in talks with Britain during January and February 1964, the Israelis had stressed they would only buy the vessels if they were modernised. Israeli commanders had been granted an opportunity to inspect the Turpin when it called on Haifa in April that year. The encounter proved ‘extremely embarrassing’, the vessel’s captain Terry Thompson recorded. Thompson had not been informed about Israel’s intentions and was caught off-guard when a naval commander asked him how he felt about the vessel being sold to Israel.

Shortly after the Haifa visit, the British government approved the sale of both submarines for a combined price of £2.2 million. A memo drawn up by Britain’s defence ministry stated that: ‘the Israelis could not find the money themselves so they have persuaded the Germans to pay for the submarines as part of their reparations to Israel.’ 14 The ‘reparations’ referred to payments made by Germany to Israel as an act of atonement for the suffering caused to Jews by the Nazis. Entering into force in 1953, the reparations agreement between Germany and Israel was partly used to build up Israel’s military capacity.

At the same time as it was eyeing up submarines, Israel sought to buy a large number of Centurion tanks. The British government gave a commitment in September 1964 to provide Israel with 250 Centurions. The deal was sealed through a subsequent exchange of letters between Denis Healey, Britain’s defence secretary, and Levi Eshkol, Israel’s prime minister (who also held the defence portfolio). 15

Some details of the submarine sale were revealed by the British press in November 1964. 16 The Foreign Office complained to the defence ministry after its spokesperson was quoted in the Daily Telegraph confirming that the deal had been made. ‘We regard it as particularly important to maintain as much secrecy as possible about our supplies of arms to Israel in order to avoid stirring up angry reactions from the
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Arab countries and, by avoiding this, to retain our freedom to meet Israel’s reasonable needs for defensive arms,’ R.S. Crawford at the Foreign Office wrote. ¹⁷

By spring 1965, the Foreign Office had judged Arab reaction to the submarine deal as ‘mild’. And even if the Arab response was to get stronger Britain would fulfil contracts already agreed with Israel unless there were ‘exceptional circumstances’ such as an ‘outbreak of war’, a memo stated. The Foreign Office was worried, though, that details of its tank deal with Israel would find their way into the public domain. ‘Compared with two submarines, 250 Centurions are of a different order of importance in the context of the Arab–Israel dispute,’ the memo stated. ¹⁸

**Greasing the wheels of occupation**

Arms cooperation figured prominently on the agenda when Levi Eshkol visited London in March 1965 for discussions with Harold Wilson, the British prime minister. Denis Healey met Eshkol, too. During their conversation, Eshkol enquired if Britain would be prepared to sell up to 300 Centurions to Israel. That would be in addition to the 250 already agreed. Healey had a novel argument about why he was inclined to approve arms exports to Israel. Maintaining the ‘balance of power’ in the Middle East would not be possible ‘without modernising the Israeli army’s equipment in due course,’ he wrote to Eshkol, a day after they had dined together. Without making any firm commitments, he added: ‘I see no reason to think that we shall not be able to meet your needs.’ ¹⁹

Britain also indicated a willingness to provide Israel with Chieftain tanks. Faster and more powerful than the Centurion, the Chieftain became Britain’s main battle tank in the 1960s and remained so for the next couple of decades. In 1966, Britain loaned two Chieftains to Israel. The top tank specialist in its military, Israel Tal, was ‘like a dog with two tails’ when they arrived early the following year, according to the British embassy in Tel Aviv. ²⁰ Typically, Britain was adamant that there should be no publicity around the loan. Israel did not refer to the loan in official comments until 1980, when its military published a potted history of the tanks in its arsenal. ²¹ Some British journalists were aware of the loan but decided to keep the public in the dark. Charles Douglas-Home, defence correspondent of The Times, learned
about it in 1967 but promised the British government he would only write about it if he heard that another journalist planned to scoop him on the story.

Data compiled by Britain’s defence ministry indicates that Israel was supplied with a total of 183 Centurion tanks by July 1965. A further 151 were delivered between then and May 1967. Sales of the Centurion meant that Britain was the main supplier of heavy tanks to Israel.22 Israel owned a few hundred British tanks by June 1967 – when it once again went to war against its Arab neighbours.

Britain blamed Egypt’s decision to block Israeli ships from passing through the Straits of Tiran for the outbreak of that war. Unsuccessfully, the British tried to form an international task force with the objective of lifting the blockade.23 George Brown, the British foreign secretary, inferred that the strategic blunders of the Suez crisis would not be repeated. ‘We are not setting out – to use the colloquialism – to topple Nasser,’ he told the House of Commons, reminding his Conservative rivals they had ‘once foolishly tried’ to remove the Egyptian president. ‘But neither are we prepared to accept that he has a right to topple another Middle Eastern nation at the risk of plunging us all into war.’24

Britain aided Israel considerably as it prepared the offensive. Eshkol’s contacts with Wilson and Healey proved fruitful from Israel’s perspective. They led to a series of secret arms deliveries. One shipment took place the weekend before the June 1967 war erupted. The Miryam, an Israeli cargo vessel, sailed from the port of Felixstowe, laden with armoured vehicles, tank shells and machine guns.

Britain’s weapons were heavily used by Israel during the war. Centurion tanks featured prominently, for example, in the battle of Abu Aghelia. Israel’s victory in that battle allowed it to seize control of the entire Sinai peninsula.25 That did not go unnoticed by British diplomats in Tel Aviv. They observed how commanders, including the aforementioned Israel Tal, were ‘particularly handsome in their praise’ of the Centurion. The tank ‘apparently did far more than was ever expected of it,’ an embassy memo noted.26

Palestinians refer to the 1967 war as the Naksa (Arabic for ‘setback’). The ‘setback’ made them refugees for the second time in two decades. Around 400,000 of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza were displaced because of the war. Half of those people had previously been
uprooted by Zionist forces in 1948. The *Naksa* opened another chapter in the dispossession of Palestinians. Israel took control of almost 850 square kilometres of Palestinian land, beginning an occupation that continues to this day.\textsuperscript{27}

While the war was underway, Denis Healey told cabinet colleagues that Britain should not hold up the supply of arms to Israel so long as the Soviet Union supplied weapons to Arab states.\textsuperscript{28} The British government wished, however, to be perceived as even-handed and as committed to international law. As part of that effort, George Brown called on Israel not to remain in occupation of the territories it had invaded. Speaking to the UN general assembly on 21 June, Brown warned the Israelis that annexing Jerusalem’s Old City ‘will not only isolate them from world opinion but will also lose them the sympathy that they have.’ Pointing to the UN Charter, he stressed that ‘war should not lead to territorial aggrandisement’. Brown reportedly bumped into an Israeli delegation including Golda Meir shortly after his speech. Meir is said to have called him ‘Judas’.\textsuperscript{29}

Her outburst – if it occurred – did not reflect reality. Far from betraying Israel, Brown was minded to help it. In July 1967, Brown had a meeting with Aharon Remez, Israel’s London envoy. When Remez informed him that Israel was thinking about the ‘next generation’ of weapons for its military, Brown said that Britain was committed to achieving an international arms limitation accord for the Middle East. But if an agreement could not be thrashed out, then Britain would be prepared to supply arms to Israel in any of the fields Remez had mentioned. The list of ‘fields’ was broad – it included equipment for the navy, armoured troops and the air force, as well as electronic weaponry.\textsuperscript{30} Brown set out his thoughts on arming Israel in an August 1967 note to Wilson. Brown was not perturbed about how Britain’s arms exports had contributed to ethnic cleansing and how fresh deliveries of weapons would almost certainly be used against Palestinians. Rather, his main concern was that ‘tanks for Israel are hard to hide’. If Britain was seen to be supplying them to Israel alone, ‘we shall without doubt intensify our difficulties’ with such countries as Libya, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, he noted. Brown felt that ‘we might get away with Centurions for Israel’ provided they were ‘matched’ with a delivery of warplanes to Jordan. ‘But I am not too sure how rearming both sides in this way would look in political terms.’\textsuperscript{31}
Britain maintained a steady flow of arms to Israel following the June 1967 war. The stance adopted by Harold Wilson and his ministers contrasted with that of Charles de Gaulle in France, whose government halted weapons supplies to Israel (in a clear departure from France’s earlier policies). Soon after the June war, Israel’s London envoy Aharon Remez informed the British government that ‘we now urgently require’ 150 Centurions, ‘delivery of which should begin as soon as possible’. Remez pointed to the ‘heavy wear and tear’ on Israel’s arsenal because of ‘recent events’ – a euphemism for war – and contended that 150 tanks would be the ‘bare minimum’ needed to ‘retain our present level of effectiveness unimpaired’.32 Remez was rewarded for his persistent lobbying. He was soon told that 50 tanks would be made available. Israel was also promised that Britain would supply it with a third submarine, the *Truncheon*.33

A total of 100 Centurion tanks were exported from Britain to Israel between August 1967 and January 1969.34 Britain’s arms exports policy to the Middle East became increasingly shaped by the Cold War. A Foreign Office memo from November 1967 cited estimates that Russia had ‘already restored’ around 80 per cent of armour that Egypt had lost in June. Maintaining a ‘rough balance of forces’ in the Middle East was necessary ‘to avoid driving the Israelis into a situation where they felt compelled to rely on the development of a nuclear weapon for their defence,’ the memo suggested.35

UN Security Council Resolution 242 was adopted that same month. That landmark decision listed two principles that should form the basis of a ‘just and lasting peace’ in the Middle East. The first one was that Israel should withdraw from all territories it occupied in June 1967. The second principle was that all belligerency should stop and the ‘sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence’ of every state in the region must be respected, along with their right to live in peace.36

Michael Stewart – successor to George Brown as foreign secretary – wrote a paper in May 1968 about what Britain should do in the absence of a peace accord based on that resolution. His main recommendation was to sell Israel bigger and deadlier weapons. ‘The survival of Israel as a separate state is a fundamental aspect of our Middle East policy,’ he wrote. So long as there was a conflict between Israel and its Arab neighbours ‘the requirements of survival dictate that Israel should
maintain armed forces of sufficient strength and sophistication to deter any Arab attempt at her destruction.’ Stewart advocated that Britain ‘should be prepared to meet Israeli requests for arms’ unless they infringed on three criteria. These were: that Britain should maintain ‘an approximate balance of military strength’ between Israel and its neighbours; that Britain should not sell weapons that were ‘exclusively offensive’; and that Britain should not become Israel’s main supplier of ‘major new categories’ of arms.

His interpretation of these criteria was creative, to say the least. He was keen on clinching a deal to sell 1,000 pound high explosive bombs to Israel. Although he admitted that a ‘strong case’ could be made that such bombs were ‘exclusively offensive’, he argued that ‘account should also be taken of the particular strategic circumstances of Israel.’ Because Israel was ‘a small country, closely hemmed in by her neighbours’, the ‘distinction between offensive and defensive use [of weapons] is, therefore, an unreal one in relation to Israel,’ he wrote.

‘We cannot afford morality’

Civil servants working with him interpreted Britain’s arms exports policy in a comparably loose way. Tony Moore, who handled discussion at the Foreign Office about what information relating to the Middle East should be made public, felt there was no problem with Britain remaining Israel’s main supplier of tanks. By continuing to sell Centurions to Israel ‘we should not be raising the level of sophistication of arms in the area,’ he wrote in an internal paper. The ‘main possible argument against supply is that it might provide a basis for propaganda against us should relations with the Arabs again deteriorate,’ he noted. Moore described the possibility as an ‘acceptable risk’. He noted that Britain’s tank sales to Israel did not feature prominently in Arab criticisms of the West around the time of the June 1967 war. (Much of those criticisms were based on Nasser’s unfounded allegation – dubbed the ‘big lie’ by Western diplomats – that America and Britain were fighting against Egypt with warplanes. The truth about Britain’s very real contribution of weapons to Israel’s ground offensive received far less attention).

The idea of stopping all weapons sales to Israel and her neighbours was briefly entertained in Whitehall. Geoffrey George Arthur at the
Foreign Office stated in 1968 that a comprehensive arms embargo for the Middle East would be ‘the best moral position but I suppose we cannot afford morality nowadays.’\textsuperscript{41} Many of his colleagues contended in less colourful terms that they viewed the potential growth of weapons exports as beneficial for British business. ‘Economic – and, more particularly balance of payments – considerations are always in the forefront of our minds,’ another Foreign Office paper stated.\textsuperscript{42} The value of weapons exports was considerable: the British government calculated that selling 500 Centurion tanks to Israel between 1959 and 1968 was worth £7.6 million. Under a further deal signed in 1969, Britain undertook to ship 90 tanks to Israel. The value of that deal came to £1 million.

Having borrowed and tested two Chieftains, the Israeli military became increasingly interested in buying these tanks. Initially, the British cabinet agreed that it would be willing to sell Chieftains to Israel in 1968. But fears of an Arab backlash prompted a rethink. Government departments had different views. In spring 1969, the Foreign Office argued that the deteriorating situation in the Middle East meant that Britain should postpone work on the Chieftain dossier. It recommended that a scheduled visit of British tank specialists to Israel should be delayed indefinitely. Because the matter was deemed sensitive, the Israelis should not be informed why the postponement occurred. Denis Healey was not happy with that reasoning. He argued:

If we are to stand the slightest chance of selling [to Israel] in future, I am sure that we have got to behave respectably towards the customer and not to make him think that we are willing to play ducks and drakes with his interests whenever it suits us.\textsuperscript{43}

The Foreign Office was thinking beyond arms deals. It stressed that Britain had bigger commercial interests in Arab countries than in Israel. Angering Arab countries would leave Britain ‘vulnerable’ as they could reduce its oil supply, a Foreign Office paper stated, adding:

Several of the Arab governments accept that we supply arms to Israel. The Chieftain deal has become an emotional issue and a symbol (if we go ahead) of support for Israel and hostility to the Arabs at a time when Israel still occupies Arab territory.\textsuperscript{44}
Michael Stewart was at pains to underscore Britain’s devotion to Israel when he met Aharon Remez in May 1969. The ‘survival of Israel’ was an ‘essential consideration’ for Britain, Stewart said. While Britain had large economic interests in Arab countries, it hoped that those interests would never come into conflict with its commitment to Israel. If a conflict did occur, protecting Israel would be ‘paramount’. And ‘if Israel’s security was at stake, we would be prepared to set at risk our economic interests elsewhere,’ an account of the meeting states. 45

Golda Meir did not seem to bear grudges against Britain. In 1969, she became Israel’s first and, to date, only female prime minister. When she and Yigal Allon, the deputy prime minister and former military leader, visited London that year, they emphasised that Israel needed friends, according to British government archives. Apart from Britain and the USA, Israel had nowhere it could turn to, they lamented. 46 Meir availed of the opportunity to tell ITN that Israel wanted a ‘minimum proportion’ of weapons ‘so Israel can take care of itself’. 47

Britain was happy to remain Israel’s key tank supplier, provided it could avoid raising too many Arab hackles. A background note by Geoffrey George Arthur argued that Britain ‘could get away with’ selling Centurions to Israel ‘almost indefinitely’ by claiming it was simply fulfilling contracts. Goronwy Roberts, a Foreign Office minister, agreed with his observations, responding that Centurions had ‘proved superior’ to any Soviet tanks that had been exported to Arab countries. The Chieftains were another matter. Roberts believed that Israel was not pressing for Chieftain tanks purely for reasons of security. Another ‘motive’ lay behind the pressure, he wrote: ‘to involve us on a major issue on their side and commensurately to detach us from the Arabs’. 48

Eventually, the British government decided to reverse its decision to supply Israel with Chieftains. That news was formally conveyed in November 1969. Michael Stewart did not go into detail about the reasons for the refusal. In a letter to Abba Eban, his Israeli counterpart, Stewart simply stated that the surrounding issues had been studied ‘in the light of the present situation in the Middle East’. Britain would continue ‘the other things that we have been doing for you in the past few years,’ Stewart wrote. 49

Eban reacted by pointing out (accurately) that Britain was ‘vulnerable to economic pressure’ from Arab countries. Speaking to the press, he
questioned whether Britain was fit to act as an ‘umpire in diplomatic consultations’ on the Middle East. ‘You cannot be an arbiter, with someone else’s hand on your throat,’ he reportedly said. Although his written reply to Stewart was not quite so colourful, he warned that ‘a point has been reached at which the British–Israel relationship is in danger of being seriously affected.’

British representatives tried to put the Chieftain refusal behind them as quickly as possible. As part of efforts to mollify Israel, John Barnes, a newly appointed ambassador in Tel Aviv, suggested to Eban that Britain was selling ten Centurions for the price of one Chieftain. Some Israeli officials were ‘rather surprised’ by that claim, he told the Foreign Office, asking for clarification about some figures it had given him on the cost of weapons. The Foreign Office told him it would be ‘wrong presentationally’ to offer the continued supply of Centurions and ammunition as ‘compensation’ for the Chieftains but that ‘we would hope to demonstrate to the Israelis that it is business as before.’

‘Seize every order’

The ‘business as before’ approach had support from Britain’s two largest political parties. One of the final decisions of the Wilson-led Labour government was to approve a contract for supplying 50 Centurions to Israel. Conservative ministers resolved that the contract should be renewed after their party won the 1970 general election. Alec Douglas-Home, the new foreign secretary, briefed Ted Heath, the new prime minister, that ‘the arguments for agreeing to continue the supply of Centurions are very strong.’ Douglas-Home was more concerned about potential Israeli hostility should a fresh batch of Centurions be refused than potential protests from Arab countries if Israel was supplied with more weapons. Arab countries ‘may have become reconciled to the idea of a continuing flow’ of tanks to Israel, Douglas-Home added. Returning to the theme in November 1970, Douglas-Home stated in a matter-of-fact way that Britain was ‘morally committed’ to arming Israel. Heath concurred. Not only did Heath approve the ongoing delivery to Israel of ten Centurions per month, he asked ‘when are we going to be able’ to also supply ‘both sides’ with Chieftains?
The flow helped Israel to develop its own weapons industry. Many of the Centurions exported from Britain were second hand. They were refurbished and, in the words of the Foreign Office, ‘virtually rebuilt’ by the Israelis. The rebuilding included installing new engines and fuel tanks; the Israelis were also making their own guns and ammunition in growing quantities. It is no coincidence, therefore, that the prototype of the Merkava – Israel’s own battle tank – was at least partly modelled on the Centurion.

Furthermore, there is evidence that Britain provided the nascent Israeli arms industry with technical know-how. Foreign Office archives say that Britain agreed in 1967 to ‘the disclosure of confidential information about our cluster bomb system to the Israelis.’ It seems highly unlikely that the Israeli authorities did not make some use of that confidential information in developing their own cluster bombs – weapons known to slice the limbs off their victims. By the late 1970s, Israel’s capacity to manufacture cluster bombs had become so advanced that it was reportedly exporting them to Africa. Subsequently, Israel has used the weapon in attacking Lebanon.

Heath had a concise answer when asked his view on possible submarine sales to Israel a few months later: ‘we must seize every order we can’. The prime minister felt that one deal with Israel could lead to more orders as Israel was anxious not to rely too much on the USA as a source of weaponry. That message was relayed when an Israeli military delegation visited Britain’s defence ministry in November 1970. The delegation had stated that Israel’s budget for foreign-made weapons came to $730 million that year, $600 million of which was being spent in the USA. Israel at the time bought between $20 million and $25 million worth of British weapons per year. If greater cooperation could be achieved, Israel would be in a position to buy a much greater quantity of British arms, the delegation suggested. Orders placed in Britain could be worth between $100 million and $200 million.

The type of submarines coveted by Israel were made in France and Germany. As both those countries had halted weapons sales to Israel, its authorities approached Britain with a proposal. Israel wanted three 500-ton submarines (combined price: £18 million) built by Vickers in Cumbria, with a German firm cooperating on design and providing some components. The submarines would be equipped
with torpedoes. Once again, the Israelis portrayed these weapons as defensive in nature, though Douglas-Home acknowledged that they could be used offensively. Acquiring the submarines would give Israel ‘the edge in underwater operations’ over its Arab neighbours, he added, based on an assessment from the defence ministry.  

The submarine project was authorised by the British government in June 1971. An obstacle was soon encountered, however. Germany refused to allow the exportation of components required for the project. After learning about that snag, Douglas-Home enquired if substitute components could be found. The view from the Foreign Office was that Israel was so eager to have the submarines that it would source the components elsewhere, probably from the USA. The prediction turned out to be correct. The submarines – named Gal after the Hebrew word for wave – were indeed assembled by Vickers during the 1970s. The first of the three arrived at Haifa port in 1976.

Some details of the submarine deal were published by Egyptian and British newspapers in March 1972. The British government immediately tried to tamp down the controversy. Anthony Parsons, a senior figure in the Foreign Office, acted to ensure that the government was not held to account. He did so by contacting Dennis Walters, a Conservative MP known to be sympathetic to the plight of Palestine’s refugees. Walters was briefed about the submarine deal in confidence because ‘it was clear that, if I had not, he and others would have raised PQs [parliamentary questions] by now,’ Parsons noted. ‘This we wanted to avoid.’ Walters agreed to discourage like-minded MPs from raising the matter in public.

Heath’s government was also willing to facilitate cooperation with Israel’s nuclear industry. In 1973, the UK Atomic Energy Authority sought permission to undertake joint research with Israel. Fearing a backlash from Arab states, the agency decided not to propose a formal arrangement but rather that it work with Israel in a discreet manner on such topics as seawater desalination. When asked its opinion, the Foreign Office stated it would have no difficulty with cooperation in a narrow range of activities. ‘Desalination is a non-controversial subject and we could easily defend our cooperation with the Israelis in this field,’ noted Patricia Long, a Middle East specialist at the Foreign Office. Her comment was both revealing and deceptive. It was revealing because it showed Britain was more concerned about
being able to project an image of propriety, than actually behaving properly. It was deceptive because it implied that Britain was only willing to cooperate on nuclear projects of a civilian nature. Yet the Israelis have never drawn a clear distinction between their military and civilian activities. Israel founded two nuclear research facilities, Dimona and Soreq, in the late 1950s. Both have been used to develop nuclear weapons.

The ‘business as before’ approach was interrupted by the October 1973 war between Israel and an alliance of Arab states led by Egypt. Britain responded by stopping the supply of weapons to Israel and a number of its Arab neighbours. US planes bringing weapons to Israel were also forbidden from landing on British military bases. Douglas-Home said the measures were taken ‘because we considered it inconsistent to call for an immediate end to the fighting and yet to continue to send arms to the conflict.’

America was told that the decisions were taken because Britain did not want to upset the Arab oil providers on which it had become reliant. Rowland Baring, Britain’s ambassador in Washington, stressed why no assistance could be provided to the USA as it prepared to replenish Israel’s arsenal. ‘Europe would not be content to go without Middle East oil because of American actions,’ Baring said. Britain’s arms embargo was short-lived; it was lifted in January 1974.

Harold Wilson tried to assert his pro-Israel credentials as leader of the opposition. In a 1972 speech, he effectively repudiated the policy to which he was committed as prime minister. It was ‘utterly unreal,’ he argued, to call for Israeli withdrawal from the territories it occupied in 1967. ‘Israel’s reaction is natural and proper in refusing to accept the Palestinians as a nation,’ he added. The following year, Wilson urged Heath to lift the weapon restrictions placed on Israel. Wilson imposed a three-line whip on Labour MPs when the issue was debated in the House of Commons. He is reported to have overruled objections by Roy Jenkins, a prominent Labour politician, by saying: ‘Look, Roy, I’ve accommodated your fucking conscience for years. Now you’re going to have to take account of mine. I feel as strongly about the Middle East as you do about the Common Market.’ Speaking in Parliament, Wilson alleged that ‘the present government’s refusal to meet our arms supplies is symptomatic of a wider general attitude to Middle Eastern affairs, a total change in Britain’s position since 1967.’
been in ‘the inner circle’ when UN Security Council resolution 242 was negotiated because it was perceived that it and the USA would take a broadly pro-Israel line, according to Wilson, whereas France would be more sympathetic towards Arab concerns. By ceasing to sell weapons, Britain was as likely to be ‘disqualifying’ itself from a seat at the mediators’ table, he argued, as winning a seat.78

Labour formed a minority government after the February 1974 election, with Wilson becoming prime minister for the second time. Jim Callaghan, the new foreign secretary, soon set about making some adjustments to British policy on arms exports. He advocated a ‘more liberal policy’ towards Egypt, according to the report of a May 1974 discussion between him and Wilson. Nasser had died in 1970 and his successor Anwar Sadat was considered more anxious to buy weapons from the West than from the Soviet Union. Callaghan felt that Britain should try to persuade Israel it was better for Egypt to buy from Britain than from Russia or France.79

Britain’s stated commitment to preventing a Middle East arms race had never been credible. The policy was, in effect, abandoned in the 1970s. A 1975 memo from the defence ministry concluded that it was ‘even more pointless’ to envisage major arms exporters restricting supplies to the Middle East than it was before the 1973 war. America’s promise to give Israel a huge quantity of arms in return for signing a Sinai disengagement accord with Egypt was cited as evidence of how Britain’s influence had waned.

The paper also hinted that an arms limitation accord would not be in Britain’s financial interest. Between January 1974 and July 1975, Britain had received orders worth £200 million from the Middle East. Israel accounted for just £9 million of that sum. Although Israel was now turning almost exclusively to the US arms industry, the Middle East region was the destination for almost 40 per cent of annual British weapons exports.80

The trend whereby the USA is the top exporter of arms to Israel has persisted. Yet British arms sales also grew during the second half of the 1970s. The value of British military exports to Israel was placed at £18 million per annum in 1978 – double the figure for 1975. Israel’s share of the global arms industry grew during the 1970s. By the end of the decade, it was estimated that Israel’s arms exports exceeded $1 billion.
The British embassy in Tel Aviv rated Israel as being at fourth place in the ‘western arms exporting league’.\(^8^1\)

The rating revealed much about how Britain’s diplomats – even those stationed in the Middle East – saw Israel as belonging to the West. A historical and psychological connection with the Zionist movement trumped geographical facts. Perhaps that explains why Britain shielded Israel’s military activities from scrutiny.

Along with the USA and the Soviet Union, Britain was one of the three depository states to the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Britain, therefore, has an obligation – since the treaty came into force in 1970 – to avert the threat of nuclear war. Persuading Israel to sign the NPT and allow inspections of its nuclear facilities are among those duties. Yet Britain does not appear to have applied any serious pressure on Israel to come clean about its nuclear activities. An internal Foreign Office paper from 1978 stated that the issue was ‘inauspicious’ and predicted that any attempt to arm-twist the Israelis would fail.\(^8^2\) Margaret Thatcher tiptoed around the question of Israel’s nuclear capability in correspondence with Menachem Begin, her Israeli counterpart, the following year. Thatcher’s choice of words was instructive; she asked Begin to ‘consider very carefully the part which Israel herself has to play in avoiding the spread of nuclear weapons into the Middle East.’ The officials who drafted Thatcher’s letter were fully aware that Israel either had nuclear weapons at that point or the capacity to develop them; one official specialising in nuclear matters stated that Israel could ‘quickly assemble about a dozen low-yield weapons’.

Britain helped to conceal the reality of Israel’s activities. When the issue was raised at the 1979 UN general assembly, Britain refused to support Arab calls for a study on Israel’s nuclear capability. Similarly, Britain was not willing to back a resolution criticising the nuclear cooperation between Israel and South Africa.\(^8^3\)

The British stance was not surprising. Britain had helped found and arm the state of Israel. Now, Britain was protective of its protégé.
The idea of setting an objective for British dealings with the PLO was discussed around this time. What should that goal be? Foreign Office documents from 1974 put it bluntly: ‘splitting off the extremists from the rest’ or ‘to separate the Arafatists from the wild boys’. That was code for Britain’s desire to convince Palestinians that they should accept Israel’s apartheid system. Yasser Arafat, the PLO’s chairman, was considered – by British officials – as someone who would be willing to do just that. The ‘extremists’ were those deemed too stubborn to embrace injustice.

The goal of encouraging divisions appears to have first been mooted by Glen Balfour-Paul, then Britain’s ambassador in Amman. It did not immediately find favour in Whitehall. David Gore-Booth, a Middle East specialist in the Foreign Office, felt the ‘time was not yet ripe for outsiders, by which I mean non-Arabs, to promote such a split.’ Gore-Booth argued that ‘it is hardly for us to contemplate giving Arafat a shove from behind, even discreetly, when there is no sign that the Americans are yet contemplating doing so.’ He added:
My assessment, in any case, is that Arafat needs no shoving. He is longing to have the appurtenances of power which a settlement will bring him. But he knows that the power will elude him if he moves too fast. He is trying to bring as many of the wild boys as possible along with him and thus to turn what Mr Balfour-Paul sees as handcuffs into cuff-links. But if he cannot do this and they remain handcuffs, he will try to slip them off as soon as he calculates that he safely can. Oddly enough, his interest in all this is parallel with that of the Israelis. There is no point in their negotiating with Arafat if he is only a small part of the PLO since any result of such a negotiation would not bind the rest of the PLO. This is a worry which the Israelis are constantly voicing.3

The bitter irony is that the British government’s own policy on Palestine was inflexible. Anthony Parsons summed up the policy: ‘We would obviously have no truck with the “multinational, secular state” idea of the Palestinian organisations. Such ideas are wholly incompatible with our attitude toward Israel.’ One of his colleagues at the Foreign Office, J.P. Bannerman, similarly described the ‘establishment of a multiracial Palestine’ as an ‘extremist objective’.4 Those attitudes illustrate how Britain was determined to enable Israel to remain an apartheid state. The entirely reasonable demand that all of historic Palestine – including the state that had become Israel – be transformed into a democracy, guaranteeing equality to citizens irrespective of their ethnicity or faith was viewed as outlandish.

The PLO’s aspirations were listed in its 1968 charter. It made clear that the organisation regarded ‘Palestine, with the boundaries it had during the British Mandate, as an indivisible territorial unit.’ It committed the PLO to strive for the ‘elimination of Zionism in Palestine’ and left no doubt that Palestinians regarded the Zionist movement as ‘racist and fanatic in its nature, aggressive, expansionist and colonial in its aims and fascist in its methods.’ The charter drew a distinction, however, between Zionism and Judaism, which it called (accurately) a religion, rather than a nationality. Jews who had lived in Palestine ‘before the Zionist invasion will be considered Palestinians,’ the charter stated. It also stated that the:
liberation of Palestine, from a spiritual point of view, will provide the Holy Land with an atmosphere of safety and tranquillity, which in turn will safeguard the country’s religious sanctuaries and guarantee freedom of worship and of visit to all, without discrimination of race, colour, language or religion.5

Though mostly clear, some aspects of the charter were ambiguous. For example, it did not specify if Jews who had moved to Palestine (including present-day Israel) and, in very many cases, no longer had homes in Europe should be allowed to remain there once Zionism had been vanquished. Arafat provided clarity on that matter during his speech at the UN general assembly in November 1974. He said:

In my formal capacity as chairman of the PLO and leader of the Palestinian revolution, I proclaim before you that when we speak of our common hopes for the Palestine of tomorrow, we include in our perspective all Jews now living in Palestine who choose to live with us there in peace and without discrimination.6

The British held some discussions with the PLO ahead of Arafat’s speech. James Craig, head of the Middle East department at the Foreign Office, told PLO representatives that Britain would find it difficult to accept calls for the right of Palestinians to self-determination. A UN resolution containing such a call ‘might be used to cast doubt on the legal existence of Israel,’ a British diplomatic cable stated.7

Kowtowing to Kissinger

Britain’s policy in the 1970s was that meetings with the PLO should be conducted in an informal manner and outside government buildings. As leader of the opposition, Harold Wilson met PLO representatives on two occasions. When he became prime minister, however, Wilson was advised by the Foreign Office to turn down requests for dialogue from the PLO. Jim Callaghan, the foreign secretary, felt that any encounter between Wilson and the PLO would become public and would ‘evoke considerable criticism in Israel, in Jordan and from many people in Britain,’ a memo stated. The Foreign Office was also worried that Henry Kissinger, the US secretary of state, would regard
high-level British contacts with the PLO as ‘most untimely’ given that he was leading a ‘peace’ initiative in the Middle East. Britain was not willing to confer any status on the PLO, without America’s permission; Kissinger’s line was that the USA would not speak with the PLO until it recognised Israel’s ‘right to exist’. 8

‘The accolade of respectability, if it is ever to be given to the PLO, will have to be given by Dr Kissinger,’ James Craig had argued. 9 The likelihood of Kissinger granting that accolade was remote. He had strenuously opposed a 1974 Arab League decision – subsequently endorsed by the UN general assembly – that the PLO should be recognised as the sole legitimate representative body for the Palestinian people. 10

Jim Callaghan, then Britain’s foreign secretary, warned British diplomats that they should exercise caution if they had contacts with PLO members. He stated:

It is extremely difficult for us to contemplate extending any form of recognition to the PLO so long as the PLO’s official objective remains the merging of Israel into a secular state and so long as the PLO leadership endorses terrorist methods. 11

The British government felt that the ‘legitimate political rights of the Palestinian people should be taken account of in a settlement of the Arab–Israel dispute,’ he stated, too. 12 Taking account of a people’s rights is, of course, very different to ensuring that those rights are realized.

A Foreign Office discussion paper from April 1975 reveals how subservient Britain had become to the USA. The paper noted that Kissinger’s initiative had not been fruitful and that the US government was conducting a review of its approach to Middle East affairs. It also referred to private comments by Kissinger that the USA would only undertake negotiations in future if there were ‘prior guarantees’ that an agreement would be reached. Various options for British policy on the Middle East were outlined. But the paper concluded by recommending that ‘our best course would seem to be to maintain our unheroic but realistic posture of support for Dr Kissinger.’ 13 In effect, this meant that Britain was allowing its policies to be dictated by the USA, a highly partisan superpower. Kissinger would make plain how far the
USA was prepared to go in supporting Israel later that year. He asked Congress to award Israel $2.2 billion in economic and military aid. ‘The keystone of our policy in the Middle East has always rested on the ability of Israel to preserve its own defence,’ Kissinger said.14

In November 1975, the UN general assembly passed a resolution declaring that Zionism was a form of racism and racial discrimination. Britain’s response was one of ‘natural repugnance’, Goronwy Roberts, a Foreign Office minister, told the House of Lords. The resolution, he claimed, ‘served no purpose than to bring the United Nations into disrepute’ and ‘may also make more difficult the already formidable task of finding a peaceful solution to the Middle East conflict.’15

The British government was prepared to argue that ‘peace’ required Palestinians, a people who had been colonised and uprooted, to make concessions, rather than Israel. That view was advanced by David Roberts, a British envoy to Damascus, in December 1975, when he wrote: ‘It is a thousand pities that Arafat is neither strong nor shrewd enough to make some sort of gesture of compromise at a moment when his sagging stock is likely to enjoy a brief rise in the market.’16

Britain did not leave its historical baggage behind when it joined the European Economic Community in 1973. The first years of membership coincided with the bloc stepping up its activities on the Middle East. In 1975, Israel and the EEC signed a free trade agreement.17 That marked the beginning of a process whereby Israel’s exporters would be given preferential access to European markets. Five years later, the community made an attempt to influence the international debate about how ‘peace’ could be achieved in the Middle East.

At first glance, the 1980 Venice declaration looks progressive, although with cumbersome phrasing. It advocates a ‘comprehensive peace settlement’ based on two principles: ‘the right to existence and security of all states in the region, including Israel, and justice for all the peoples, which implies the recognition of the legitimate rights of the Palestinians.’ The Palestinian people, the declaration adds, ‘must be placed in a position, by an appropriate process defined within the framework of a comprehensive peace settlement, to exercise fully its rights to self-determination.’ The declaration also states that the PLO ‘will have to be associated’ with negotiations towards a peace agreement.18 Although the idea of the PLO being ‘associated’ to talks was nebulous, the declaration appeared to be recommending a
different approach to that taken during the US-brokered negotiations which led to the Camp David accords between Israel and Egypt. Those agreements ushered in an era of collaboration between Egypt and Israel, which ultimately led to the Cairo authorities helping to enforce Israel’s twenty-first century siege of Gaza. Despite having a profound impact on Palestinians, the Camp David accords were written without any Palestinian input.

The language on Palestinian rights in the Venice declaration was arguably negated by the emphasis it placed on Israel’s perceived entitlements. The declaration stated that Israel had a right to exist but did not acknowledge the fact that Israel had been founded as an apartheid state. The existence of an apartheid system in historic Palestine could hardly lead to the justice for Palestinians which the EEC ostensibly desired.

Speaking notes prepared for Margaret Thatcher, the prime minister, ahead of the summit indicate that Britain was more concerned with protecting Israel than rectifying the wrongs done to the Palestinians. The EEC, Thatcher was advised, ‘must concentrate on [the] problem of how self-determination can be put into practice and reconciled with Israel’s security needs.’ She was also recommended to stress that the EEC’s governments ‘cannot aspire to play the dominant role in peace efforts’, that ‘US goodwill must be retained as far as possible’ and ‘great care [is] also needed to avoid alienating Israelis’. The diplomats who drafted these notes stated that the opinions of other EEC governments ‘coincide in general with our own’ but that the French ‘remain inclined’ to push the community towards ‘as independent and far-reaching a role as possible’.19

Israel reacted to the Venice declaration in a hysterical manner – by accusing the EEC of appeasing the PLO in much the same way that Neville Chamberlain had appeased Hitler. An official government statement described the PLO as ‘that Arab SS’. All ‘men who revere liberty’ would see the declaration as ‘another Munich-like capitulation to totalitarian blackmail,’ the statement added.20 Peter Carrington, foreign secretary at the time, wrote to his Israeli counterpart Yitzhak Shamir shortly after the statement was issued. Carrington contended that the declaration was ‘even-handed and constructive’.21

In a note to Thatcher from August that year, Carrington argued that Britain could not ignore ‘Israeli intransigence’. But he was at pains
to stress that he was not suggesting that Britain should ‘turn away’ from Israel. ‘We are responsible in history for her creation and could not contemplate any betrayal,’ he wrote. Preparing for the EEC’s follow-up discussions on the Venice declaration, Carrington advocated a role for the bloc that would complement that of the USA. European governments could ‘tread where the Americans cannot,’ he believed, according to a Foreign Office memo, referring to their contacts with the PLO. ‘We have an opportunity here to shift the PLO along a more moderate path,’ the memo stated.

The Foreign Office drafted a detailed blueprint for the Middle East in the autumn of 1980. It began by identifying the ‘Arab–Israel problem’ as ‘probably the single most dangerous threat to world peace’. Not only did the problem undermine ‘the American position throughout the Arab and Islamic world’, it ‘effectively prevents the development of healthy relations between the EC [European Community] and the countries of the Middle East, with all the risks to trade and oil supplies which that implies.’

Solving the problem, the paper indicated, required denying the Palestinian rights that were central to their struggle. Chief among them was the right of return for Palestine’s refugees. The paper dismissed the Palestinian insistence on the full right of return to their homes or to compensation as ‘unrealistic’. There was no ‘practical possibility’ for ‘more than a small number of Palestinians’ to return to present-day Israel, it claimed. ‘Equally, Israel alone will not be in a position to pay anything more than token compensation,’ the paper added.

The Foreign Office also proposed the disenfranchisement of refugees. Its paper floated the idea of a referendum or some other form of public consultation on how the West Bank and Gaza should be administered once Israel had withdrawn from them. While the paper argued that it would be unrealistic to confine that referendum to Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza, it argued against giving every Palestinian in the diaspora a vote. A ‘system of qualification for a vote designed to exclude or limit the role of a large proportion of the diaspora might be needed,’ it added. ‘Palestinians in Israel proper pose a special problem.’

Moreover, the paper advocated a soft approach towards some of the territories Israel had seized in 1967. ‘The position of East Jerusalem would have to be left at least theoretically open,’ the paper added.
Pressure on Israel for an early commitment to withdraw from East Jerusalem would ‘destroy the negotiations’ towards a ‘peace’ accord, it claimed. The Foreign Office recommended that the status of Jerusalem be left to ‘a late stage in any settlement process’. It is hard to see that recommendation as anything other than a recipe for allowing Israel to continue colonising East Jerusalem indefinitely.

**A patronising attitude**

Despite nominally accepting that Palestinians had a right to self-determination, Margaret Thatcher’s government was one of the most hostile in the world to the PLO. By 1980, more than 100 countries around the world had recognised the PLO as the Palestinians’ only legitimate representatives. Britain had refused to; its policy of having no more than informal contacts with the organisation tended to give the impression that ‘we are deliberately snubbing the PLO,’ according to a Foreign Office memo.

The guidelines on British contacts with the PLO were relaxed in this period – but only slightly. PLO representatives were allowed to visit the Foreign Office and British embassies; they were still not received at a ministerial level. Carrington approved some meetings between British diplomats and the PLO. One such diplomat, John Graham, figured that the logistics of setting up an appointment with Yasser Arafat were ‘a bit like meeting the Emperor of China and the Grand Master of the Ku Klux Klan.’ As it happened, Arafat promptly agreed to Graham’s request for a meeting in Beirut. That was one of several encounters during which British officials tried to persuade the PLO to recognise Israel. When Nabil Ramlawi, the PLO’s London representative, made his first visit to the Foreign Office in 1980, he was told that the organisation should tone down its rhetoric. ‘Every reference to “liquidation of the Zionist entity” and other such wild talk was a setback to our efforts to bring the PLO into the negotiation of a peace settlement,’ Oliver Miles, a Middle East specialist at the Foreign Office, argued.

Miles was among the officials who sifted through PLO tracts looking for clues that the organisation was moving towards abandoning key principles. In April 1981, he complained about comments from leading PLO figures against recognising Israel and in support of guerillas
fighting the brutal regime in El Salvador. Miles branded those comments as ‘horrors’ but observed that they were omitted from the official documents emanating from a session of the Palestine National Council (which he called the Palestinian ‘parliament’) in Damascus. ‘Perhaps the worst feature’ of the session, he argued, was ‘its strong anti-American tone’. Before the session kicked off, the Foreign Office asked diplomats in the Middle East to let the PLO know that Britain would be keeping an eye on its proceedings. The message that the Foreign Office wanted conveyed was patronising: ‘The Palestinians have an opportunity to show the world that they are a responsible people capable of negotiating peace.’

Britain held the EEC’s rotating presidency during the second half of 1981. As it prepared to assume that role, Peter Carrington proposed a new initiative aimed at persuading the PLO to compromise. Thatcher’s foreign policy adviser, Michael Alexander, gave her a briefing on what Carrington wished to achieve. ‘We might now seek from the PLO the most explicit possible on the record statement of their willingness to accept in the context of a negotiated settlement Israel’s right to exist within secure frontiers,’ Alexander noted. A statement of that nature would be ‘an implicit disavowal’ of the PLO’s 1968 charter, he added.

The British government was unwilling to give the PLO anything tangible in return for the compromises being sought. A Foreign Office memo made clear that ‘we cannot offer the PLO formal recognition’. The PLO, however, ‘could be certain of a very different relationship not only with us but with other Western countries.’ Friendship with a former imperial power was adequate recompense for sacrificing principles that were fundamental to the Palestinian struggle, the British inferred.

A few weeks before Britain’s EEC presidency kicked off, Israel bombed the Osirak nuclear reactor in Baghdad. Menachem Begin’s government tried to justify the attack by alleging that the French-built reactor was capable of producing ‘Hiroshima-size’ weapons that presented ‘a mortal danger’ to Israel. The attack took place during an Israeli general election campaign. John Robinson, Britain’s ambassador in Tel Aviv, told Downing Street that ‘in ordering this operation, Begin will have had electoral advantage uppermost in [his] mind.’ Robinson added:
But the advantage will depend on there being no serious escalation or counter-attack against Israel, nor any serious American reaction. And this must be his [Begin’s] calculation. There will be some embarrassment and criticism here if Europeans have been killed but no votes lost on that account. Extensive contamination could backfire on Begin electorally. But it is the Americans who are in a position to ensure that this operation fails in its electoral purpose. It is the Americans who aid and arm Israel and who have connived at and even encouraged use by Israel of US weapons for aggressive operations. Until the Americans put a stop to this, as they can, any Israeli prime minister will believe he can repeat such operations with impunity.33

Robinson’s critique was incisive, albeit obvious. The lesson to be learned was obvious, too: halting Israeli aggression required exerting pressure on both Israel and the USA. Reverting to habit, Britain was not prepared to hold Israel accountable. When Iraq tabled a UN resolution seeking sanctions against Israel, Peter Carrington responded it would be ‘extremely difficult’ for Britain to back that call, according to a Foreign Office paper. Support for sanctions against Israel would lead to criticism from the USA and to allegations of double standards, given that Britain had opposed the imposition of sanctions on South Africa. Britain did not wish to be accused of valuing its economic links with South Africa more than those with Israel, the Foreign Office stated in a note to Thatcher’s adviser Michael Alexander.34

When a resolution demanding sanctions against Israel went before the UN Security Council, Thatcher and her cabinet colleagues discussed vetoing it. The Foreign Office advised that Britain would feel obliged to follow the USA in applying its veto, even though Britain had not vetoed a resolution relating to the Middle East for more than 25 years.35 In the end, America succeeded in having the clause on sanctions removed from the resolution. The final text of the resolution condemned Israel for violating the UN Charter and the ‘norms of international conduct’. But it did not penalise Israel in any way.36

**Humouring Israel**

Britain’s tendency to ride pillion on America’s motorbike was reinforced by its willingness to oversee implementation of the Camp
David accords. The ‘multinational force and observers’ (MFO) that America assembled for the Sinai peninsula was founded in the early 1980s without a mandate from the United Nations. Britain became one of the force’s leading participants by providing a headquarters unit. This meant that Britain was helping to reduce frictions between Israel and its neighbours without the massive injustices inflicted on the Palestinians being addressed. Douglas Hurd, Britain’s minister for Europe, cited Britain’s involvement in the MFO as ‘evidence that our commitment to Israel’s security is not just verbal.’

Hurd was speaking to a delegation from Israel’s parliament, the Knesset, when he made that comment in late 1981. He was at pains to present Britain as siding with Israel. ‘No one blames Israel for refusing to negotiate until the PLO does so,’ he said, according to Foreign Office notes. ‘That is why most of our efforts have been devoted not to asking Israel to change her policy but to urging PLO to change theirs.’

In January 1982, Hurd sent a grovelling letter to Conservative Friends of Israel (CFI), a lobby group within his party. Britain would be ‘making a substantial effort’ that year to ‘reach a closer understanding with the Israel government and Israelis generally,’ Hurd stated. ‘I know we can rely on groups like the Conservative Friends of Israel to help us in this.’ Hurd was adamant that CFI should not be rebuked for supporting Israel’s theft of the West Bank. The group had just issued a statement about a trip it had undertaken to the Middle East, in which it contended that ‘settlements are not a bar to Palestinian autonomy’. Peggy Fenner, an agriculture minister, had taken part in the visit and was named on the statement, even though it contradicted the official British policy that Israel’s colonisation of the West Bank violated international law. Oliver Miles at the Foreign Office described the statement and Fenner’s association with it as ‘clearly not satisfactory’ and advised that Hurd speak to Fenner about the matter. Hurd rejected the advice. A handwritten note by Hurd reads: ‘I think we should leave Mrs Fenner alone and assume that her membership of the government overrides her membership of the visiting group. It is not worth reopening the issue unless the Israelis try to exploit it.’ The CFI trip had been endorsed by Thatcher. ‘I take pride in the fact I was one of the founder members of Conservative Friends of Israel,’ she wrote, in a message to the trip’s organisers.
A key component of the ‘substantial effort’ to which Hurd referred was a visit by Peter Carrington to the Middle East in late March and early April 1982. A scene-setter for the visit noted there had ‘been a blight on Anglo-Israeli relations since the Venice declaration of June 1980.’ Israel had perceived EEC policy on the Middle East as ‘directly inimical to her interests and strongly suspects Britain of playing a leading role in its formulation,’ the document added. One purpose of Carrington’s sojourn was ‘to improve at least the atmospherics of our exchanges with the Israelis.’

As the Foreign Office mulled over the purpose of and protocol for Carrington’s visit, Israel intensified its repression of Palestinians living in the West Bank. Among the targets of that repression were local authorities that Israel viewed as sympathetic to the PLO. The mayors of Nablus, Ramallah and al-Bireh were sacked for refusing to cooperate with a military body – given the Orwellian name ‘civilian administration’ – overseeing the occupation. The administration was headed by Menachem Milson, an academic who had been appointed to that role by Ariel Sharon, then Israel’s defence minister.

Although Britain had criticised the mayors’ dismissal, the Foreign Office did not want the issue to overshadow Carrington’s trip. It recommended that Britain’s displeasure be registered in a tepid manner. One member of Carrington’s entourage, John Leahy, would visit the Palestinian mayors but only after Carrington had left the country. In that way, Carrington was distancing himself from anything that could be construed as a gesture of solidarity with the Palestinians. Not only did he accept the advice to keep the talks with mayors separate from his official programme, Carrington instructed diplomats to let Israel know Britain was taking that step. ‘It will not do to be seen to back down under Israeli pressure,’ Carrington wrote, in a telegram. ‘On the other hand, I should prefer to take account of Israeli sensitivities and avoid a bruising row.’ As well as trying to humour Israel, Carrington rejected a call by the PLO that he cancel his trip. Echoing arguments that Britain used to ‘defend’ its engagement with apartheid South Africa (where Leahy had been posted as an ambassador for the previous three years), the Foreign Office claimed that the troubles in the West Bank made it more necessary to maintain dialogue with Israel.

In the end, Israel refused to allow Leahy to meet the mayors, whom it had put under house arrest. Leahy’s response was nonchalant
— he merely said that the refusal was a matter of ‘regret’. For his part, Carrington used his public comments during the visit to strike a stridently pro-Israel note. Asked about the PLO during a press conference, he said:

It does not seem to me reasonable or possible to ask the Israelis to sit down and talk about a negotiated settlement about all the problems of the Middle East with an organisation which in its covenant is dedicated to the destruction of Israel.  

A Foreign Office assessment of the visit deemed it a success. Oliver Miles claimed that the ‘reasonableness of the Israelis – even [Ariel] Sharon – was striking’. He wrote: ‘It is perhaps too much to hope that our relations with Israel will now dramatically improve. But some warmth has been restored to our relations.’

One day after Carrington returned to London, Argentina sent troops onto the Falkland Islands. Confessing that the military action had caught him unaware, Carrington promptly resigned. That was, by no means, the end of his political career: he went on to head NATO. For Thatcher, the Argentinian action was a boon. Unpopular among the British public, judging by the opinion polls, she sniffed an opportunity. By going to war over a colonial outpost, she was able to assert herself as a muscular leader. Once Argentina had been defeated, she set about implementing a plan to dramatically reconfigure Britain’s economy and society, with ruinous consequences for very many ordinary people.

British diplomats were stung by criticism of the war from certain quarters. When the PLO urged a meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement in Havana to oppose British militarism in robust terms, the Foreign Office’s team on UN affairs recommended that the organisation be reprimanded. The Falklands issue was ‘far removed’ from the PLO’s ‘legitimate concerns’, a Foreign Office memo argued.

The message was both condescending and inaccurate. As Israel had established a lucrative arms trade with South America, events in that part of the world were hardly irrelevant to Palestinian concerns. Skyhawk jets that Israel sold to Argentina before the war were among the weapons used in the conflict. Margaret Thatcher’s government was fully aware of that fact: in some cases British troops were killed with weapons from Israel.
Worse, Foreign Office archives state that Israel was alone among Argentina’s top weapons providers in maintaining the flow of arms during the Falklands War. ‘We have firm but, for the most part undis- closable evidence, that the arms supply relationship [between Israel and Argentina] continues on a large scale, including military training,’ stated a Foreign Office note from 1983.\(^5\)

Britain did not punish Israel for arming its declared enemy. Diplomats went no further than soliciting clarifications. A Foreign Office note from 1982 stated that ‘we are inclined to believe Israeli assurances’ that it did not export armed helicopters to Argentina at the time of the Falklands War. That was despite how Britain’s own intelligence reports indicated that Israel had made shipments of military helicopters and missiles to Argentina after the war began. British officials even expressed understanding for Israel. A Foreign Office memo read:

They [the Israelis] have their own interests to protect as an arms supplier in Latin America. There is also a large Jewish community in Argentina. Some Israelis would argue that we can hardly expect favours when we refused to supply Israel with tank spares and ammunition during the 1973 Arab–Israel war.\(^5\)

The Falklands War was still being fought when Israel invaded Lebanon in June 1982. Having mobilised troops to protect a remnant of the British Empire and recently authorised brutality against the Catholic community in Northern Ireland, Thatcher did not have the moral authority to chastise Israel. By urging the immediate withdrawal of Israeli troops, she was arguably inconsistent with her own bellicose policies. Then again, Thatcher was not renowned for having qualms or for absolute consistency.

**Rallying behind Reagan**

Thatcher contended that the offensive – which targeted Palestinian resistance fighters – should prompt Western governments to reflect on their relationship with Israel. In a letter to Ronald Reagan, the US president, she stressed that ‘Israel’s apparent intention of removing the
Palestinians and the PLO as an element in the Middle East equation just will not work.’ She wrote:

We must now try not only to deal with the present crisis but also to draw conclusions for future policy. The latest fighting has once again demonstrated the urgent need for a balanced policy towards the Arab–Israel conflict. Both the Israelis and the Palestinians have legitimate rights which must be taken into account in working for a lasting peace. Unlimited support for Israel can only lead to growing polarisation and despair in the Arab world. I have to tell you from our Arab contacts that Arab opinion is running violently against the United States since the impression has been given, rightly or wrongly, that you condone rather than condemn the recent Israeli action. The loss of life and destruction have been horrifying and I fear that the Arabs, including some of our friends in the Arabian Peninsula, will look increasingly to the Soviet Union unless they see some move in their direction. Attempts to limit the damage of the present conflict, although urgent, are not enough. We must tackle the Palestinian issue which lies at the heart of the dispute. Unless we do this we shall never achieve a lasting peace.52

Israel has long twisted the truth in order to excuse its invasion. A potted ‘history’ on the Israeli foreign ministry’s website gives the impression that it was purely an act of retaliation to violence by Palestinians. It notes that the military operation began three days after the attempted assassination of Shlomo Argov, Israel’s ambassador in London.53 Conveniently, the account neglects to mention that Argov was not shot by the PLO, the target of Israel’s invasion, but by its sworn enemy, the Abu Nidal faction.14

Despite the forthright nature of Thatcher’s message to Reagan, British officials baulked at taking action that could cause offence to Israel. The – by now – perennial topic of a possible meeting between a government minister and the PLO was raised once again in the Foreign Office. John Leahy advised against such a step, maintaining it would be sufficient for civil servants to have contacts with PLO members. ‘Although our ability to influence the Israelis is already limited,’ a high-level discussion with the PLO would ‘put ourselves even further out of court with them,’ he argued. ‘That is not in our interests.’
Sideline the PLO

Some British officials were prepared to swallow the broad thrust of Israel’s narrative. Twelve days after the invasion was launched, Issam Sartawi, a PLO representative, called to see John Moberly, a former ambassador to Jordan, then working at the Foreign Office. Moberly, by his own account, subjected Sartawi to something of a lecture. A ‘clear and unambiguous statement of conditional acceptance of Israel’ was needed from the PLO, Moberly argued. ‘I pointed out that the Lebanese disaster might never have happened if the PLO had taken the step we had been pressing on them throughout the last year.’

Thatcher had discussions with a number of Arab governments in 1982 and gave feedback on them to Reagan. In July, she talked with King Hussein of Jordan about the best way to encourage the PLO along a ‘moderate’ path – ‘moderate’ being code for a path acceptable to Israel. Both Hussein and Thatcher agreed that it would not be desirable for the PLO to base itself in Syria once it had been forced out of Lebanon. Hussein, according to Thatcher, claimed that the Syrian government had plans to ‘change the PLO into a more extreme form’. The subtext of that warning appeared to be that the Damascus authorities should not be trusted because of their alliance with the Soviet Union. ‘I have to say frankly that I do not believe sending the bulk of the PLO, including the leadership, to Syria will serve western interests by permitting a genuinely moderate leadership to emerge,’ Thatcher told Reagan.

At the beginning of September, Reagan announced details of something that has often been called a ‘peace plan’. In reality, it was an initiative that treated Palestinians with contempt. Despite calling for a freeze on the construction of Israeli settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, Reagan effectively said that Israel could maintain its control over much of the territory seized in 1967. He said:

I have personally followed and supported Israel’s heroic struggle for survival, ever since the founding of the state of Israel 34 years ago. In the pre-1967 borders Israel was barely 10 miles wide at its narrowest point. The bulk of Israel’s population lived within artillery range of hostile Arab armies. I am not about to ask Israel to live that way again.
Reagan ruled out supporting the establishment of a Palestinian state. All he was prepared to offer was a vague concept of ‘self-government’ by Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, in conjunction with Jordan. He said:

When the border is negotiated between Israel and Jordan, our view on the extent to which Israel should be asked to give up territory will be heavily affected by the extent of true peace and normalisation and the security arrangements offered in return.\(^\text{58}\)

Thatcher backed this manifestly unjust blueprint to the hilt. In personal correspondence with Reagan, she argued that the proposals offered ‘the most realistic way forward’. Only the USA could ‘restore confidence in the peace process’, she added, ‘but we shall try to support you to the best of our ability both nationally and through the European Community.’\(^\text{59}\) She was, in effect, pledging allegiance to a US president who had dramatically increased military aid to Israel. The USA was financing 37 per cent of Israel’s military expenditure in this period, making the idea that America was striving for peace absurd.\(^\text{60}\)

Not everyone in Whitehall rushed to criticise the invasion of Lebanon. The defence ministry was eager that cooperation with Israel should continue. Barry Miller, a senior official in that ministry, contacted the Foreign Office during July to say that Israel had been ‘sharing with us their latest battle experience’. Miller was impressed at how Israel had been sending high-ranking soldiers to attend training courses run by the British Army. His colleagues would ‘certainly regret any decision to stop them coming in future years or to cut back significantly on other contacts where combat experience might be discussed,’ Miller argued.\(^\text{61}\) More than 100 Israeli soldiers received training in Britain in the fiscal year between 1981 and 1982. Declassified archives confirm, too, that Britain and Israel regularly exchanged intelligence in this period. The British authorities were particularly interested in receiving information about Soviet weaponry to which Israel had access.\(^\text{52}\)

The most infamous crime committed following the invasion was the massacre of between 800 and 3,500 Palestinians in the refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila. The atrocity was committed by the Phalange, a Lebanese Christian force allied to Israel, during September 1982.
The Israeli military had surrounded these camps in South Beirut at the time. Israeli troops helped the Phalange make its way through the camps at night-time by firing flares into the sky.63

Thatcher condemned the massacre as an ‘act of sheer barbarism’.64 Soon, Britain was once again striving to please Israel, the state that enabled such barbarism. Francis Pym, who replaced Carrington after he resigned as foreign secretary in 1982, displayed some determination to defend Britain’s pro-Zionist credentials. Pym’s advisers at the Foreign Office prepared meticulously for a discussion he had with Israeli journalists in December that year. It was likely, they predicted, that Pym would face questions about whether or not Thatcher’s opposition to the invasion of Lebanon meant Britain was anti-Israel. Pym was advised to respond that any allegations of that sort were ‘nonsense’ and to say: ‘We are active in Israel’s interests, in constantly urging the Arabs and the PLO to recognise Israel and to abandon the path of violence.’ Pym’s briefing notes recommended that he stick to the line that the invasion of Lebanon was an aggressive act but to also say that ‘only Israel can decide what is in her own security interests.’65 Because Israel had claimed that invading Lebanon was necessary to protect its security, the messages were somewhat muddled. There was nonetheless some underlying clarity: Britain was not going to take any strong action against Israel.

The double standards at the heart of Thatcher’s approach were flagrant. Despite her professed outrage at the Sabra and Shatila atrocities, Thatcher did not rupture diplomatic relations with Israel; there is no hint that she entertained the thought of doing so. Yet she told the Arab League that its delegations could not include PLO representatives if they wished to visit her or her cabinet colleagues. That was despite the fact that the PLO was a full member of the Arab League and that Thatcher had actually shaken hands with Yasser Arafat at the funeral of Josip Broz Tito, the Yugoslavian president, in 1980 (her biographer Charles Moore has claimed that Thatcher had exchanged pleasantries with Arafat before realising who he was).66

Because of that stance, the Arab League called off a trip to Britain it had planned to make in late 1982. Thatcher had insisted that she would not welcome a delegation that included a PLO member to Downing Street. Her stance was at odds with that of François Mitterrand, the French president, who had personally held discussions with the PLO.
Thatcher indicated, however, that she might be willing to meet such a delegation if a statement could be made at the end of the meeting, stating that all its participants ‘confirm their rejection of terrorism’. While the Foreign Office defined terrorism as armed action against civilian targets and was satisfied that the PLO had renounced such tactics, Thatcher’s definition of the term was considerably broader. She believed, according to a note written by Douglas Hurd, that terrorism included ‘armed action against military targets of the occupying power’. If Hurd accurately represented Thatcher’s views (and the available evidence indicates that he did), then Thatcher regarded resistance to the Israeli occupation as criminal. Thatcher’s advisers had previously informed the Foreign Office that she was not pleased with a short comment that Peter Carrington made in a 1980 House of Lords debate. Carrington had said: ‘I do not think that the PLO, as such, is a terrorist organisation.’

Writing to King Hussein of Jordan, Thatcher argued that the PLO would have to abandon some of its key principles if it wanted high-level dialogue with Britain. ‘I believe it is your own view that the PLO must not be encouraged in the illusion that their maximum demands are negotiable,’ she wrote. Britain’s conditions proved unacceptable to Arab leaders.

Ivor Lucas, Britain’s ambassador in Damascus, wrote a pointed critique of the government’s intransigence. In a message to Oliver Miles at the Foreign Office, he argued:

I do not suppose you were any more surprised than I was by the PLO’s flat rejection of our ploy on their inclusion in the Arab League’s delegation. While understanding the imperatives operating in London, it seemed to me (and it must have seemed to them) that instead ofimaginatively seizing an opportunity to forward the peace process, we have cynically attempted to exploit the situation by repeating our earlier conditions while offering the PLO little more in return than we had already given them. As a result we are not simply back to square one with the Arabs but further back than before.

The atrocities at Sabra and Shatila did not seem to weigh on minds at the Foreign Office as it considered a number of dossiers relating to the trade in potential military items in 1983. During February that year,
the nuclear energy department at the Foreign Office recommended that a licence for exporting a mass spectrometer to Israel should be granted. The machine – valued at more than £200,000 – was wanted by Beer Sheba University, an institution known to be undertaking nuclear research. A Foreign Office assessment fully acknowledged that the machine could be used in a process of uranium separation in which Israel’s nuclear scientists were interested. As America had indicated that it would be prepared to allow an export of such technology to Israel, the Foreign Office felt there was ‘little point in denying British industry’ the order in question.

That was one of several incidents in which British officials advised that scruples yield to pragmatism. In March 1983, the Foreign Office confirmed that it would have no objection to the Royal Air Force buying weapons from Israel provided that the truth could be concealed. The RAF was running low on gun-pods and spare parts for its Phantom fighter aircraft. According to the defence ministry, the need for this equipment had become urgent since the Falklands War as Britain was bolstering its military base on the islands. United Scientific Holdings, a British broker, had been hired to find the equipment; the only way these items could be sourced at relatively short notice was through Israel’s arms industry. Asking the Israelis to sell the goods was not regarded as a viable option. Britain had imposed a weapons embargo on Israel because of the Lebanon invasion. So long as the embargo remained in place, the Israeli government ‘would probably relish the opportunity of turning down our request,’ the Foreign Office had surmised.

Both the defence ministry and the Foreign Office connived to import the Israeli arms and components in an underhand way. The scheme to which both ministries gave their go-ahead involved United Scientific Holdings having the goods shipped to the USA. From there, they would be sold to a subsidiary of the firm and then on to the RAF. If any details of the transaction became public, the British government would lie that the equipment had been bought ‘in good faith from a reputable UK company, who had in turn purchased them from a US company,’ an internal Foreign Office paper stated.

When an Arab League delegation visited London that spring, Thatcher’s government sent out somewhat bizarre signals. Britain, it was promised, would cooperate with the USA in order to put pressure on Israel. ‘Time is short,’ stated a briefing note prepared for Thatcher.
It added that the Reagan initiative and ‘the favourable mood in [the] US’ presented ‘an opportunity to be seized’. The ‘expanding Israeli settlements programme otherwise threatens to make Israel’s hold on [the] West Bank irreversible,’ the paper warned, without analysing how the Reagan initiative was effectively facilitating a significant Israeli land grab in the West Bank and beyond. Thatcher had refused to receive the delegation if it included a PLO representative. In the end, a compromise was found. The British were willing to accept that the Palestinian academic Walid Khalidi would join the delegation as he was, according to the Foreign Office, not ‘associated with any PLO bodies’.75

Douglas Hurd did, however, meet the PLO’s Farouq Qaddumi in Tunis – where the organisation moved after Israel forced it to leave Lebanon – in April 1983. Foreign Office records indicate that Hurd’s purpose in accepting the meeting was to try and persuade the PLO that it should not reject Reagan’s proposals. The PLO had made a ‘serious mistake’, a Foreign Office memo claimed, by ‘blocking King Hussein’s efforts to enter negotiations on the basis of the Reagan initiative.’ The meeting between Hurd and Qaddumi was intended as a one-off, not the beginning of high-level dialogue between the PLO and Britain.76

Hurd was more accommodating to Israel in this period. He authorised the relaxation of controls on arms exports to Israel. That followed complaints by the arms industry that Britain had a more restrictive approach to weapons sales than France or Germany. Hurd’s decision meant that Britain allowed the exports of weapon components provided that they were not for equipment scheduled for ‘immediate service’ with the Israeli military, the Foreign Office noted. The arms industry adopted clever tactics in its bid to have arms exports resumed. First, it bemoaned how the embargo was so broad that mundane items such as soldiers’ berets and trousers could not be exported. Once that hurdle was cleared, manufacturers were able to secure permission for the export of other military goods.77

The Reagan administration let it be known around this time that it wanted Israel and Britain to, in effect, forget the friction caused by the Lebanon invasion. Antony Acland, the head of Britain’s diplomatic service, recorded how that message was relayed to him as he visited Washington. Lawrence Eagleburger, then America’s under-secretary of state for political affairs, said ‘he greatly hoped we could gradually
improve our relations with Israel and increase our dialogue with them,’ Acland noted. ‘He believed that when the Israelis felt isolated they tended to act more dangerously and more erratically.’ Oliver Miles commented that ‘the facts point the other way’ and that Israel had invaded Lebanon immediately after Peter Carrington had made a major effort to improve Anglo-Israeli relations. It is perhaps superfluous to add that Miles’ comments were made within the confines of the Foreign Office. Eagleburger got the kind of answer he wanted from his British guest: ‘it was our policy slowly to increase the dialogue with the Israeli government.’

In keeping with that policy, Richard Luce, a Foreign Office minister, visited the Middle East in November 1983. The Israeli authorities behaved in a similar manner to how they had when Carrington had paid his visit in the previous year. Two mayors of West Bank cities and a Gaza-based representative of the Red Crescent humanitarian group were blocked from travelling to meet Luce in East Jerusalem. The terms in which the Foreign Office complained about the matter were telling. ‘We did not, of course, dispute Israel’s right to put whatever security restrictions they saw fit on inhabitants of the occupied territories,’ Edward Chaplin from the Foreign Office noted, after raising the issue with Israel’s London embassy. ‘But we found it difficult to understand why the Israelis had disrupted Mr Luce’s programme at the last minute.’

By suggesting that Israel had some right to dictate what Palestinians may do, the British government was conferring legitimacy on an occupation to which it was officially opposed. British diplomats were also anxious to prevent Luce and his entourage from seeing too much of that occupation. The idea that Luce’s wife, Rose, would visit a women’s project in the West Bank was entertained but rejected by the British consulate in Jerusalem. Calling to see the project it had identified would necessitate passing ‘refugee camps notorious for unpleasant incidents’ on ‘the day following the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration,’ the consulate noted. Witnessing first-hand the ‘unpleasant’ consequences of imperialism should be avoided was the implicit message.

Richard Luce did not display any signs of being more sympathetic to Palestinians following his trip. Later in 1983, he instructed that British diplomats should be ‘very chary of contacts with the PLO,’ according
to a Foreign Office memo. There was no point, he felt, in holding talks with the organisation ‘until there is evidence that Arafat is prepared to start acting as a real leader and moves towards accepting the right of Israel to exist.’

Britain’s desire to placate Israel became more apparent during Thatcher’s second term as prime minister. As he prepared for a Middle East trip in 1984, Geoffrey Howe, then foreign secretary, requested that diplomats ‘avoid the sort of difficulty’ that beset Luce’s visit. Any Palestinians invited to meet him ‘should be as uncontroversial and reliable as possible,’ Howe argued, even though he accepted that ‘the Palestinians who are least controversial in Israeli eyes may not be seen as representative by other Palestinians.’

The Thatcher government, meanwhile, was not too exercised about how uranium found its way from Britain to Israel’s nuclear industry. The depleted uranium came from Sellafield, a nuclear complex in Cumbria that gained notoriety for its radioactive discharges into the Irish Sea. Forty tons of the substance were exported from Britain to Luxembourg, a country without nuclear power, in 1984. The Luxembourg-firm International Metals then sold it to Israel. British Nuclear Fuels, the state-owned operator of Sellafield, had previously been given permission from the Foreign Office to cooperate with Israel. BNFL wished to sell refel silicon carbide to Israel. The Foreign Office stated that it would have no objection to the export of that ceramic material provided that it was used for items with wide industrial applications. Refel silicon carbide was originally made to provide cladding for nuclear fuel in certain reactors. The Foreign Office also stated that it would have no objection to the export of depleted uranium to Israel on the condition that ‘the arrangement be subject to adequate safeguards’ and the quantity did not exceed one ton per annum.

The implicit policy objective of driving a wedge between the PLO’s perceived hawks and doves received something of an imprimatur from Thatcher in the mid-1980s. She went so far as inviting two PLO members to visit London. Elias Khoury, an Anglican bishop of Jerusalem, and Mohammed Milhem, formerly mayor of Halhul in the West Bank, were viewed as acceptable because they were ‘trying to move the PLO into the path of peaceful negotiation and have called for a peaceful settlement,’ a briefing note written by Charles Powell, Thatcher’s foreign policy adviser, stated. Thatcher held discussions
with Conservative Friends of Israel about the invitation. She explained that the men were to visit in their individual capacities, rather than as PLO representatives; they would be coming as part of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian group. The explanation was accepted; CFI declared itself ‘convinced and assured that the prime minister’s attitude towards the PLO remained unchanged.’ The visit did not go ahead, reportedly because Khoury and Milhem objected to a British demand that they sign a statement recognising Israel’s ‘right to exist’.

In 1986, Thatcher undertook an official visit of Israel – the first by a British prime minister since that state’s inception. The organisers of the trip were given strict instructions to make it a success. Because Shimon Peres, by now Israel’s prime minister, had hosted a reception in Claridge’s when he was in London, Thatcher’s entourage felt compelled to do something similar in Jerusalem. Gathering 500 people at a reception in the King David Hotel was priced at £10,000. ‘It is expensive but we should swallow hard and regard the money as well spent,’ Charles Powell wrote to Thatcher. ‘We shall look a bit feeble if we cannot at least match what Mr Peres did in London’. Thatcher concurred in a handwritten reply: ‘If we can’t afford to do the thing properly, there is no point in going.’

Thatcher pandered to the Israeli government during her trip. At a press conference, she dodged a question about the status of Jerusalem by describing it as ‘internal politics’. It is hard to believe that her evasion was accidental: more than likely, she was fully aware that Britain, like most of the world’s countries, officially regarded Israel’s annexation of East Jerusalem as illegitimate. Arrogantly, she also inferred that Israel and its Western allies could choose who would represent Palestinians, rather than the Palestinians themselves. She said:

Yes, we have been discussing representation other than the PLO, obviously; if not the PLO, who should represent the Palestinian people and obviously there have been a number of proposals put forward. But you must never stop trying and I think that there perhaps might be different views as to who should represent the Palestinian people, but we must consider an alternative because we simply must follow all routes. We know that you cannot simply have negotiations between King Hussein and Israel unless King Hussein
is accompanied by people who are accepted as representing the Palestinian people. 89

Soon after she arrived back in London, Thatcher expressed her gratitude to her Israeli hosts. In a message to the Knesset, she claimed ‘there are few countries in the world where one actually feels democracy flourishing as strongly as in Israel.’ Writing to Peres, she claimed to enjoy her visit ‘more than any other I have made’. 90

Thatcher had further contacts with Peres. The following year, Peres and King Hussein visited London (with Thatcher’s encouragement) to discuss what is often called the Jordanian option. Favoured by Peres (then foreign minister), the idea was to give Jordan greater responsibility for managing Palestinian affairs, while Israel maintained effective control of the West Bank. A key objective was to sideline the PLO. Elements of the plan are still resurrected by Israeli politicians every so often in the twenty-first century. At that time, however, Peres’ plan had to be shelved because the Palestinian intifada erupted later in 1987 and because it failed to win support from Yitzhak Shamir, who had succeeded Peres as Israel’s prime minister. 91

The PLO ultimately proved malleable in the way that British diplomats hoped. At a November 1988 conference in Algeria, the organisation approved a political programme which, in effect, accepted that the partition of historic Palestine was a fait accompli. Rather than striving for a democratic, multiracial state covering all of Palestine, the PLO limited itself to struggling for a state comprising of the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and Gaza. 92 William Waldegrave, a Foreign Office minister, hailed the decision as a ‘great step forward’. He held talks with Arafat in Tunisia early the following year. 93

Reporting on Thatcher’s death in 2013, the BBC misrepresented her legacy. Jeremy Bowen, its Middle East correspondent, wrote that under Thatcher, ‘Britain was one of the first western countries to establish contacts with the Palestine Liberation Organisation’. 94

It would be far more accurate to say that Britain kept the PLO at arm’s length during the Thatcher era. When contacts were established, their purpose was to push the PLO towards a surrender of sorts. Britain was indeed careful not to be chummy with those Palestinians who insisted on the full restitution of their rights.
The loyal lieutenant

Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza entered a new phase in the 1990s. Palestinians were theoretically given a degree of autonomy, while, in practice, Israel continued to exert control over their lives. A photograph of Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin, then Israel’s prime minister, shaking hands on the White House lawn made the front pages of newspapers throughout the world. The handshake may have been effusive but it was not a harbinger of real change. Core issues – the fate of refugees, the status of Jerusalem – were placed in the freezer and Israel was in no hurry to take them out.

The Oslo accords – as the 1993 pact between Arafat and Rabin became known – were branded ‘an instrument of Palestinian surrender, a Palestinian Versailles’ by the intellectual Edward Said. The PLO was required to recognise and cooperate with Israel, without that state’s apartheid system being dismantled. The West Bank was cut up into zones. The newly established Palestinian Authority would nominally be in full control of its largest towns and cities. Yet 60 per cent of the land would be completely under Israel’s yoke. Israel has taken advantage of this invidious situation by constantly expanding its settlements in Area C, as that 60 per cent zone is called. The promises to reach a broad solution by 1999 have been broken – by Israel. And the West has kept on claiming to support a ‘peace process’ while allowing Israel to act with impunity. The very idea of peace – not merely the absence of tension but the presence of justice, as Martin Luther King memorably defined it – has been redefined. Israeli politicians have bandied about terms like ‘economic peace’, knowing that powerful institutions in Europe and North America would not pose awkward questions.

The British government backed the Oslo accords enthusiastically. Douglas Hurd, by then promoted to foreign secretary, celebrated them as ‘a blow against pessimism everywhere’. He said:
In recent years, Britain’s role has deliberately been patient and supportive. We stood back once we were convinced that the Americans were serious about the peace process. Now that the deadlock has been broken, our involvement can go into a rather different gear. We are talking more visibly now to those involved in the negotiations and we are encouraging them towards a comprehensive settlement.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, Britain relaxed its restrictions on arms sales to Israel relatively soon after the 1982 invasion of Lebanon. The restrictions were fully removed in 1994, even though part of Lebanon remained under Israeli occupation. John Major – successor to Thatcher as prime minister – said the removal meant ‘the way is now open’ for a ‘responsible two-way trade’ in weapons between Britain and Israel, adding that armaments was ‘a sector in which both countries excel’. Hurd announced that the step was taken ‘in light of favourable developments in the Middle East peace process, in particular the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza and Jericho.’ His explanation was mealy-mouthed. Israel’s ‘withdrawal’ from Gaza was partial. Soldiers stayed put around the 19 Israeli settlements that covered one-third of Gaza’s surface area. And those settlements would not be evacuated for more than another decade.

With the full support of the government, Britain’s commercial relationship with Israel became stronger. Speaking to Conservative Friends of Israel in 1995, Major cited data indicating that Anglo-Israeli trade was worth more than £1.5 billion per year. He applauded new steps to foster cooperation in scientific research between Britain and Israel. He remarked, too, how the British firm Cable and Wireless had acquired a stake in the Israeli telecommunications operator Bezeq and how BT was investing in Israel. Such deals would make British industrialists complicit in Israel’s war crimes. Bezeq has provided services to all of the main Israeli settlements and military installations in the West Bank and Golan Heights.

One consequence of the Oslo accords is that it turned the PLO leadership into enforcers of the Israeli occupation. Under the guise of ‘security cooperation’, Arafat’s newly formed Palestinian Authority was required to liaise closely with Israel. The objective of such ‘cooperation’ was eliminating ‘terrorism’. Israel and its supporters used
terrorism’ as a catch-all term for resistance, lumping together activities that targeted the military, with those affecting non-combatants.

Britain was an avid supporter of this neo-colonial project. It tried to keep the project alive after Rabin’s assassination in 1995 and the election victory for his rival Benjamin Netanyahu in the next year. Netanyahu’s intention to seize Palestinian land was made plain. In 1997, he announced the construction of a major new Israeli settlement, Har Homa, between East Jerusalem and Bethlehem. The plan was denounced in a resolution backed by 130 countries at the UN general assembly. America and Israel were the only two UN members to vote against the resolution. Although Britain opposed the expansion of settlements, its two largest political parties, the Conservatives and Labour, displayed increasing sympathy towards Israel.

Support for Israel came to be regarded as almost obligatory for ambitious Labour politicians wishing to curry favour with their then leader Tony Blair. Siôn Simon, a corporate lobbyist and newspaper columnist who later became a Labour MP, claimed in 1997 that being pro-Zionist was ‘an infallible admission test’ for ‘the sect of Labour modernisers’. Blair himself had joined the pressure group Labour Friends of Israel when he first entered parliament in 1983. Avowed Zionists played a prominent role in helping Blair to prepare for Downing Street. The role of the music business tycoon Michael Levy was particularly significant. He had previously been a fundraiser for the United Israel Appeal, a national institution responsible for financing Israel’s activities. After the two men met at an Israeli embassy function in 1994, Levy went on to become a top fundraiser for Blair. Levy reportedly collected £12 million ahead of the 1997 general election campaign.

For the first half of 1998, Blair’s government held the EU’s rotating presidency. Preparing for Blair’s visit to the Middle East in April that year, the British presidency asked fellow EU states to endorse proposals for fostering ‘security cooperation’ between Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

The proposals were that an EU ‘security’ specialist and the heads of ‘preventive security’ in the West Bank and Gaza would meet once a fortnight or ‘at time of crisis’. The purpose of these discussions would be to allow the EU identify what ‘practical assistance’ it would provide the Palestinian Authority. The assistance would contribute towards
fulfilling the PA’s ‘security obligations to combat terrorism’, according to the EU document.\textsuperscript{13}

Those ‘obligations’ were elaborated on in the so-called Wye River Memorandum that Arafat and Netanyahu signed in October 1998. A sequel to the Oslo accords, the memorandum – negotiated in Maryland – made the PA’s police subservient to Israel. A ‘zero tolerance’ approach to ‘terror and violence’ would be taken by the PA, it stated. That approach would involve such steps as arresting all those suspected of violence, outlawing all ‘terrorist’ organisations and collecting all of their weapons. Israel would be furnished with details on all police officers working for the PA. All of this ‘cooperation’ would be supervised by the USA, working in tandem with Israel. While Israel made a vague commitment to preventing violence against Palestinians, its soldiers were not required to withdraw from the West Bank and Gaza, despite the numerous killings they had carried out and the injuries they had caused.\textsuperscript{14}

\section{A swift peace?}

In May 1998, Arafat and Netanyahu visited London. The talks in which they took part were officially hosted by the British – yet they were actually chaired by Madeleine Albright, then US secretary of state. She was driven from one hotel to another for separate meetings with the Israeli and Palestinian leaders. Predictably, the exercise proved futile.\textsuperscript{15}

Blair responded enthusiastically to Ehud Barak’s appointment as Israeli prime minister in 1999. Blair said:

\begin{quote}
His victory offers the Middle East peace process a chance to move forward. And I know that that will be done on the basis of the Wye River Memorandum, which offers a tremendous opportunity for rebuilding the Middle East on the basis of security for Israel and justice for the Palestinian people.\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

The lip-service to ‘justice’ was misleading; it was far more significant that Blair wanted Barak to be guided by the Wye River Memorandum.

Jonathan Freedland, a pro-Israel commentator with The Guardian, credited Blair with Barak’s win. The tactics employed during campaigning copied those of New Labour in 1997 – even Barak’s
slogan ‘Israel needs a change’ smacked of Blairite spin. That was no accident: Barak had hired the same American advisers that Blair had availed of in 1997. According to Freedland, Blair had personally recommended the pollster Stan Greenberg to Barak, who had visited London in the previous year ‘with the express purpose of learning the black arts of electioneering at the feet of [Blair] the 179-seat master,’ Freedland wrote, referring to Labour’s majority following its 1997 landslide. With apparent approval, Freedland observed:

While Blair sought to reassure Britons that he was a new kind of Labour leader by posing with police officers and businessmen – so deflecting the charge that his party was soft on crime and weak on enterprise – so Barak ensured he was photographed with military brass at every stop, underlining his own record as Israel’s most decorated soldier.17

Barak had ‘earned’ his decorations by taking part in a series of offensives aimed at subjugating Palestinians. He had been a reconnaissance group commander in the June 1967 war and a deputy commander of the military force that invaded Lebanon in 1982. Before becoming a full-time politician, he had been the army’s overall chief. By definition, then, he was head of an army that was occupying the West Bank and Gaza, as well as parts of Syria and Lebanon.18 During his election campaign, Barak pledged that the large settlement blocs in Gaza and the West Bank would be retained. He insisted, too, that Israel would stay in control of Jerusalem in its entirety.19 To keep such promises, Barak would have to ensure that Israel was able to continue violating international law, no matter how many states in the UN would condemn it for doing so. Tony Blair was, therefore, propagating a myth by hailing Barak as ‘a man of leadership and vision’ when the Israeli prime minister visited London soon after his election victory. ‘He has impressed people around the world with his desire to make peace as swiftly as possible,’ Blair said.20

Another pervasive myth is that Barak made an offer of unprecedented generosity to Yasser Arafat and that Arafat turned it down because he had no real interest in peace. That myth is based on discussions that took place behind closed doors in Camp David, the country retreat of the US president. Details of the offer that have subsequently emerged
indicate that it was anything but generous. In line with Barak’s afore-
mentioned election pledge, Israel wished to annex enough of the West
Bank (including East Jerusalem) to retain its large settlement blocs and
to allow 80 per cent of its settlers (the numbers of whom doubled during
the 1990s) to stay put. Israel’s military would also stay in control of an
expansive ‘security zone’ along the Jordan Valley. And Barak wanted
the PLO to recognise Israel as a ‘Jewish state’, thereby perpetuating
the discrimination faced by Palestinians living within it.21

In September 2000, Ariel Sharon undertook a triumphalist visit
to the Haram al-Sharif in East Jerusalem, accompanied by other
members of the Likud party. The riots sparked off by that event are
widely viewed as the beginning of the second Palestinian intifada,
which lasted more than four years. Between 29 September 2000 and
mid-January 2005, 3,189 Palestinians were killed by Israeli forces. A
total of 950 Israelis were killed by Palestinians in the same period.22
Therefore, more than three times as many Palestinians were killed by
Israeli forces as Israelis killed by Palestinians. That should leave no
doubt that the State of Israel was the main perpetrator of violence and
that it behaved in an extremely provocative manner. More than one
million bullets were fired by Israeli troops in the West Bank and Gaza
during the first few days of the intifada.23

Sharon’s belligerence boosted his career; in 2001, he was elected
prime minister. His first year in that post saw him overseeing the kind
of behaviour that the so-called international community purported to
deplore. In April 2001, Israeli ground troops invaded Gaza.24 In July,
the Israeli cabinet gave the military carte blanche to carry out extra-
judicial executions of suspected Palestinian fighters.25 In September,
Israel attacked Jenin, Jericho and Gaza.26 And in October, Israel
seized Abu Sneineh, a neighbourhood in Hebron nominally under the
PA’s control.27

Through authorising such actions, Sharon displayed his contempt
for even the miniscule level of autonomy granted to parts of the West
Bank under the Oslo accords. He did so with Britain’s acquiescence.
More than 90 arms export licences for Israel were approved by the
British government in 2001. Some of the licences fell into categories
like torpedoes, armoured vehicles, bombs and missiles; categories that
nobody could honestly label as ‘defensive’.28 Blair voiced sympathy for
Sharon, implicitly endorsing such tactics as extrajudicial executions. Blair said in March 2002:

I understand how difficult it is for a prime minister in situations where he knows that terrorist attacks are about to happen. Does he sit back and do nothing or does he take pre-emptive action? I understand the problems that Israel has.29

Under Blair, Britain sometimes behaved as a proxy for Israel. In 2002, the Israeli authorities agreed that six Palestinian resistance fighters would be incarcerated in Jericho under British and American guard. The detainees had been accused of involvement in the assassination of Rehavam Zeevi, Israel’s tourism minister. One of them, Ahmad Saadat, general secretary of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, was not charged with any recognisable criminal offence. He remained imprisoned despite the fact that a Palestinian court in Gaza had ordered his release.30 The provision of British and American prison guards followed the so-called Ramallah agreement aimed at ending Israel’s siege of Arafat’s presidential compound. According to Blair, Britain provided the guards so that the PA could ‘take charge’ of detaining the six men. Britain facilitated an Israeli raid on the Jericho jail in 2006 by giving the occupation authorities advance notification that the British guards were being withdrawn (nominally because the PA could not guarantee the guards’ safety). Saadat – elected to the Palestinian Legislative Council while he was held under British guard – was taken into Israeli custody and is still imprisoned at the time of writing.31

‘Get rid of Saddam’

The report of the Chilcot Inquiry into the Iraq War – published, after a lengthy delay, in 2016 – illustrated how obsequious Blair was towards George W. Bush. By starting a note on the possible consequences of military action with the words ‘I will be with you, whatever’, Blair committed Britain to taking part in the invasion eight months before it got underway.32

It would be wrong to claim that the USA and Britain attacked Iraq simply because Israel wanted them to. Almost certainly, other consid-
erations came into play: American imperialism and a determination to topple an unfriendly regime, oil, Bush’s alliance with the Saudi royal family, the power of the arms lobby. Yet it is beyond dispute that Ariel Sharon wanted Saddam Hussein removed from power. Sharon reportedly told Blair:

He [Saddam] could wake up in the morning and decide to invade Israel. His army of one and a half million needs just an hour to reach our borders. In the Middle East, nothing is predictable. If you have a problem, deal with it. Get rid of Saddam.\footnote{33}

It is also true that pro-Israel politicians were overwhelmingly in favour of invading Iraq. Many of the 244 Labour MPs who voted for the invasion in March 2003 had joined Labour Friends of Israel or taken part in that group’s activities.\footnote{34} They included Gordon Brown, Ben Bradshaw, Chris Bryant, David Cairns, Stephen Byers, Wayne David, Louise Ellman, Lorna Fitzsimons, Caroline Flint, Kim Howells, Eric Joyce, Anne McGuire, Denis MacShane, James Purnell, Siôn Simon, Jack Straw and Blair himself.\footnote{35}

Britain dropped Israeli bombs while fighting in Iraq. According to Human Rights Watch, the Iraq War marked the first time that Britain used M85 cluster bombs in combat operations.\footnote{36} More than 100,000 of these grenades were dropped by the British Army in Iraq during 2003, arms industry monitors have calculated, based on data released by the British government.\footnote{37} The M85 is designed by Israel Military Industries. That state-owned firm is the principal supplier of ammunition to Israel’s army, which markets its products as ‘battle proven’.\footnote{38}

Unnoticed by the mainstream media, the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq may have ushered in a new era of cooperation between British and Israeli arms-makers. The cargo projectiles used in firing the M85 cluster bombs were manufactured by BAE Systems, Britain’s top weapons company, under licence by Israel Military Industries.\footnote{39} Israel and Britain’s weapons industries have forged even deeper ties since then, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 9. There is a high probability that such cooperation has directly led to large-scale civilian suffering; cluster bombs are an inherently indiscriminate weapon. The group Iraq Body Count has documented how two children were among 50
people killed during a March 2003 incident in which cluster bombs were the main cause of death.40

As part of his attempts to justify his involvement in the invasion of Iraq, Blair has pointed to how he won a commitment from Bush that the USA would ‘re-engage’ with the ‘Middle East peace process’.41 The commitment was a tangible achievement, Blair implies in his memoirs, of his 2002 discussions with the US president in Crawford, Texas.42 Blair’s choice of language is confusing. America had never disengaged from issues relating to Palestine. Nor had it engaged on a genuine quest for peace; it kept on lavishing Israel (under Barak and Sharon alike) with military aid. All it had really done was to tell Anthony Zinni, its ‘peace envoy’ (an Orwellian title that the mainstream media later bestowed on Blair) that he should leave the Middle East. Zinni, an army general, had not succeeded in halting the intifada.43

Palestine’s police state

The ‘re-engagement’ led to a document with an unwieldy title, A Performance-Based Roadmap to a Permanent Two-State Solution to the Israeli–Palestinian Conflict. Endorsed by the so-called Middle East quartet – the European Union, USA, United Nations and Russia – and published in 2003, the ‘roadmap’ depicted violence by Palestinians as the cause of all the problems, rather than a symptom. Palestinians would be required to take the first steps towards reaching a solution by 2005. A Palestinian ‘security apparatus’ would be trained by the USA to confront ‘all those engaged in terror’. With American supervision, ‘security cooperation’ between the PA and Israel would be intensified.44

The Palestine Papers – a trove of confidential documents made public by Al Jazeera in 2011 – show that Britain was mentoring the PA’s security forces around this time. One 2004 document drawn up by British officials, reportedly in tandem with MI6, advocated the ‘temporary internment’ of senior figures from Hamas and Islamic Jihad ‘with EU funding’.45 A hotline would be established to connect the PA with the Israeli military with a view to preventing Palestinian violence. The PA’s performance in implementing a ‘security drive’ would be verified by Britain and the USA, the document stated, adding ‘we would ask Israel to judge it on results’.46
That British officials could draw up a plan for ‘temporary internment’ in the twenty-first century indicates that many of them remain wedded to the policies of the past. The British authorities had resorted to internment without trial in Palestine between the two world wars. More recently, internment was introduced in Northern Ireland during the 1970s. It was used as a weapon of discrimination: of 1,981 detained without trial between 1971 and 1975, all but 107 were from the Catholic community. Many had no involvement in paramilitary activity.

The ‘temporary internment’ plan was not implemented in Palestine – or at least not exactly in the way its drafters had urged. Blair’s government stayed actively involved, though, in the discussions about policing the West Bank and Gaza. In 2004, Britain’s department for international development hired Jonathan McIvor as its advisor on policing in Palestine. It was the kind of appointment that should have led journalists to ask probing questions; yet the matter appears to have gone unnoticed by the press. McIvor had been the chief inspector in Plumstead, south-east London, during the 1990s. He was the most senior uniformed officer on duty in the area where Stephen Lawrence, a young black teenager, was murdered on 22 April 1993.

A public inquiry into that murder – chaired by William Macpherson, a retired judge – is best known for its finding that the London Metropolitan Police was affected by ‘institutional racism’. McIvor was among those directly criticised. The inquiry report states that McIvor did not ‘meet his responsibilities’ on the night of the murder. It states that McIvor had regarded himself as ‘superfluous’ and ‘concerned himself only with possible future public order implications’ of the killing. His attitude came ‘as a matter of considerable surprise since we regard Mr McIvor as an important person in the chain of command,’ the report, published in 1999, states. Because of his seniority, McIvor should have ‘taken charge’ and ensured there was proper coordination between police officers, according to Macpherson’s report. Conveying the impression he believed things ‘were under control’, McIvor was unaware of the most basic details. ‘For example, he did not know there had been an eyewitness to the murder,’ the report adds.

The report states, too, that McIvor defined himself as a ‘manager’ solely focused on public order. Accepting that he had only been in Plumstead for four months at that point, the report criticises him for
appearing ‘less aware than we would expect of other racist incidents and violence’ in the area. ‘He used the phrase and concept of “manager” rather like a shield to defend himself from any suggestion of operational responsibility,’ the report states.49

Hilary Benn was Britain’s secretary for international development in 2004. Asked if he had authorised McIvor’s recruitment to the post of adviser on Palestine policing, Benn replied: ‘As secretary of state, it was not my role to take decisions about the appointment of individual staff or consultants to the department.’50 McIvor did not respond when asked if he underwent any training on racial equality or human rights before taking up his job as adviser.

McIvor was named the first head of an EU operation to support the PA’s police in 2005. Known as COPPS – the EU Coordinating Office for Palestinian Police Support – it followed a disturbing agenda. A people living under occupation were being taught how to police their own occupation. The use of buzzwords such as ‘peace’ and ‘ownership’ could not disguise that fact.

COPPS fell under the rubric of the aforementioned ‘roadmap’. A ‘strategy’ document for promotional activities relating to this ‘mission’ (as diplomats called it) stressed that its aim was to ‘bring new practical weight to the EU’s support for Israel’s right to live in peace and security.’ An ‘adequate mechanism for coordination and cooperation with the relevant Israeli authorities will be established to ensure their acceptance and facilitation of mission activities,’ the paper stated. Similarly, there would be ‘close coordination’ with a US military team also mentoring the PA’s forces.51

McIvor was paid an annual salary of more than €200,000 (US$224,000).52 That made him part of a wealthy elite stationed in Ramallah at a time when nearly half of all Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza had to make do with less than $2 a day.53 Britain paid most of the operation’s bills for its first year, according to a ‘progress report’ signed by McIvor. The report stated that McIvor and his team were assessing what ‘public order’ equipment was required by the PA’s forces. A list of such equipment – categorised as ‘defensive weapons’ – included tear gas, water cannons, rubber bullets and smoke bombs. The EU wished to arrange training workshops on riot control techniques and ‘move away the Israeli obstacles’ to providing the PA with weapons. Spain, McIvor’s paper noted, had already agreed to donate 1,500 batons, as
well as two water cannon trucks and two armoured trucks for the PA’s ‘anti-riot personnel’.  

Six men have led the COPPS operation in the decade since its inception. Four of them, including McIvor, had previously served with the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) in Northern Ireland. It is troubling that officers from the RUC should be tasked with devising plans for policing Palestine. For the Catholic community in Northern Ireland, the RUC is synonymous with repression. Its preferred method of crowd control was to fire plastic bullets liberally. Twelve-year-old Carol-Anne Kelly was doing nothing more threatening than carrying a carton of milk home from the shops when she was killed in 1981. She was among three children killed by plastic bullets in Northern Ireland that year.

Asked whether it wished the PA’s forces to replicate tactics used in Northern Ireland, a COPPS spokesman claimed the operation ‘does not give any preference to any specific methods or models’ of policing. That claim seems to contradict what McIvor told the BBC in 2006: ‘I think that many of the lessons learned from policing in Northern Ireland over the past 10 years – where policing is highly politicised, where it is contested – are directly transferable out here.’

Paul Kernaghan, who became head of COPPS in 2009, has advocated that the RUC model should be exported to other conflict zones. As well as serving in Northern Ireland, he has undertaken ‘missions’ to Iraq and Afghanistan since their invasion by British and American troops. While giving evidence to the Chilcot Inquiry in 2010, he said that at ‘various stages in the RUC’s existence, it had a fairly high level capability and, indeed at one stage, a light armoured capability.’ He contended that ‘you need something like that’ in Iraq.

Colin Smith, who succeeded McIvor as the COPPS chief in 2007, has spoken of how his work involved ‘facilitating cooperation’ between the PA and Israel. Such liaison was ‘progressing’, despite how Israel had curbed the PA forces’ freedom of movement, Smith said in 2008. Smith is an ex-RUC officer who was a top British police representative in Iraq before his stint in Palestine. His assessment has been echoed by the Israeli authorities. Micky Rosenfeld, an Israeli police spokesman, has remarked that cooperation between the PA and Israel has deepened with help from the COPPS operation.
A team from the British Army has also supported the work of the US ‘security coordinator’ for Israel and the Palestinian Authority. Britain, Canada and the USA are the three key contributors of military personnel to the operation’s headquarters, according to a 2010 study by America’s Government Accountability Office. Keith Dayton, the American military general who headed the operation from 2005 to 2010, has described the British and Canadians in his staff as ‘my eyes and ears’. The British participants had more contacts with Palestinians than American soldiers, he indicated during a 2009 speech to the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, a pro-Israel lobby group. Dayton also stated that he was in daily contact with the COPPS headquarters and was ‘well tied in with the efforts’ made by Tony Blair (by then out of Downing Street and working as what London newspapers called a Middle East ‘peace envoy’).

Formed in 2005, the purpose of the US security coordinator’s office was to ‘allay Israeli fears’ about the PA, Dayton said. As part of that work, he trained the PA’s forces to punish other Palestinians. That became apparent after Hamas won an election for the Palestinian Legislative Council in 2006. The Bush administration – supposedly dedicated to ‘democracy promotion’ in the Middle East – found it intolerable that Palestinians could vote for what it regarded as the wrong party. America actively worked to bring down a ‘national unity government’ formed by Fatah and Hamas in January 2007. The EU assisted the attempts to wreck that coalition by freezing direct aid to the PA. The result of that pressure was that the divisions between Gaza and the West Bank grew. Hamas assumed responsibility for the internal administration of Gaza, Fatah did so in the West Bank. America and the EU sided with Fatah. With America’s connivance, cooperation between Israel and PA forces loyal to Fatah was stepped up. Some 1,500 people suspected of being involved with or supportive of Hamas were rounded up in the West Bank between mid-June and October 2007.

Backed by Britain and America, the PA’s forces turned the West Bank into a police state. When Israel attacked Gaza in late 2008 and 2009, Palestinians in the West Bank were denied the right to protest. Those who dared to defy a ban on protests were arrested. Dayton has lauded the PA’s forces for working in tandem with Israel to prevent major unrest in the West Bank. He has even inferred that the PA forces were
effectively doing the work of the Israeli occupation. High-ranking Israeli soldiers left the West Bank to take part in the offensive against Gaza. Israeli soldiers could be absent from the West Bank, Dayton told the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, because ‘they could trust’ the PA forces.68

Torture of people arrested by PA forces has been widespread. In June 2009, Haitham Amer died after allegedly being tortured by PA security agents.69 Eager to please their Western donors, Fatah politicians have even boasted of their willingness to approve violence against their own people. ‘We have had to kill Palestinians to establish one authority, one gun and the rule of law,’ Saeb Erekat, a prominent Fatah representative told a US delegation in September 2009. ‘We continue to perform our obligations.’70

Bowing to Western pressure, the PA feels obliged to protect Israel. Mahmoud Abbas, the PA’s president, has described ‘security coordination’ with Israel as ‘sacred’. The coordination would be maintained ‘whether we disagree or agree over policy,’ he said in 2014.71 Two years later, he boasted of how three young Palestinians allegedly planning an attack had been ‘tracked down and arrested’ by the PA’s forces, offering proof that ‘our security coordination with Israel is working well’.72 Abbas did not name the three in question but he appears to have been referring to left-wing activists who have been detained without charge and beaten in custody.73

Suffering for Israel?

Tony Blair’s memoirs give the impression that he was, in political terms, seduced by Sharon. Israel’s 2005 withdrawal of its settlers from Gaza is almost universally perceived as a cynical manoeuvre. Dov Weisglass, an adviser to Sharon, admitted as much beforehand. He described the withdrawal plan as ‘formaldehyde’ in 2004. Its whole purpose was to freeze the ‘peace process’ and to remove discussions on Palestinian refugees and the prospect of a Palestinian state from the agenda. Weisglass said that he had ‘effectively agreed’ with the Bush administration that questions surrounding Israel’s colonisation of the West Bank would not be addressed ‘until the Palestinians turn into Finns’.74 Apparently immune to such cynicism, Blair regarded it as an example of how Sharon was a ‘real leader’, albeit one who exasperated
him. ‘Whereas the international community, in its usual purblind way, saw disengagement from Gaza as a “unilateral” Israeli act and therefore wrong, I was emphatic that it could be presented as lifting the occupation and removing settlements,’ Blair wrote in his memoirs.75

Blair went further than many of his acolytes in supporting Israel. Jack Straw, recently demoted from foreign secretary to leader of the Commons, issued quite a mild complaint about Israel’s 2006 attack on Lebanon. Yet because he expressed some displeasure at an action of which Blair seemed to approve, the media appointed Straw as leader of an internal ‘revolt’.76 Blair’s backing of an Israeli offensive that killed more than 1,000 Lebanese made him increasingly unpopular among Labour MPs and, to a greater extent, the general public. His stance contributed to his downfall. By his own admission, ‘it probably did me more damage than anything since Iraq’. The ‘damage’ should not be exaggerated: he hung on in Downing Street for almost another year and none of his cabinet colleagues felt strongly enough about the Lebanon invasion to resign in protest. Blair seemed more aggrieved by how he ‘suffered’ (his precise word) than by the deaths and injuries of people in Lebanon. Blair even tried to paint a picture of moral Israeli soldiers – ‘they do not target civilians,’ he wrote in his memoirs – engaged in an epic struggle between what he called ‘modernity and atavism’. He wrote:

At points I had wondered why I didn’t just cave in and condemn Israel and call for them to stop unilaterally. The Israelis would have understood it and it would have been the proverbial safety valve for the fierce political criticism. But I had by now come to see the entire conventional approach to dealing with this problem as itself part of the problem. And, by the way, what was the problem? That was a good first question. To most people, in July 2006, looking at the news it was the Israel/Lebanon conflict. I didn’t see it like that. I defined the problem as the wider struggle between the strain of religious extremism in Islam and the rest of us. To me, Lebanon was embroiled in something far bigger and more portentous than a temporary fight with Israel.77

By searching for portents, Blair was able to dodge the prosaic. Hezbollah was not posing any existential threat to Israel or to ‘modernity’. Israel
had used a Hezbollah raid on the boundary between Lebanon and Israel as the pretext for a massive military offensive. The Israeli spin on which Blair relied while searching for portents ignored the relentless assaults on Lebanese sovereignty. Although Israel had withdrawn from southern Lebanon in 2000, its warplanes had kept on flying over the country and spying on the Lebanese people. 78

Blair’s claim that Israel did not target civilians was at odds with what Israel’s own generals said. Gadi Eisenkot, then head of the northern division in the Israeli army, acknowledged that a deliberate decision had been made to destroy the Dahiya neighbourhood of Beirut on the pretext that Hezbollah fighters lived there. Eisenkot told the Israeli newspaper *Yedioth Ahronoth*:

> What happened in the Dahiya quarter of Beirut will happen in every village from which Israel is fired on. We will apply disproportionate force on it [the village] and cause great damage and destruction there. From our standpoint, these are not civilian villages, they are military bases. This is not a recommendation. This is a plan. And it has been approved. 79

The plan to which he alluded has become known as the Dahiya doctrine. It has been followed in subsequent attacks on Gaza – attacks that have enjoyed either tacit or explicit support from the British government.

Britain – by refusing to press for a ceasefire – did not just give Israel the breathing space it required to commit atrocities during 2006. It also provided Israel with practical assistance. Britain authorised arms sales worth £22.5 million to Israel in 2005, the year before the attack on Lebanon. That was almost twice the level for 2004. 80 Those figures do not tell the entire story. The British arms industry also benefited because of its connections to America, Israel’s chief provider of military aid.

The American F16s used by Israel while attacking Lebanon contained electromagnetic components made by the Liverpool-based firm MPE. The Apache helicopters in Israel’s arsenal were fitted with parts from eight British companies, including AgustaWestland and Smiths Industries. 81 Planes carrying bombs from America to Israel refuelled at Prestwick airport in Scotland. While Margaret Beckett, then the foreign secretary, expressed unease over the matter,
she zoomed in on whether the correct procedures for the transport of hazardous cargo were being followed, rather than the obscenity of the arms trade.  

Blair’s involvement with Palestine did not halt when he quit Downing Street. A few hours after he stood down as prime minister, it was announced that he would be the ‘representative’ of the Middle East ‘quartet’. It was an appointment replete with irony. The Iraq invasion was arguably the worst crime committed so far this century. Two men were ultimately responsible for that invasion: George W. Bush and Tony Blair. One of them was now being rewarded with a high-profile conflict resolution job in the same region. Blair had become a ‘peace envoy’.

At first glance, Blair’s job description seemed to be limited. He was supposed to concentrate on such topics as coordinating aid to the Palestinians and promoting economic development in the West Bank and Gaza. On closer inspection, it appeared that he was being given carte blanche to act in Israel’s interests. According to an official statement, Blair would ‘liaise with other countries, as appropriate, in support of the agreed quartet objectives.’ All of the quartet’s activities are supposed to abide by three ‘principles’. They require Palestinians to recognise Israel (without requiring Israel to dismantle its apartheid system), respect the Oslo accords and renounce violence (without Israel being required to demilitarise). Those principles amount to a recipe for the further humiliation of the Palestinians.

Having become acquainted with a number of Israeli politicians, Blair had begun echoing their tropes. In December 2007, he commented that ‘facts on the ground’ were needed to guarantee that ‘what happens in the daily lives of Palestinians and Israelis is consistent with political talks and a Palestinian state.’ The term ‘facts on the ground’ has been used by Israeli strategists for decades. Settlements in the West Bank – including East Jerusalem – are viewed as ‘facts on the ground’, which the Israeli political elite wants to make irreversible.

One perception that developed about Blair’s tenure as the ‘quartet representative’ is that he was something of an absentee, that he was too busy swanning around the world to give the quest for peace the attention it required. The perception had some truth in it: Blair, for example, seldom set foot in Gaza. Yet it would be wrong to judge Blair’s record solely by the number of hours he spent at – or away from
— his desk in Jerusalem. The deeper significance of his appointment is that he was overseeing the normalisation of injustice.

That can be discerned from a policy document he published in 2008 titled *Towards a Palestinian State*. Though carefully phrased, the document smacked of bigotry. It recommended that various measures should be taken so that ‘over time and progressively, the everyday life of Palestinians can be improved but in a way that does not put Israel’s security at risk.’ Palestinians were thereby cast as an inherently dangerous people and Israel as benevolent. Israel, Blair announced, had granted permission for projects designed to benefit the Palestinians such as a children’s park in Area C, the part of the West Bank being colonised relentlessly, and longer opening hours at the Allenby crossing, the Israeli-controlled boundary between the West Bank and Jordan.

Worse, the document implied that Israel was entitled to behave as it saw fit. ‘Israel will retain overall responsibility in the West Bank and reserves the right to act where its security is at risk,’ the document stated. Keith Dayton and James Jones, another US general, were ‘working intensively to help develop the Palestinian capability to instil law and order and to combat terrorism,’ it added. The generals were also liaising with Israel so that the PA ‘will be given control of security under unique and different arrangements.’ While the document stated that the details of these ‘arrangements’ were under constant discussion, subsequent events provide a clue as to how the discussions worked out. As previously mentioned, the PA’s forces became a proxy for the Israeli occupation — by rounding up Palestinians in the West Bank who protested against Israel’s 2009 bombardment of Gaza.

That entire operation had been orchestrated by Israel. It had taken advantage of how the international media was fixated with a November 2008 presidential election in the USA to launch a raid on Gaza. Hamas’ response of firing rockets into present-day Israel provided the pretext for a major offensive. The result was around 1,400 Palestinian deaths, mostly non-combatants, compared to 13 Israeli deaths, ten of whom were soldiers. Ordinary people around the world had no difficulty comprehending what had happened: protests were organised in many cities against how Israel was terrorising Gaza’s 1.5 million inhabitants. Not for the first time, Blair was out of step with public opinion. Speaking on CNN, he urged that the ‘smuggling issue — that is weapons
and money coming through tunnels from Egypt to Gaza’ be addressed through ‘clear and definitive action’. At pains (again) to express understanding for Israel, he said: ‘I think Israel would like to see a halt to this quickly but I think it is prepared to go on.’ Blair visited Gaza shortly after Operation Cast Lead, the code name for that Israeli offensive; the destruction he observed did not alter his perspective. He followed up his trip by attending a donors conference for Gaza’s reconstruction in the Egyptian resort of Sharm el-Sheikh. From there, he gave another interview to CNN, his favourite TV channel judging by the number of times he has appeared on it. Answering a question on Hamas’ ‘missiles’, he said: ‘This violence coming out of Gaza should stop because it then, of course, means that Israel retaliates and then we go back into the whole cycle.’

Just as Blair was willing to praise Ariel Sharon, he became something of a cheerleader for Benjamin Netanyahu. Ahead of the 2009 election that made him prime minister for the second time, Netanyahu discussed his idea for making ‘economic peace’ with ‘moderate Palestinians’. It was not hard to work out what Netanyahu had in mind – bubbles of prosperity would be stimulated in parts of the West Bank. While Netanyahu said he wanted ‘rapid economic growth that gives a stake for peace for the ordinary Palestinians’, it was predictable that encouraging enterprise under a military occupation would only benefit an elite. The wealth gap would widen between the elite and the ‘ordinary Palestinians’ about whom Netanyahu professed to be concerned. Few people could say with a straight face that Netanyahu was motivated by altruism, but Blair managed to; Blair told Time magazine that he believed Netanyahu wanted ‘to build the [Palestinian] state from the bottom up’. Blair added: ‘I understand and buy into that.’

Equally, Blair’s declared faith in America was not affected by the transition from George Bush to Barack Obama. When Obama offered a ‘new beginning’ in the relationship between the USA and ‘Muslims around the world’ during a visit to Cairo, Blair celebrated the president’s typically polished speech as ‘a huge event’. Ignoring the crucial issue of how an America that kept on giving billions in military aid to Israel each year was an enabler of apartheid and aggression, Blair said: ‘I have no doubt at all of his [Obama’s] sincerity or determination. So if everyone would commit themselves to a peaceful political negotiation and to a two-state solution, you could have this deal within the year.’
In May 2010, Britain’s relations with Israel were, according to some accounts, tetchy. Gordon Brown’s government expelled an Israeli diplomat because of how Mossad, the spying agency, used forged British passports while carrying out the assassination of Mahmoud al-Mabhouh, a leading Hamas figure, in Dubai earlier that year. Much less involved in British domestic politics than he had been for several years, Blair made no reference to the apparent frictions when he addressed the American Israel Public Affairs Committee’s annual conference. ‘I am always described as a friend of Israel,’ Blair told the event, organised by the top Zionist lobby group in Washington. ‘It is true. I am proud of it.’ He proceeded to delight his audience by condemning Hamas, while rhapsodising about how Israel should be regarded as a ‘model’ for the entire Middle East. According to Blair, the detention by Hamas of Gilad Shalit, an Israeli soldier, was a ‘disgrace’. He did not use such unequivocal terms when referring to the siege of Gaza. Indeed, he did not even use the word ‘siege’. Anxious to empathise with an Israeli soldier (captured while enforcing an occupation), he did not see fit to express any anger over how more than 300 Palestinian children were then being held in Israeli military detention. Many children are locked up for throwing stones at Israeli soldiers, a brave and risky way to insist that the occupation will never be accepted. Blair used his AIPAC speech to instruct Palestinians that their ‘mentality has to move from resistance to governance’. Theoretically, Blair worked for a ‘quartet’. In reality, one of its four members – the USA – pulled the strings. America was the main donor to his Jerusalem office, providing $13.5 million between 2007 and 2013. Furthermore, he relied largely on American advice. From 2008 to 2010, that office was ran by Robert Danin, a US official who had previously worked at the State Department and the National Security Council. Danin issued a series of statements favourable towards Israel. Commitments by Israel to allow a few extra trucks into Gaza were hailed by Danin as a ‘positive step forward’. Like Blair, he avoided saying publicly that Gaza was under siege.

On 31 May 2010, the Israeli military boarded the *Mavi Marmara*, a Turkish ship carrying activists who were attempting to break the maritime blockade of Gaza. Nine passengers were killed by Israel in
international waters. Tony Blair, the man who regarded resistance directly targeting the Israeli military as a ‘disgrace’, merely described this attack on civilians as ‘tragic’. 100 Blair’s admiration for Netanyahu was sturdy enough to survive. ‘I think he is sincere in his desire for peace,’ Blair told Newsweek when asked a question about whether Netanyahu was endangering the ‘peace process’. 101

Dispensing with any pretense of impartiality, Blair effectively undertook ‘public relations’ work for Israel in the ensuing weeks. When Netanyahu agreed to an ‘easing’ of Gaza’s siege, Blair went on a tour extolling the virtues of the Israeli commitment. Travelling to Luxembourg for a meeting of EU foreign ministers, he said that Netanyahu was prepared to allow civilian goods to enter Gaza, while maintaining a blockade on weapons. Blair was striving to build on this commitment so that ‘we get a policy’ that was, in his words, ‘right for Israel’s security and is humane to the people of Gaza’. 102 He was publicly thanked by Netanyahu for his ‘statesmanship and friendship’. Part of that statesmanship involved using diplomatic niceties, it seemed. Blair would still not dare to utter the word ‘siege’; instead he spoke of Israel’s ‘Gaza policy’ and – using practically identical language to Netanyahu – demanded the release of Gilad Shalit ‘now approaching four years in captivity’. 103

Blair’s work for the quartet was, in many respects, an extension of his work as prime minister. Having sponsored plans to put Palestinians in charge of policing their own occupation, he now advocated that they should be put in charge of supervising Gaza’s siege. As part of the deal he worked out with Netanyahu, the PA was given a role monitoring the entry of goods into Gaza – without the blockade being lifted. ‘Joint teams’ were set up between Israel and the PA to expand operations at Karem Abu Salem (or Kerem Shalom in Hebrew), an Israeli-controlled goods crossing for Gaza. Although Blair conveyed the impression that all civilian goods were now permitted, Israel retained powers to stop or hamper imports of construction materials. 104

Blair did not draw a salary for his quartet work. He did not need one. Through his activities as a business lobbyist, he used the networking opportunities open to a former prime minister to amass a vast fortune. His championing of economic development projects that would benefit major corporations inevitably raised questions about potential conflicts of interest. 105 In February 2011, Blair announced that he had
reached an agreement with Israel on energy issues. Under it, Israel would start talks with the PA about exploiting gas reserves off Gaza’s coast. Twelve years earlier, the British Gas Group had been granted a licence to explore those gas fields by the PA. It was expected that Israel would be a major buyer of the gas. Yet negotiations on extracting the gas had stalled, reportedly because of Israel’s insistence that it be allowed to buy the fuel at rates considerably lower than market prices. The gas project was identified as a priority by Blair and his team. Another priority was winning a deal through which Israel would release electromagnetic frequencies to enable Wataniya, a Kuwaiti firm, to launch itself as a mobile phone operator in the West Bank. Can it be a coincidence that both British Gas and Wataniya were clients of JP Morgan, the investment bank that had hired Blair as a lobbyist?

One reason why Israel’s siege of Gaza had such a devastating human impact was because Egypt cooperated in enforcing it. Hosni Mubarak, the Egyptian dictator, denied Palestinians the right to seek refuge by sealing his country’s border with Gaza during Operation Cast Lead. That did not stop Blair from rallying to Mubarak’s defence when Cairo’s Tahrir Square was thronged with protesters demanding that he step down. Blair commended Mubarak for his supposedly positive attitude to the quest for ‘peace’ in Palestine, hailing him as ‘immensely courageous and a force for good’.

Throughout his time as the quartet representative, Blair recited his desire for a ‘viable Palestinian state’ so often that it became something of a mantra. He was adamant that a two-state solution was the only realistic way to achieve a durable peace. He did not spell out, though, what he meant by a ‘viable’ state. Was it one that comprised all of the West Bank and Gaza? In July 2011, he signalled that he believed Palestinians should be ready to accept far less than that. Visiting Washington for discussions with Hillary Clinton, then secretary of state, he said:

I think the blueprint is to recognise you’re obviously not going to go back to precisely the same borders as 1967 because of the changes that have taken place. But 1967 borders with mutually agreed land swaps is obviously the right way forward.
Palestinians, he was effectively arguing, would have to regard much of the West Bank’s colonisation as irreversible. Many Palestinian activists who are unaffiliated to either Hamas or Fatah are campaigning for a one-state solution covering all of historic Palestine, based on the principles of democracy and equality between people of all races and religions. Blair, however, has been dismissive of such calls. He has even argued – without elaboration – that a one-state solution ‘means, in the end, a nightmare for both sides’.

Blair constantly implied that Palestinians must get cosy with their occupiers if the two-state solution was to be realized. In September 2011, Mahmoud Abbas, the PA’s president, formally submitted an application for Palestine to be admitted as a member state of the United Nations. In protest at this move, Israel deployed a tactic it has repeatedly used to punish Palestinians. It blocked the transfer of tax and customs revenue to the PA. That is a fancy way of saying that Israel was stealing Palestinian money. Blair successfully pushed Netanyahu to unfreeze the revenue. The arguments he used were telling. He zoomed in on how Israel’s decision was affecting the PA’s ‘security’ personnel. ‘Withholding these funds only benefits those who oppose peace and Israeli–Palestinian cooperation,’ he said.

Benjamin Netanyahu proved once again that he was not serious about peace in November 2012. His government launched a major offensive against Gaza, killing 167 Palestinians, more than 30 of whom were children. As happened four years earlier, the attack was reported as an act of self-defence. The Western media parroted Israeli claims that it was caused by Palestinian armed groups firing rockets out of Gaza. Evidence that Israel had provoked the vast majority of incidents in which rockets were fired was ignored. Blair was among those willing to spread Israeli myths. Speaking to the BBC, he repeated his desire to stop ‘further armaments coming into Gaza [for resistance groups] because that is what is giving rise to the current situation.’ Israel apparently had nothing to do with it.

On at least one occasion, Blair implicitly blamed Hamas for a crime that its leadership did not authorise. In June 2014, three Israeli teenagers were kidnapped and murdered. One month later, Israeli police admitted that the chief suspects had Hamas connections but had not operated with Hamas’ approval. The kidnapping had been cynically exploited by Netanyahu – with Blair’s cooperation. The
two men recorded a joint message that June, in which Blair nodded solemnly as Netanyahu argued that ‘the international community has to support Israel’s right of self-defence’ and called on Mahmoud Abbas to ‘end his pact with Hamas’ (a reference to a unity agreement that had recently been sealed between Hamas and Fatah). Blair followed by saying that Hamas had a ‘very clear choice to make’ between politics and violence.119 It is noteworthy that he has never told Netanyahu to make such a choice.

Israel used the teenagers’ abduction as a pretext for a wave of demolitions, arrests and bomb attacks against Palestinians. Having already acquiesced to Netanyahu’s demand that he respect Israel’s ‘right to self-defence’ – a euphemism for punishing the innocent – Blair’s call for ‘restraint’ rang hollow.120 When a 16-year-old Palestinian, Muhammad Abu Khdeir, was burnt to death by Israeli settlers in East Jerusalem, Blair contended that the ‘fanatics must be sidelined’.121 Conveniently, he overlooked how mainstream Israeli politicians – including Netanyahu – had stoked the flames of fanaticism.

Worse, Blair distorted the truth in a manner advantageous to Israel during its 51-day attack on Gaza in the summer of 2014. In an interview with the Israeli media outlet Ynet published on 10 July, he described the operation as one of ‘retaliation’ for Hamas’ rockets, while saying there were ‘many civilian deaths, as well, on the Palestinian side’.122 The insinuation that Israelis had been killed, forcing Netanyahu’s government to respond, was false. Another five days elapsed before any Israeli civilian was killed in the fighting.123 Until then all the civilian deaths had been Palestinians. And Palestinians comprised the overwhelming majority of the civilian casualties throughout the operation. Of the 2,220 Palestinians killed, at least 1,492 were non-combatants. Five Israeli civilians and 67 Israeli soldiers were killed.124

Amid Israel’s relentless violence, Blair perpetuated the fallacy that he was guiding the Palestinians towards greater autonomy. His oft-repeated message that Palestine needed investment was superficially plausible. The problems lay in the type of investment he was promoting. A bullet point inserted into a September 2014 paper that he presented to a Western-dominated committee coordinating aid to the PA was revealing. It stated that Blair’s team was working to ‘upgrade’ Palestinian industrial estates into ‘special economic zones’.125 Such
zones typically allow companies operating in them to pay less taxes and lower wages than those normally applying.

Although Blair’s advisers have denied that he was seeking to worsen the conditions of Palestinian workers, there is ample reason to believe that is precisely what he was recommending. The ‘upgrade’ proposal was part of the Initiative for the Palestinian Economy. That blueprint was drawn up by Blair’s team in consultation with Palestinian and Israeli entrepreneurs. Another paper published by Blair under that rubric noted that Palestinian labour was ‘well-educated, relatively inexpensive and abundant’. That was a profound understatement: Palestinian workers are not simply ‘inexpensive’; they are badly paid. According to data available around the time Blair’s blueprint was drawn up, the average net daily wages for Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza were $26 for men and $21 for women. When Blair’s then spokeswoman was asked if his initiative would lower those wages, she replied ‘absolutely not’. She added that ‘multinational companies would be a key driver’ of proposals to boost Palestine’s manufacturing industry. That reply was not reassuring: major corporations are profit driven and averse to strong regulation. There was nothing in Blair’s proposals to indicate that he was demanding that they pay a reasonable level of taxation or good wages. Rather, the available evidence (and the general economic philosophy that he espoused both as prime minister and in his subsequent career) points in the opposite direction.

The initiative was not actually Blair’s idea. He had been tasked with devising the blueprint by John Kerry, America’s secretary of state, in 2013. Kerry announced that he had given that job to Blair during a conference involving top Palestinian and Israeli entrepreneurs hosted by Klaus Schwab, head of the World Economic Forum, an invitation-only club for the rich and powerful. Schwab’s involvement should raise suspicions. One of Schwab’s greatest triumphs — in his mind — was to persuade Nelson Mandela that the core tenets of the 1955 Freedom Charter be abandoned. That radical document contained a commitment to placing South Africa’s industry under public ownership once apartheid was vanquished. By pressuring Mandela to repudiate the principles on which the struggle against minority white rule was waged, Schwab ensured that South Africa would be wedded to international capitalism and that racial inequality would persist. Was he — abetted by Blair — advocating something similar for Palestine?
Blair made one of his rare trips to Gaza in February 2015. He used the occasion to write an opinion piece. While acknowledging that Gaza had been ‘devastated’, he avoided holding Israel responsible for that devastation. Rather, he shifted the focus by saying that Egypt was ‘understandably’ concerned about Hamas’ connections to the Muslim Brotherhood. ‘The international community need clarity from Hamas,’ he wrote. ‘Are they a Palestinian nationalist movement dedicated to the achievement of a Palestinian state or part of a broader Islamist movement with regional designs that impact governments outside of Gaza?’

The ‘international community’ required no such clarity: Hamas has concentrated on Palestine since its inception. While it has connections in other countries, notably to the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, there is scant evidence of it having ‘regional designs’. By empathising with Egypt, Blair was in effect giving his blessing to the brutal suppression of the Muslim Brotherhood at the behest of President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi. Around 900 people were killed at a Cairo rally in support of Muhammad Morsi – the deposed president – on 14 August 2013. It was one of the bloodiest massacres of recent history. And now Blair wished to underscore how much he understood the concerns of the man who ordered it.

The Gaza trip was one of Blair’s final engagements working for the ‘quartet’. He stepped down from his post soon afterwards, though he still pops up on television screens offering his ‘insights’ on the Middle East. The consensus among the mainstream media on Blair’s departure was that he had few results to show for his eight-year stretch as a ‘peace envoy’. That analysis overlooks how Blair had been given the job precisely because he had been a loyal lieutenant of the USA during his time in Downing Street. His job description implicitly required him to persuade the PA leadership that it accommodate Israeli apartheid. He enjoyed some success in that regard.
Partners in crime

The wars of the twenty-first century brought a sense of maturity and sophistication to Britain’s relationship with Israel. Perhaps 2007 can be identified as the year when the relationship entered a new phase: that summer an Israeli-made drone was flown over the skies of Iraq and Afghanistan. Britain operated these flights, signalling that its future ‘defence’ policy would rely, at least partly, on weapons that had been tested during Israel’s attack on Lebanon the previous year and that would soon be used to inflict devastation on Gaza.

Britain acquired a new prime minister that summer, too. Gordon Brown was Tony Blair’s bitter rival, if the political correspondents in London were to be believed. Allegedly serious journalists had spent a decade fixated on the apparent struggle between the New Labour duo. The entourage of each man had briefed regularly against the other; the result was that acres of newsprint were filled with unattributed tittle-tattle. Once trivial issues of style and personality were removed, Brown and Blair differed little. On key dossiers of economic policy and international relations, there was no difference at all.

That was evident when Brown visited Jerusalem in 2008, becoming the first British prime minister to address Israel’s parliament, the Knesset. Marking the sixtieth anniversary of Israel’s foundation, Brown waxed lyrical about the state’s achievements. He said:

From draining the swamps in the twentieth century to pioneering electric cars in the twenty-first, your history of ingenuity is a lesson in the boundless capacity of mind and spirit. No nation has achieved so much in so short a period of time. And to have accomplished all this in the face of the war, the terror, the violence, the threats, the intimidation and the insecurity is truly monumental.

Brown’s paean to Israel’s technological prowess was incomplete. Some Israeli innovations undoubtedly have benign applications. Yet
that cannot negate how Israel has turned its oppression of Palestinians and its general belligerence to its competitive advantage. Arms and surveillance equipment have emerged as key Israeli exports. And Britain is an avid buyer of Israel’s cutting-edge weapons.

The drone flown in Iraq and Afghanistan was known as the Hermes 450. It has been used extensively by Britain in both of those wars. For most major undertakings in Afghanistan, the British Army had a Hermes 450 overhead, a defence committee meeting at the House of Commons was told in 2008.4

Designed and manufactured by the Israeli firm Elbit Systems, the Hermes 450 is the model on which the Watchkeeper programme, an initiative to equip the British Army with drones, was based. Elbit has been working on this initiative in tandem with Thales UK, a subsidiary of the French arms giant Thales.5 The contract for this programme, awarded in 2005, was initially worth £800 million.6 The project makes Britain a partner in Israel’s crimes. Elbit’s catalogues boast of how the drone is ‘combat-proven’, a euphemism for the fact it has been used to drop bombs on Palestinian families, and ‘plays a major role, day after day, in the continuous war against terror around the globe.’7

The Watchkeeper is the largest drone programme in Europe. The drone’s manufacturers contend that it will revolutionise the way the British Army fights. Just two people are needed to operate the vehicle; neither has to be a qualified pilot. One brochure for the drone uses the kind of language you would expect to see applied to a video game: ‘The information generated by this technology allows commanders to detect, identify and track targets without the need to deploy troops into potentially sensitive or dangerous areas and also provides the ability to loiter while a target is engaged.’8 A memo presented to the House of Commons’ Defence Committee by Thales UK contended that drones perform the ‘dull, dirty and dangerous jobs for which manned aircraft are not suitable’ and that they enable ‘more efficient war-fighting’. Although the memo predicts that the drones would lead to ‘reduced numbers of UK casualties’, it did not promise to cut civilian deaths or injuries.9

The Watchkeeper’s maiden flight was over Megiddo in present-day Israel during April 2008. The drones are being produced by a firm called UAV Tactical Systems in Leicester.10 Elbit owns more than half of that firm.11 Part of the deal was that the first ten Watchkeeper
drones would be made in present-day Israel, with production then being carried out at the Leicester plant.\textsuperscript{12}

Engines for the drone are being made by a firm called UAV Engines near Birmingham; it is completely owned by Elbit.\textsuperscript{13} In its 2009 annual report, Elbit named Britain and Israel as its main clients for drones. The aforementioned Hermes 450 was described as the ‘backbone’ of the pilotless warplane activities in the Israeli military. The drone had been ‘fully operational’ since 2000 and accumulated more than 140,000 flight hours.\textsuperscript{14} That annual report failed to spell out that the Hermes was one of the two drones used in Operation Cast Lead, an attack that caused enormous suffering in Gaza during December 2008 and January 2009. Missiles were fired from those drones right from the very beginning of the offensive. On its first day, nine students and three other civilians were killed in a drone strike on Gaza City. The students were doing nothing more sinister than waiting for a bus.\textsuperscript{15}

\textit{Devoted to drones}

Such incidents did not dampen Britain’s enthusiasm for Israeli drones. A few months after Operation Cast Lead, the defence ministry extended a contract for the use of the Hermes 450 by British troops.\textsuperscript{16} Elbit’s partner, Thales UK, had set up a team to advise the British Army on using the warplane in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{17} While defence ministers normally praise troops for their courage and dedication, Britain has slightly departed from that tradition by giving credit to technology. Quentin Davies, then a minister for ‘defence equipment’, stated in February 2010 that the Hermes 450 drone had done ‘sterling work’ in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{18} Two months later, the Watchkeeper was tested at Parc Aberporth in Wales; it was that drone’s first British flight.\textsuperscript{19}

The Conservative and Liberal Democrat coalition that took office in 2010 was just as devoted to drones as the Labour governments of Blair and Brown. In 2011, the defence ministry published a ‘doctrine note’ on how drones may contribute to Britain’s military ‘needs’ between then and 2030. According to that paper, there was a general expectancy that the technology would become more prevalent following its use in Iraq and Afghanistan. While the USA dominated the ‘high-end sector’ of drone manufacturing, Israel had ‘impressive worldwide sales’ of smaller- and medium-sized drones. The paper acknowledged
that there were ethical issues that needed to be addressed. Theoretically, it claimed, remote-controlled violence should be more moral than previous wars because ‘a robot cannot be driven by anger to carry out illegal actions such as those at My Lai’ during the Vietnam War. Despite a brief reference to press reports on ‘killer drones’ in Afghanistan, it failed to mention that drones had lately been used to commit war crimes in Gaza and that those crimes were ordered by military commanders (and politicians), not by robots. 20

The arms industry has zealously promoted the Watchkeeper. After Philip Hammond, then Britain’s defence secretary met his French counterpart Jean-Yves Le Drian in 2012, it was announced that France would soon begin trials of the drone and that it was interested in cooperating with Britain on the programme. 21 The drone was finally put to its intended use in 2014, when the British Army deployed it in Afghanistan. 22 The Watchkeeper did not see much action in the skies over Helmand province: the last British troops were withdrawn from Afghanistan in November that year.

The real picture was not as rosy as that painted by arms dealers. In 2015, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism published data indicating that the cost of the Watchkeeper programme had risen to £1.2 billion – around £400 million higher than that originally projected. Just 33 of the 54 drones ordered when the Watchkeeper contract was signed in 2005 had been delivered. 23 Characteristically, arms dealers have brazened out awkward questions about the programme. The very fact that the Watchkeeper was used for surveillance purposes in Afghanistan has enabled Thales and Elbit to declare the drone ‘combat proven’. 24

There is a wider significance to the Watchkeeper which the British press has generally overlooked. Fifty years ago, Israel began its military occupation of the West Bank and Gaza with the aid of Britain’s weapons. Fifty years on, Britain is signalling that its future wars will use Israeli weaponry tested in the West Bank and Gaza. While Britain remains an exporter of arms to Israel, it has also become a lucrative client for the Israeli arms industry.

Replying to a parliamentary question, Britain’s defence ministry has stated that it spent almost £16 million on Israeli products between 2014 and 2015. 25 The figure is more than likely an underestimate. According to Israel’s official data, the value of its arms exports to Europe rose
from $724 million in 2014 to more than $1.6 billion the following year.\(^6\) Britain is the top military spender in Western Europe.\(^7\)

Moreover, Israel’s arms industry has invested heavily in Britain. Elbit, the leading Israeli weapons producer, has a number of subsidiaries headquartered in Britain, as well as being involved in joint ventures such as the Watchkeeper programme.

Ferranti Technologies, a firm based in Oldham, is fully owned by Elbit. It supplies components used by the Typhoon, one of the warplanes belonging to the Royal Air Force. One of the components boasts a suitably violent name: the throttle box controller.\(^8\) Ferranti has also provided a helicopter freight service to British troops occupying Afghanistan, as well as making head-mounted displays for most of the combat helicopters in Britain’s arsenal, according to the firm’s website.\(^9\) And it has developed a simulator for training drone operators.\(^10\) Britain’s defence ministry has signed several contracts with Ferranti. The firm has, for example, won an £11 million bid to supply the army with ‘locator beacons’ — technology used in rescuing military aircraft — between 2014 and 2021.\(^11\)

Elbit does well from war and oppression: the value of its sales rose from $2.8 billion in 2011 to more than $3 billion in 2015.\(^12\) The corporation has expanded its British operations in recent years. In 2011, it bought Elite Automotive Services (subsequently renamed Elite KL), a Staffordshire-based firm that makes air condition systems for drones and other military vehicles.\(^13\) Meanwhile, a joint venture by Elbit and Kellogg, Brown and Root (KBR) opened for business in 2016.\(^14\) Affinity, as the joint venture is called, was awarded a £500 million contract by Britain’s defence ministry early that year. Under it, the firm will provide and maintain aircraft used in military training exercises. The contract is scheduled to last until 2033.\(^15\)

Understandably — given the high level of public sympathy for Palestinians — the firm does not promote its Israeli connections. Although it names Elbit as a shareholder, the word ‘Israel’ is entirely absent from the firm’s website at the time of writing. Rather, Affinity conveys the impression that it is a British company by congratulating itself for raffling a khaki-clad teddy bear to help an RAF charity.\(^16\) Instro Precision, a firm based in Kent, is even more coy. Reading between the jargon on its homepage, it is possible to learn that the firm makes specialised cameras and other forms of surveillance technology.
Balfour’s Shadow

Its location has allowed it to exhibit at the British pavilion of an international weapons fair in Turkey, a country that has had a somewhat strained relationship with Israel recently. Papers that the firm is required to file with the registrar of companies for England and Wales contain details that cannot be found on its website. A document dating from December 2015 shows that five of its eight directors are Israelis; they include Elad Aharonson, a vice-president of Elbit. The firm’s Elbit connections were exposed by protesters who climbed onto the rooftop of its Kent factory on two separate days in 2015.

Eyeing big orders

With sales exceeding $27 billion in 2014, the British firm BAE Systems is one of the top three largest weapons producers on the planet. BAE has been intensifying its cooperation with Israel’s arms industry. The trade magazine *IsraelDefense* reported in April 2012 that BAE and Elbit had teamed up with a view to developing new cannons for the USA and Israeli militaries. Operation Cast Lead, the major Israeli offensive in Gaza a few years earlier, had ‘reaffirmed the importance of artillery’, according to the magazine. Elbit and BAE were working on an ‘entirely new’ form of these traditional weapons and there was a strong prospect that Israel would be able to buy the new products with US military assistance, the magazine added.

Later in 2012, BAE announced that it had been awarded a $400 million contract by the US Navy. Elbit was to be one of the main subcontractors on that project, which involved maintaining and servicing trainer aircraft. The following year BAE stated that it had worked with Elbit on a portable ‘precision-targeting’ system for the US Army. Known as the Hammer, the system would reduce ‘collateral damage’, according to BAE’s ‘public relations’ material. ‘Collateral damage’ is the euphemism that military analysts use to describe civilian deaths.

Because of its strong transatlantic links, BAE has benefited considerably from America’s military aid programme to Israel – a programme that reached unprecedented levels of ‘generosity’ under the Obama administration. BAE is a leading supplier of components for the warplanes assembled by Lockheed Martin, America (and the world’s) largest arms company. Having long manufactured head-up displays for Lockheed’s F16 fighters, BAE has more recently begun...
equipping them with ‘advanced identification friend or foe systems’.44 A Lockheed-manufactured F16 called the Fighting Falcon has been flown by the Israeli Air Force since 2004.45 BAE’s own brochures state that it has supplied technology fitted into the Fighting Falcon.46

The F16 is being replaced by the hugely expensive F35. BAE is being hailed as a ‘major partner’ in the consortium – headed by Lockheed Martin – behind these state-of-the-art killing machines. Most of the F35’s rear section is being assembled by BAE in England and Australia, according to the firm.47 Israel made a commitment in 2010 to buy 19 of these jets.48

BAE has also worked closely with Rafael, another Israeli arms producer. The two firms have been working on projects that could be described as sea-drones. In 2006, BAE, Rafael and Lockheed Martin joined forces to unveil the Protector, an unmanned naval vessel.49 The Protector has subsequently been used to ‘investigate suspicious fishing boats off the Gaza Strip coast,’ the arms industry trade magazine *Israel-Defense* has reported.50 That is a coded way of saying that the weapon is being used in enforcing a maritime blockade on Gaza. The Israeli Navy has imposed tight restrictions on Gaza’s fishermen. Under the pretext of monitoring ‘suspicious’ activity, Israel has often arrested and fired at fishermen who were within the narrow zone in which they are permitted to work.51

As if that was not enough, BAE actually has a subsidiary named Rokar based in Jerusalem. Rokar has tried to fill a niche in Israel’s expanding arsenal with the Silver Bullet, a project that reputedly transforms traditional artillery into ‘smart’ precision-guided weapons. The firm’s selling points for the project are contradictory. Rokar claims that the Silver Bullet would both reduce ‘collateral damage’ and allow for ‘increased firepower density and lethality’ – in other words, that it could either be used to kill fewer or higher numbers of people.52 The firm had a setback in 2016, when the Israeli military decided against signing a contract to buy the Silver Bullet.53 However, the project is unlikely to be mothballed. Following the 2014 attack on Gaza, military analysts argued that Israel should acquire more advanced artillery.54 It is entirely conceivable that Rokar will either sell such weapons to Israel in the future or that other clients will snatch up the firm’s Israeli-designed products, which have been tested in the Naqab (Negev) region of historical Palestine. *Jane’s Defence Weekly*, an arms industry
magazine, has reported that the Silver Bullet is ‘probably easier to sell internationally’ than American weapons of a similar nature because it is not subject to US restrictions on arms exports.\(^5\)

**Clegg’s crocodile tears**

With Britain and Israel’s arms industries becoming ever more interlinked, professions of concern by senior politicians need to be treated with scepticism. While Gaza was under attack in 2009, Nick Clegg, then the Liberal Democrats’ leader, called for an embargo on weapons sales to Israel. Writing an opinion piece for *The Guardian*, Clegg noted that the value of approved British weapon exports to Israel had risen from £6 million for all of 2007 to £20 million for the first three months of 2008 alone.\(^6\) The Labour government of the time effectively confessed later in 2009 that it had contributed to Israel’s war crimes. David Miliband, then foreign secretary, said that British components had ‘almost certainly’ been fitted into weapons used in Gaza. His admission proved that the Labour government’s declared policy of not allowing exports to Israel if they could be used ‘aggressively’ in Gaza and the West Bank was waffle.\(^7\)

Little more than a year after making his embargo call, Clegg became deputy prime minister. He and his party were ideally placed to insist that weapons sales be halted. Vince Cable, the Lib Dems’ intellectual guru, was appointed business secretary. Among his tasks were to decide whether or not export licences should be granted for weapons. Shamefully, Cable kept on rubber-stamping arms exports to Israel. In the six months before the 2014 attack on Gaza, Cable authorised the delivery of weapons and components worth £7 million to Israel. They included parts of drones and other warplanes and targeting equipment.\(^8\)

Clegg and Cable tried to evade responsibility for their actions. After a number of UN schools had been bombed, they issued a joint statement in August 2014 urging that arms exports to Israel be suspended. Cable explicitly blamed the Conservatives for the failure to reach a coalition agreement on freezing arms exports.\(^9\) The Tories were indeed culpable of assisting Israeli aggression, yet, contrary to what they implied, so were the Lib Dems. It is noteworthy that Clegg’s 2009 embargo call had also been made following Israeli attacks on Gaza’s schools. Why
was it necessary to wait for more schools to be bombed before halting weapons sales?

Cable resorted to obfuscation later that August – when there was a temporary ceasefire in Gaza. He published another statement saying that 12 export licences to Israel would be blocked if there was a resumption of ‘significant hostilities’. The decision had been taken, he stated, because the British government had not been able to clarify if the criteria for granting export licences had been met. Contrary to what Cable implied, the situation was alarmingly clear. The criteria in question are part of a legally binding EU code on weapons exports. They require exporters to take into account whether or not a potential buyer respects international humanitarian law. Israel does not respect international law – its siege of Gaza violates the Fourth Geneva Convention. For that and many other reasons, there should be no arms sales to Israel whatsoever. Cable and his entourage have refused to allow any transparency over their decisions. A freedom of information request to see what advice had been provided to Cable on weapons sales to Israel met with the response that it was necessary to withhold the details. Disclosing them would increase the ‘risk of protest against those companies that have exported military equipment to Israel,’ the business department stated, citing demonstrations that had shut down some of Elbit’s factories in Britain for a few days that summer. Protecting the arms industry was deemed more important than protecting human rights.

The Liberal Democrats’ approach to Israel was inconsistent. Although Clegg denounced Israeli atrocities in Gaza, he was more than accommodating towards the politicians who approved those atrocities. (The atrocities were not aberrations or mistakes – Tzipi Livni, Israel’s foreign minister at the time, said in January 2009 it was a ‘good thing’ that Israeli troops were ‘going wild’ in Gaza). Addressing the Lib Dems Friends of Israel in November 2010, Clegg called for changes to Britain’s universal jurisdiction law – which allowed prosecution of crimes against humanity carried out abroad. Clegg argued that he wished to avoid ‘accusations based on poorly justified grounds against visitors to the UK.’ It was clear that he was really talking about diluting the law to placate Israel. Campaigners had invoked the law (unsuccessfully) to try and have Ehud Barak arrested when he was invited to the British Labour Party’s conference a year earlier. An attempt had
similarly been made to arraign Shaul Mofaz, another military chief turned politician.\textsuperscript{64} In both those cases, the accusations were amply justified; Barak had, as defence minister, overseen Operation Cast Lead. Mofaz had allegedly ordered commanders based in the West Bank to kill 70 Palestinians per day while an intifada was underway in 2001.\textsuperscript{61} Lawyers seeking his prosecution had also documented how he had approved assassinations and house demolitions.\textsuperscript{66}

Much to the Israeli government’s relief, Britain altered the law in 2011. In the original law, anyone could ask the courts to issue an arrest warrant against a visitor suspected of war crimes. The bar has now been set far higher. The director of public prosecutions has to give the nod for an arrest warrant to be issued.\textsuperscript{67} By raising the threshold, Britain has signalled that war criminals are, in certain cases, welcome.

\textit{Conservative cheerleading}

Cheerleading for Israel has become something akin to official British policy. Philip Hammond, foreign secretary at the time, gave an extraordinary speech to Conservative Friends of Israel at his party’s 2015 conference. Hammond admitted that David Cameron, then prime minister, George Osborne, then chancellor of the exchequer, and himself had collectively decided that Britain must support Israel’s attack on Gaza the previous year. ‘We took a bit of flack for it and we are proud of that,’ Hammond said.\textsuperscript{68}

Under normal circumstances, the chancellor is too busy with financial matters to have any significant say in foreign policy. By coordinating with Osborne, Hammond was emphasising that the three most powerful men in the government were fully behind Israel. What material had Osborne studied as he helped shape Britain’s response to the Gaza invasion? In response to a freedom of information request, the treasury stated that Osborne was provided with a ‘situation report’ by the Foreign Office on 21 July 2014. The document described 20 July as ‘the bloodiest day of the conflict so far’. More than 100 Palestinians were killed on that day, 60 of them in a massacre that Israel carried out in the Shujaiya neighbourhood of Gaza City. ‘Displaced Gazans [are] struggling to find somewhere safe in an atmosphere of panic, fear and increased confusion,’ the note added. ‘With only three hours power per day in some areas, any semblance of normal life has been paralysed.’\textsuperscript{69}
The triumvirate determining Britain’s response evidently had access to comprehensive information about the destruction being wrought on Gaza. Not only did they resolve to back that destruction, they were, according to Hammond, proud to do so. Few within the Tories dissented. Sayeeda Warsi was an exception; she resigned as a Foreign Office minister, complaining that the ‘government’s approach and language during the current crisis in Gaza is morally indefensible.’

Warsi’s protest was commendable, though it is hard to see how she can have been in any way surprised by how more senior ministers were behaving. The Tories had pledged ahead of the 2010 election that they would be resolutely pro-Israel in government. In 2008, William Hague, then shadow foreign secretary, said: ‘The unbroken thread of Conservative Party support for Israel that has run for nearly a century from the Balfour Declaration to the present day will continue.’ The Tories did not break their promise. Cameron kept distorting the truth about Israel’s 2014 offensive after it had concluded. In an interview with The Jewish Chronicle before the 2015 British general election, Cameron peddled the myth that Israel was merely responding to Hamas’ rockets. He said: ‘As PM, putting yourself in the shoes of the Israeli people, who want peace but have to put up with these indiscriminate attacks – that reinforces to me the importance of standing by Israel and Israel’s right to defend itself.’

Confounding the opinion polls, the Tories won enough seats in 2015 to govern on their own. The new administration has arguably proven even more favourably disposed towards Israel than the previous one. Countering the Palestinian solidarity movement has been prioritised.

Shortly after being appointed business secretary, Sajid Javid addressed the annual dinner of UK–Israel Business, a bilateral chamber of commerce. He had a simple recommendation to beat the Palestinian call for boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) against Israel: trade. According to data that he cited, Britain and Israel’s commercial relations were worth more than £4.5 billion per year and Britain was the second largest importer of Israeli goods. Declaring his commitment to trade liberalisation, Javid said he believed ‘freedom is an absolute concept’ and pledged to do anything he could to promote increased business between Britain and Israel. The Tory government has tended to publicise cooperation of an apparently benign nature. A medical innovation project linking Britain’s National Health Service
and Israel’s pharmaceutical industry has been lauded by Javid and other cabinet ministers. Yet there is a darker side to the relationship: the British government is nurturing Israeli companies with strong military connections.

Britain’s embassy in Tel Aviv hosts an initiative called the UK–Israel Tech Hub. It was launched by George Osborne on an official visit to Israel in 2011. After declaring that Israel’s ‘high-tech economy is one of the economic marvels of the world’, Osborne contended that the scheme was making a simple offer. ‘Britain can help Israeli innovation go global,’ he said. One of the hub’s stated objectives is to make Britain a ‘partner of choice’ for Israeli inventors.

In pursuit of that goal, the British embassy has hired a team of Israeli advisers. The embassy has tried to put a positive spin on the team’s skills by putting words like ‘clean’ and ‘creative’ in their titles. Closer scrutiny of the advisers’ experience reveals they are immersed in Israel’s military culture. Haim Shani, chairman of the team at the time of writing, was appointed a director of Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) in 2012. Together with Elbit and Rafael, IAI is one of Israel’s top three arms manufacturers. Before joining IAI, he was a chief executive of NICE Systems, a maker of surveillance equipment. NICE, considered a spin-off of Israeli intelligence, provides products used in wiretapping and other forms of espionage to police departments and corporations across the world. Naomi Krieger Carmy, director of the UK–Israel Tech Hub at the time of writing, is referred to as an ‘8200 alumnus’ on a website set up by the British embassy in Tel Aviv. Unit 8200, part of the intelligence corps in the Israeli military, is dedicated to technological development. The Economist magazine argued in 2015 that by investing considerable resources in innovation, the military has made Israel into one of the world’s top ten exporters of ‘internet-security software’. Eden Shochat, an Israeli venture capitalist, has observed that Unit 8200 graduates focus on ‘big data, deep learning and machine vision’. This means that the future of the Internet and of technology more generally are being partly shaped by an army that deprives an entire people of its basic rights.

That is the reality behind the ‘economic marvel’ that dazzled George Osborne. It is also a trend that the British government wishes to persist. In 2016, the hub organised for a delegation of businesspeople working in Britain to visit Israel’s ‘cyber-security’ industry. Lockheed
Martin, the weapons firm, was among the companies represented on that delegation. Matt Hancock, the Cabinet Office minister who took part in the trip, said that he wished to study how the partnership between private firms and public authorities that was deemed pivotal towards the success of Israel’s technology sector could be replicated in Britain.81

*Smearing solidarity*

Britain’s determination to boost ‘security’ cooperation with Israel exemplifies how there is a yawning gap between elite and public opinion. Far from desiring stronger ties with Israel, ordinary people in Britain wish to boycott its goods and institutions. An end to the weapons trade was one of the core demands made when an estimated 150,000 marched through London in protest at the 2014 attack on Gaza.82

The Tories’ disdain for Palestine solidarity activism is not shared by all elected representatives. A local authority in Leicester has voted to boycott goods from Israel’s settlements in the West Bank. Birmingham City Council has threatened Veolia, a corporation which has built a tramway for settlers in East Jerusalem, with loss of contracts.83 The central government has refused to tolerate politicians who listen to concerns of their voters on Palestine. In his aforementioned address to Conservative Friends of Israel, Philip Hammond said: ‘Under a Conservative government, our foreign policy will be made in the Foreign Office and not in hundreds of Labour-controlled town halls.’84

Boycotting has assumed a central importance in the Palestinian quest for justice. The growing boycott is perceived as a major threat by Israel and its supporters. Benjamin Netanyahu’s government has devoted considerable resources towards trying to combat the boycott. Yisrael Katz, Israel’s intelligence minister at the time of writing, has even advocated a policy of ‘civil elimination’ against Palestine solidarity activists. ‘Civil elimination’ is a euphemism for assassination.85

Israel fears the boycott because it is a potent form of unarmed resistance. The call for boycott, divestment and sanctions is one of moral clarity. It is based on three demands: an end to Israel’s occupation of Arab land, full equality for Palestinian citizens of Israel and guaranteeing Palestinian refugees their right of return.86
It is not surprising that Britain’s ruling elite is hostile to a campaign making those demands. Realizing the demands would put an end to the apartheid system that Britain helped to introduce in Palestine and that it still props up. The Tory governments led by David Cameron and his successor Theresa May have signalled their willingness to, in effect, insulate Israel from public outrage over its crimes.

In February 2016, the British government issued a policy paper directed at local authorities. Its objective was to prevent councils from taking decisions that were at odds with central government policy when voting on procurement and the provision of services. Councils would also not be allowed bar pension schemes that they ran from investing in corporations accused of pollution or human rights violations. The paper was described as guidance but it was really a diktat. Central government was giving itself the power to block measures that it did not like; local democracy was being stifled. A statement accompanying the paper singled out boycotts targeting Israel as measures that would not be tolerated. 87

The government has been secretive about the circumstances in which the paper was drawn up. Asked for a list of contacts it had with Israeli diplomats and Zionist lobby groups in the twelve months prior to the publication of its guidance, Britain’s communities and local government ministry claimed that it had no meetings with outside organisations on issues relating to the boycott of Israel within that period. 88

It is true that a ‘public consultation exercise’ was held before the guidance was officially finalised. The exercise was a travesty of democracy. Participants were asked to comment on eight questions. None of them explicitly mentioned Israel, even though the whole initiative has been presented by the government as a response to Palestine solidarity activism. According to the government’s report on the consultation, more than 23,000 of the respondents disagreed with the idea that a cabinet minister could thwart decisions taken by a local authority. As a total of 23,500 individuals and groups took part in the exercise, that means that they were almost unanimous in their opposition to the recommendations. Their concerns were treated with contempt. In September 2016, the Tory government stated that its guidance would not be altered. 89
Benjamin Netanyahu’s ruling coalition allocated around $26 million from the state’s 2016 annual budget to tackling what it calls ‘delegitimization’ of Israel, principally the BDS movement. As he prepared to visit London that year, Gilad Erdan, the minister overseeing that fightback, said:

Great Britain is the world centre of the anti-Israel BDS campaign. I’m going there to battle the boycott and delegitimization in every arena and to discuss with members of the British government – which is also committed to fighting boycotts – ways to strengthen our cooperation against the anti-Semitic boycott campaign.

It was not the first time that Britain was depicted as home to many of Israel’s enemies. The Reut Institute, an Israeli think-tank, alleged in 2010 that London ‘stands out as a hub of delegitimization’. Among the factors cited to back up the allegation were the strong level of concern about Palestine among trade unions, the sense that Israel had become a focus for the radical left similar to how South Africa was in the 1980s and the antipathy towards Israel among Britain’s Muslims.

Nor was it the first time that an Israeli government minister has openly accused Palestine solidarity campaigners of anti-Semitism. Smearing critics in this way has long been the default position for Israeli political figures. Back in 1973, Abba Eban, then Israel’s foreign minister, advocated that Israel should systematically cast aspersions against opponents of Zionism, the state’s ideology. ‘One of the chief tasks of any dialogue with the gentile world is to prove that the distinction between anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism is not a distinction at all,’ Eban argued.

More than likely, the Tories will be in power when the centenary of the Balfour Declaration occurs in 1917. That declaration implicitly conflated Judaism and Zionism. It did so despite how Jews were never united in their support of Zionism and many were implacably opposed to the colonisation of Palestine. Today’s Tories are less subtle than Balfour was. They explicitly conflate Zionism and Judaism and insist that if you are hostile to Zionism you harbour a general hatred of Jews. That argument can be found in official government statements. The Cabinet Office alleged in 2016 that boycotts of Israel were
‘fuelling anti-Semitism’. Abba Eban’s wish of removing distinctions had come true.

A century ago, Britain’s support for Zionism was somewhat tentative. A century later, it is so enthusiastic that Britain is outlawing certain expressions of solidarity with Zionism’s victims, the indigenous Palestinians.

The results of Britain’s embrace of Zionism have already been unsavoury. If recent trends continue, matters could get worse. One thing has remained constant over the past 100 years. With some exceptions, foreign policy has been the exclusive preserve of an elite; the British government wants to keep things that way. Ultimately, it may not be able to. Though the government might try to suffocate the boycott of Israel, it is unlikely to succeed. Unless Britain resorts to extremely draconian measures, nobody will be forced to put Israeli goods in their shopping basket. Weapons dealers and corporations that try to profit from Israeli apartheid will still be exposed through research and protest.

The Palestine solidarity is a grass-roots one. Unable to destroy it, senior politicians have instead tried to disparage it. Boris Johnson, foreign secretary at the time of writing, has called supporters of the boycott ‘a bunch of corduroy-jacketed lefty academics’. Teachers unconcerned with the whims of fashion can certainly be found in the Palestine solidarity movement but its support among ordinary people is much wider. If Britain is truly the world centre of Israel’s critics, then Britain’s rulers are out of touch with public opinion.
Postscript
Israel’s greatest friend?

In June 2016, David Cameron bragged that Britain was ‘Israel’s greatest friend’. A few days after making that claim – to a fundraiser for the organisation Jewish Care – Cameron resigned, having been on the losing side in the referendum on Britain’s EU membership.

Being the ‘greatest friend’ requires Britain to downplay Israel’s misconduct. At least, that was the impression soon conveyed by Cameron’s Oxford peer-turned-political rival, Boris Johnson. A controversy erupted in January 2017 when Al Jazeera broadcast a documentary that showed a London-based Israeli diplomat telling an undercover reporter he wished to ‘take down’ Alan Duncan, a Foreign Office minister who had been critical of Israel’s settlement activities in the West Bank. Although there were many calls for a strong government response, Johnson (now foreign secretary) accepted an apology from the Israeli embassy and said that ‘I think we should consider the matter closed.’

Cameron’s ‘greatest friend’ boast was contained in a plea for Britain to remain in the European Union so that it could exert a pro-Israel influence. It is certainly true that Britain’s representatives had been accommodating towards Israel at EU level. One such representative, Catherine Ashton, was appointed the EU’s foreign policy chief in 2009. She brokered a deal that allowed Israeli weapons firms to benefit from the Union’s multi-billion euro scientific research programme. To reach that deal, Ashton decided to disregard the salient fact that Israel’s science ministry – which oversees Israel’s participation in the programme – is headquartered in East Jerusalem. Doing business with the ministry is tantamount to accepting Israel’s annexation of East Jerusalem – despite how the EU has consistently refused to recognise that annexation.

Once Britain formally leaves the EU, it will obviously no longer have a direct say in the Union’s policies. Theresa May has signalled,
however, that close relations with Israel will remain a priority. When Benjamin Netanyahu visited Downing Street in February 2017, May voiced a desire to clinch a bilateral free trade agreement with Israel. Eric Pickles, a veteran MP and a key player in the lobby group Conservative Friends of Israel, availed of the occasion to argue:

Israel was one of the first countries to grasp that, post-Brexit, the UK will be stepping out into the world, and it would be fitting were the UK to sign its first trade deal with the Middle East’s only true democracy. The building blocks are there.

May rushed to see Donald Trump as soon as he had moved into the White House. This book was finalised in the early stages of Trump’s presidency; given his irascibility, it would be foolish to predict what will happen to Anglo-American or Anglo-Israeli relations in the next few years. It is telling, though, that May gave early indications that her approach to the Middle East chimed with that of Trump – or at least was closer to Trump’s than that of the Obama administration. In late 2016, John Kerry, about to leave office as US secretary of state, complained that Netanyahu headed the ‘most right-wing government in Israeli history’. May’s spokesman responded by telling the media that ‘we do not believe it is appropriate to attack the composition of the democratically elected government of an ally.’

The rebuke of Kerry was peculiar. Kerry had been part of an administration which approved record levels of military aid to Israel and even directly contributed to the 2014 attack on Gaza by replenishing some types of artillery in Israel’s arsenal. No serious analyst could conclude that he had been hostile to Israel.

Timing was probably one factor behind why May, in effect, came to Netanyahu’s defence. Kerry’s comments had been made after the UN Security Council approved a resolution condemning Israel’s settlement activities. The vote drew a predictably hostile response from Israel. Although Britain had supported the resolution, May appeared determined to avoid any serious rift with Israel. Her affinity towards Netanyahu was plain to see when she hosted him in London around six weeks later. The visit coincided with an Israeli bombing attack on Gaza and a vote by the Knesset to confiscate large tracts of Palestinian land
May’s silence is symptomatic of a bigger problem. Her government has backed policies that conflate robust criticism of Israel with anti-Semitism. In December 2016, May stated that she wished to formally approve a definition of anti-Semitism, making Britain one of the first countries to do so. The definition was part of a guidance paper from an organisation called the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance; that paper cited a number of examples of what could be considered anti-Semitic. One of them was ‘denying Jewish people their right to self-determination’ by ‘claiming that the existence of a state of Israel is a racist endeavour.’ Conceivably, this could mean that a historian or activist could be accused of anti-Semitism for writing – based on hard evidence – that the Zionists who oversaw the mass expulsion of Palestinians in 1948 were motivated by a sense of ethnic supremacy.

May’s announcement about wishing to define anti-Semitism followed a report by the home affairs committee in House of Commons, published a few months earlier. That report recommended that use of the term ‘Zionist’ in an ‘abusive or accusatory context’ should be considered a hate crime.

The backdrop to the recommendation was a public squabble within the Labour Party. A handful of injudicious comments about Zionism and Israel by a small number of Labour members had been exaggerated by the media and portrayed as an anti-Semitic crisis. The ‘crisis’ had been used by enemies of Jeremy Corbyn, the party’s leader and a long-standing defender of Palestinian rights, to try and weaken him. Although the ‘crisis’ did not damage Corbyn’s popularity, it may have had an impact on his policies. Corbyn endorsed the same definition of anti-Semitism favoured by Theresa May in December 2016. His willingness to do so contradicted with a remark he made in the autumn of that year, in which he said ‘I do not accept’ a virtually identical version of that definition.

Hatred of Jews has never been the same thing as questioning whether it is legitimate for Israel to be constituted as a Jewish state, which discriminates against and oppresses Palestinians. By blurring the distinction between anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism, Britain’s political leaders are effectively saying that condemnation of Israel
must not stray beyond certain bounds. Describing settlement activities as ‘unhelpful’ is acceptable; asking if Israel practises apartheid is, in their view, not. The definition of anti-Semitism that May wants Britain to adopt could have a chilling effect on free speech.

This book began by noting some of Boris Johnson’s comments on the Balfour Declaration. When Benjamin Netanyahu called to the Foreign Office in early 2017, Johnson acted as a tour guide. ‘This is the desk where the Balfour Declaration was composed and written,’ Johnson informed his guest, pointing behind him. Johnson was now celebrating a document he had called ‘tragicomically incoherent’ not so long ago.

Whatever they may say in less guarded moments, Britain’s top government ministers officially delight in their nation’s support for Zionism and Israel. They display pride in how Britain laid Israel’s foundations, despite how that construction work was undertaken at the Palestinians’ expense.
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